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Introduction
Quantum mechanics deals\ith the description of motions
of particles.

Ail the information needed for the complete

description of the motion of a particle is contained in its
wave function y(x,yfS,t), a complex function of position
(x,yfe) € R^

(3 dimensional Euclidean space) and the time

In non-relativistic quantum mechanics

| V'Ujy^t )|

t.

is

thé probability density of the position of the particle.

The

probability of the position of a particle being in a region
A C r3

at any time

i/ilf(x,y,2,t)|2 dxdyda
A
Note t// must be square integrable for each t and we
assume ,

t

is

|'f'(x,y,z,t)^xdyde = 1

for each

If we
dxdydz.

define an inner product
then the function

t.

^ belongs to a Hilbert space for each

In non-relativistic quantum mechanics,
Schroedinger wave equation:

i-k-ÜL « hV
at

t.

satisfies the

2.
where ^

it Plank*• constant divided by 2%, and H is

a self adjoint operator in the Hilbert space
integrable functions on R^#

of square

It follows fron the Schroedinger

equation that the inner product of two wave functions re¬
mains constant for all time» When the particle is free of
interaction,
H.

3» 4A

H“ *

where m

is the mass of the particle and à

is the Laplacien,

In relativistic quantum mechanics, space and time are
not separate, thus one cannot say that ^ is a function of
four variables, unless a Lorentz coordinate system is chosen.
In order to treat space and time together, the space £^, a
four dimensional affine space, is introduced and
fined on

^ is de¬

£^. An affine space will be defined later.

Definition. A particle.

is a Hilbert space of functions

on £^,
Definition. A motion, ÿ , is an element of ^ with | y|| = 1,
Let o’ be an arbitrary Lorentz transformation in £^
and

G be the Lorentz group.

Under the transformation

a function i// goes into a function
Definition.

If, for all (f € G,

11

,

s.
then the partióle* Tjf, t is a universal particle» Xn short* a
universal particle is a particle that does not change under a
Lorentz transformation*
Definition» A universal particle* M» is elementarg if Y*
contains no subspace which transforms into Itself under all ?
le.

(?)

is minimal.
We shall show later that the space H depends on a parameter
and a parameter talcing on the two values + and -• The *

parameter is Interpreted as the charge and % as the rest mass
of the particle.
Definition. Asmeson is a scalar elementary particle (l.e.* the
♦

\
\

wave function f is a scalar).
For a system of two particles* the Hilbert space has the

\

same axioms as before* except that its elements are functions
on

\

X E^. Only systems of one free particle will be dealt with

\

in these lectures.
For the sake of generality* we shall assume that our Hilbert
space is not a space of functions but a space of distributions.
We* therefore* begin with a short introduction to the theory
of distributions.
Elements of the Theory of Distributions

(R )

Set Rn denote the n-dlmensional Euclidean space and let
($r simply#) be the space of all complex valued functions

f

defined in Rn which have derivatives of all orders and which
vanish identically outside a bounded region in Rn.
<p will be called testing functions.
space.

The functions

Note that £{Rn) is a linear

4.

V« introducé now a topology in ft.

Definition. A soqutnoo of toating function!
oonvtrgf to itro in ß* if all th# function! *fy(x) vaniah
Idontloally outildo the aana bounded ragion in Rn and if tho
function! <^(x) and all thair derivative! converge uni¬
formly to sero.
Definition. A dletributlon T ia a continuoua linear funetlonal on ft, i.e., the image under T of an element
la a complex number denoted by. < T, ^ > auch that
< T, (ci^i + °2

cl< T' Ÿ1 > + °2< Ti

>

and

_> o lapliea that < T, ^ > —> 0 .
Let ^*(Rn) (or slnply ft) denote the space of distributions
on Rn.
Examples. Let f be a locally integrable function in R .
Then
<

f(x)cp(x)to -

defines a distribution.

j

t(x)<f(x)ix

Here A is a bounded regipn in

»

Rn (the support of ÿ ).

Thus every locally integrable

function defines a distribution.

Clearly ^ and f2 define

the same distribution if and only if ^ ■ fg almost every¬
where.

Considering the Lebesgue classes defined by this

relation (i.e. identifying functions which are equal almost
everywhere) we conclude that the Lebesgue classes of locally

5
Integrable functions form a subspaoe of the spaces of
distributions.
Other Important examples are the Dirac distribution $
defined by
< i.<p > » <jp(0)
or

and the dipole ^ defined by
<

Definition. The derivative of a distribution T is defined
by the formulât
< T'» Cf> ■ - < T, (f> >
Prom this it follows that
< T^, <f > rn (-1)* < T, >f ^ >
< TV

<

ipT.y

> - (-1)*P'< T>

&lf >

where p denotes the n-tuple of Integers p ■ (p1#...ipn)i
IpI - Pl +...+ pn and UP -

)Pl (-^)Pa ... (^)Pn.

Thus every distribution has derivatives of all orders.
h cviple.

Consider the Heaviside function Y(x) defined by
X > 0

Y(x)
X < 0
4

6

Tfatn
00

I(x) f (x)dx «

<r\*>.-<T,Os-j

V (0) ■

V' (x)te

f }

Thtrofor« I* « 8 .
Dtflnltlon.-- Lot f bt a oontlnuoua funotlon and lat
A s £xt f(z) f oj • The oloaura X of A U oallad tho
■ttpport of tbo funotlon f•
Daflnltlon.—Lat J1 ba an opan aat ln BP and lat Z sfi* ,
Va aay that Z g 0 ln-A

if < T,f> ■ 0 fop all

wboaa

apport la oontalnad ln Jl •
For axanpla
Zhaoram.—Lat
auppoaa that

$ ~ 0

InR-^oJ*

J ba any ayatan of opan aubaata in 8° and
Z g 0 ln arary

•

Zhan Z g 0 ln

Proof .—Va must abou that < Z, / > * 0 for arary
Whoaa support la eontainad In

tf* fir

• Lat A ba tha support

of aoma If * & . Slnoa A la compact and covarad by
thara exista a finita auboovarí^l. I f k g 1» •••»n# Lat

r

)

(

V

{ fk > k = 1,...,n, ba an Infinitely many times continuously
differentiable partition of unity on A with raapaot to -TL. ,
*k
that la, Ÿk * efr (Rn) »
hll, ltf «uppo^t in
and
yk = 1 on A, Zhan
k=

•?> =

k=l

rkv>= ¿
<T,rkr> =o .
k=l

7

Corollary*

for overy distribution T thsrs sxlsts sxaotly

ons maximal opan sub sot of R11 in which T Is stro*
Proof« Consider all

ln which T ■ 0. Then U

Is

the required set«
Definition« The support of T Is the complement of the
maximal open subset of Rn In which T ■ 0«
We introduce now a topology In the space of distribution

ß1.

Since It Is a linear space it suffices to define

convergence to sero«
Definition« Weak convergence> Let [Tj}be a sequence In
/31 • We say that Tj converges to sero In the sense of
distributions# or Tj —» 0 InX)1# If < Tj# ^ > —> 0 for
every <f c # « Strong convergence requires a certain uniformity and
It will be defined when needed«
Theorem, Differentiation Is a continuous operation# l.e«
Tj —> 0 In A* Implies that Tj —> 0 in
Proof, < TJ, <p > « - < Tj,(f ' > —> 0 for every (/ e
Remarks. The weak topology defined here makes convergent
a lot of sequences which are ordlnarly divergent« A
series which Is convergent In the sense of distributions
may be differentiated term by term# l.e. if T ■
then T* • T-Tj.
Theorem. Let fj —> 0 almost everywhere and suppose that
|fjl < S where g is a fixed positive locally integrable
function. Then fj —> 0 in the sense of distributions.

.

8

Proof, This follow» fro« tht Ltb«»gu» oonmg»nct thoor««,
A trlgonoaitrlo 8»rl«» ^

1» oowrtrgtnt

in «bè »«nte of distrlbutioof it «nd only if ItJ £ Ak ,
whore A 1» a oonotant and o 1» »one po»itive Integer. Thu»
«any trlgonooetrlo serle» beoone convergent In the sense of
distributions. To see this consider the series
.2rikx

,

1^1
It is uniformly convergent since

"¡ãrÜcP*5

Therefore this series converges also In the sense of
distributions. If we differentiate now a+2 tines tern by
term we obtain the original series which therefore Is
convergent In the sense of distributions.
Exanoles. The series
02vikx la ordinarly divergent.
*=*—
However In the sense of distributions It converges to the
tú

distribution

ET.
to«-«*

$ (x-k)

i_f

—T"

$
—T"

-2

-10

1

S
“T“
2

Differentiating term by term we see that
converges to ^
I-2

SMx-k)

S-

T

-1

t

f

^

f (arik).2'11“

/

9

i

Affin» aptoM. Lortnti Traniforaitl^nj.
A

In th» previous »»otlon w» d»fln»d th» spto» ^(R )
a

of distribution» on th» Suelld»an spao» Rn.
may w» nay d»fin» th» apao»

In a similar

of distributions on

th» n-dimensional vootor spao» 1^. However in physloal
space th»r» is no pr»-d»t»rmlnod origin so that we do not
have an

to start with.

Tor this reason w» introduce th»

concept of an affine space.
Definition. An affin» spao» is a set E and an associated
vector space B. This association is defined by a map from
E X E to E which maps a pair a,b of elements of E to the

vector ãb of E and such that the following two laws are
i

«

satisfied:
(1) Chasles1 relation:

If a,b,c are any three elements

of E* then ab + be + oa ■
(2)

o.

Let o be a fixed element of E.

The map a —> oa

is a one-to-one correspondence between E and B.
It should be noted that (1) may be generalized to
more than three elements.

Furthermore according to (1)

the triple a«a,a yields 3 ãa - 0 or a! - 0 and the triple
a,&jb yields ab + b! ■ 0.
For obvious reasons the notation
à? ■ b-a
i

is very convenient.
4

Thus the difference between two

elements a,b of E is a map which maps the pair a^b to the
_^
-*4
vector ab of E, and which obviously satisfies the above

10

tvo lavs. If a is a giran alaaant of I and ? is a giran
alaasnt of

f

, than thara azista ona and only ona alaaant

bei auch that a + 3t & b vhara this aquality la aquiralant
to ? « lb - t,
Oafinltlon.—Lat I and P ba two affina spaoas, Tha nap
r , i —»

p

la oallad an affina oparator fron I to P if thara azista
an aaaoolatad llnsar oparator

¿it-»?
auch that
rb - r*l = Ä& - 1) ,

Nota that the aasociatad llnsar oparator

la uniquely

determined by ¢- , Furthermore, the composition of two
affine operators la an affine operator and the inrertlble
affine operators form a group.
Example.—The translation Tf : z —► z + If is an affine oparator
from the affine space I onto itself. The associatad llnsar
operator of a translation is the identity operator,
(b + tf ) - (a + tf)

= b - I

Conversely every affine operator having the identity as its
associated linear operator is a translation.
Let tf be a vector space over the reals and consider a
quadratic form (x|y)
(x|y)

defined on tf , It is assumed that

is bilinear, symmetric

( (x|y) = (y|x)) and non¬

degenerate (no element except zero is orthogonal to the whole
space).

*

11

Lat

1«,

...» 7n b* «n orthonorml bula Iní

l.a.

( ît I 7,) - 0 for i + J ana ( ajUj) -fl. I»arjr finita
dlnanslonal vector eptoe with t non-dégénérât• quedratio
font has an infinite number of orthonormal baaes# However
the number of basis elements e suoh that (e|e) ■ +1 and
the number of basis elements e suoh that (e|e) ■ *1 Is
Independent of the particular chosen basis#
Definition#

The signature of an n-dlmenslonal vector «pace

with respect to a given quadratic form (x|y) Is the pair
of Integers (piq) where pfq ■ n, p is the number of 0#V#
basis elements e such that (e|e) ■ ¿ 1 and q Is the number
of 0#N. basis elements e such that (e|e) ■ -1#
Definition. A Lorents 4-dlmensional vector mcace Is a vector
space with a quadratic form which has the signature (8#1)*
The orthonormal basis will 'be denoted by e^> e¿# Oj, e0
where (eje^) ■ +1, i ■ 1>2,3 and (e0 |eo) « -1. A
Lorents 4-dlmenslonal affine space Is an affine space
whose associated vector space

has the signature (3*1)#

By a Galilean reference system we mean a chosen origin
0 In Ejj and a chosen orthonormal basis e^, eg# e^« e0 In
(chosen coordinate system).
Every point of the universe has four coordinates
x1# Xg, kj, x0 * ct, three of space and one of time.
Definition. A Lorentz transformation cf Is an affine
invertible operator in a Lorentz affine space which pre¬
serves its Lorents structure« i.e. the associated linear

12

operator protervos the quadratle form
(rx|ry ) * (x | ÿ) .
The Urente trantforaation« fora a group« The group 0 con¬
sisting of all the Lorents transfonsetlone r- will be called
the Inhoaoflonootts Lorenta arouo whereas the group 9 con¬
sisting of the associated linear operators

£

will be called

the honoQonootts Lorents orquo.
Eaaaplo.—Translations are Lorents translations«
One nay now define the space

t&'iE)

of distributions over

the affine space E , sinply by choosing an origin in E s
this choice turns E into a vector space (isoaorphic to

t

)

and allows us to carry over E the distributions on the vector
space«

It is easily seen that this transfer does not depend

on the choice of the origin« More generally« one can define
the space

oô

(V) of distributions (or of currents) on a C®

manifold V (of which an affine space is a particular case)«
Universal Scalar Particles
Now the definitions of a scalar particle and a universal
particle will be made more precise«
Definition,--A scalar particle in the universe E^ is a set

M

satisfying the postulates:
(1)
(2)

is a vector subspace of <S'(E^).

X

is equipped with a Hilbertian structure«

is« there is a linear-anti linear form

| ^

that

13

f

[linttr in ^ tnd «ntilinctr in Y2 ] in

0

which is Hsraiiitn tnd positive dsfinit«9 tnd
is coaipltts with respect to the none | V

(yir

*

.

(3) The canonictl eabedding ot

into

it

continuous, that is,
fj “• 0

1"

0

in ^ •

Ve shall find that % represents charged partie les• It
the dietributions in

were restricted to be real valued,

then Jlf would describe a neutral particle*
Definition.«^ motion of a particle is an element ^ îX such
that

If |^ « 1 .
A universal particle (universal with respect to the Lorents

group) is one which is considered the same by different obeervers*
An observer makes his observations in some frame of reference,
thus the particle ^ is interpreted by him as being a space of
distributions over

instead of

•

If all observers

interpret ^ to be the same space of distributions over
then

,

it a, universal particle* A more precise definition

is given after the operation of pnî 0 on distributions is defined*
A Lorents transformation ¿rC G not only operates on
but also on every structure given over E^ •

If <p(x) for x €

is a complex function on E^ , the transformation <p -»¿-tp is
defined by the equation
¢-9 (*“*)

<p (x)

x € E.

or, equivalently.
<e (y')

y )

y 6 E,

k

#

From th« f«et that
Thtormu—

r < ^ ia a Untar operator, It followt that:

p €^(£^) —^ rt

dafinition of

^ follow» from the

p that :

Emm*-

fn
0
«r-^n “* 0 •
Thttt 9- givta an automorphiam of o& onto pO" •
Tha operation of V- on diatributiona ia defined by the
equation

< rt, rX ) - <t. *)
or, equivalently,

<rT,f>

■

<1,^-^)

-<Ty,f(^y)

Theorem.—The operator r. operatea linearly and continuoualy on
diatributiona«
Proof.—Linearity:

<«,*1 + %T2> , t > « < a,I, + tfz
- a, < T!

*

Y > + a2<T2 .«r--1 Y >

» Y) + ¾

Continuity!

Y>

{f h 'i)

* ¢1 <rTi + «2»-T2» Y>

Olven T -> 0, th«n for »ny Y E 0& $

*»• h»vo

i-'1 Y 6
<<-tn .Y> -<Tn .r'Y)-* 0
therefore

-♦ 0.

It is simple to show that the operation of f? followed by
^ on

is the same as the operation of fFonJfy •

it follows that r is an automorphism of

Then

onto

Given an affine space E and a positive measure on ? which
is invariant under translation, a measure on
defined.

E

is uniquely

15
Thin iny lootlly intigrabli funotlon f on I diflnoa t d&stvibutton

(t, f ) « JfU) i
OiTtn a qoadratlo form on f , thora oopraaponda an opthdnobnal
baala and a Haar naaaupa«

In fian of tha faat that any ^ « tf

ppoMPfaa tha quadpatla fopn# it will alao ppaaapf# tha Haap
naaaupaa.

It follona that

r ppaaapraa tha oorpaapondanoa

batwaan funotlona and dlatpibutlona fop thia naaaupa*
Olran a aoalap paptlola
nay fora tha apaaa

r

“>7 (T « », on.
tha sat of a- f fop all ^ e

With tha Innapppoduot

= ‘'♦'i'
tha spaoa

»V

i> alao a Bllbapt «paca.

Définition.—A scalar partida V i» uni variai if for all
rdd tha following is trust
(1)

(8)

rM = %
' II t

*11 f «V*

[t follows that y is a universal partida if and only if
ivary red is a unitary operator of

onto

,

sellar and Voter PtrtloXf
ln in Arbltrtry ünlvw

Diflnltlon»
slon n.

A unlvtTM V !• t c“-«inlfold of finit# dl«#n-

A group 0 who## •l#n#nt# op#r#t# on V will b# oall#d

th# Btruotur# group of th# unlvor##.
Definition*
set

A aotlar ptrtlol# ln th# unlv#r## V 1# a

it satisfying th# postulates:
(1)

M Is a vector subspao# of #*00# the space of
distributions ln V.

(2)

it

(3)

Is equipped with a Hllbertlan structure.
—> o In &

Definition.

A scalar particle

—> 0 in £*(V).

h/L

in the universe V Is

universal (with respect to 0) if for all <r « 0:
d)

<rU

-

U

(2)
Example.

torallV'M.'
For one scalar particle« we may take V ■

with

a given Lorentz quadratic form and the corresponding Lorentz
group as the structure group.
Example.

For two particles« we take V ■ E^ X E^.

The

structure group 0 Is again the Lorentz group acting on
E^ X

as follows: For (x,y) e E^X

.

and (T e 0

(x,y) —> or(x«y) - (ox, <ry).

In order to treat particles such as the electron,
proton, etc., we must Introduce the concept of a vectorvalued distribution.
space over C.

Let F be a finite dimensional vector

IT

Dtflnltlon.

An F^vlutd diitributlon T on V is a continuou»
—4

linear nap Tt

«■>>

—>

—> < Ti

> of /&(V) Into P.

The space ^(Vjf) of V^valued distributions on V«
the space ^(A(V);P) of continuous linear naps of
Into pT and the tensor product fi '(V) (&) P of

V)

'(V) and

p’are all Identicals
(VjP) - ^(A(v)}7) > ^'(v) ® V.
Sxanplo. Let V ■ Rn be an affine space with a Lébesgue
-♦

—>

measure. If f(x) Is a locally Integrable P-valued function
on Rn« then to f corresponds a distribution
</ —i_< f, H> > - J?(x) y(x)ix.
If S « y&'MV) and ?« p) then the vector valued
distribution 3f*c

nay be defined by the equation

<Sf, Cp>-<s,(f>f—>
S? Is identified with S ¢) 7 c y&Mv) ® P«
If F has the basis
-> —>
11

*2'

^

’*’*

—>
then T 6 A*(V j?) can be written
T ■ T^f^ + Tgfg +•••+ Tnfn
where T1# Tg, ..., Tn € ^ *(7). Thus for
<

>

c

i^Mv):

g < V i? >f1.

Definition. An F-valued particle in the universe V is a

16

sit

ht

c /ÿ'fVjrî tatiafylng tht mm postula^m aa a

sealar partióla in tht unlvtrat V txotpt that ^ *(V) la
rtplaotd by

jò'(víi)

in tht dtflnitlon and tht following

additional poatulatta art aatiafitdt
(1) Evtry r t 0 optratta not only on
on F# thus X c V ss>

1,

but alao

< V« and f « 7 *■) rf « F.

(2) If 6* dtfinta tht idtntity optration in both V
•4

and Pi than O' la tht idtntity of 0.
(3) 0 optratta faithfully on tht product V ® P,
but not on V or P alona.
Example. Por an alactron, O la tht propar apinor group»
V - E^i and P la a 2-dinonalonal vector apaca ovar C.
There la a mapping
ce 0 —> 0-Q e proper inhomogeneoua Lorantz group
auch that two elementa of 0 correspond to each element in
the Lorentz group, and the action of each <T on any element
of Ejj la the same as the action of the corresponding <T0
given by the mapping.
d’ € 0 —> T e

There la also a mapping

some set of linear operators ln P
which form a group
«

such that an Infinite number of elements of 0 correspond
to each element of this group of linear operators ln P,
—>

and the action of each cr on any element of F Is the same

as the action of the corresponding t given by the mapping.

/
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Définition»

Th« opération of T on T «

fi\v)

(¾ V If

dofIntd by tho oguatlon

—

^(< T,

-4

>) - < ö'TiÖ'V >,

or, equival«ntly,

m <r(< î,h>(t*) >).

< (rif > •
Definition«

—>

A uni ver aal 7-valued partióle ln the universe

V la defined in exactly the aene way as a universal aoalar
particle In the universe V.

Weak and Strong Convergence
Definition«

Let E be a topological vector apace.

A set

A c E la called convex if whenever x«y t A the elementa
ax + (l-a)y, 0 < a < 1, also belong to A«

E la called

locally convex If Its topology can be defined by a base
consisting of convex sets.
Let E be a locally convex topological vector space and
let E* be Its dual, l.e. the space of continuous linear
«

forms on E.

We shall define weak and strong convergence

in Ef.
Definition.

The sequence £ej

c Ef converges weakly to

zero, ej —> 0 weakly, if < ej,e > —> 0 for every e c E.
Here the Inner product is the one defined naturally as
being equal to the value of ej at e.
Strong convergence requires a certain uniformity on
the bounded subsets of E.

20

Definition,

A subset A of E is celled bounded if it oen

be napped into any neighbourhood of sero by e contraction
with a non-zero ratio.

Vor example« if B Is a Banach space,

a subset of E is bounded if it can be napped into any
ball by a contraction with a non-zéro ratio.
Definition.

A sequence [ej j cl E* converges strongly to

zero, written e.j -~> 0 strongly, if < ej,e > —> 0 for
every e s E and this convergence is unifora on every bounded
subset of E.
Let us return now to the spaces ¿’(V) and ^(V).
£(V) is the space of testing functions defined on the
universe V.

If K is a compact subset of V let /^(V)

denote the space of testing functions whose support is in
K.

In £g(V) we nay Introduce the norms
||<f||

•

sup

,¾

|ljP<f(x)|

1

where if denotes the (p-^Pgj

derivative. Just as

before we define convergence to zero of a sequence
in >0^(7) by requiring that ||<fn||a—.>

o

for all m.

An element T of /)’(V) is a linear form on &(v)
which is continuous on every /^(V). A sequence
[Tj] C ôtv) converges weakly to zero, Tj —> 0 weakly,
if < Tj, ^ > —> 0 for every

e fö(V).

It converges

strongly to zero, Tj -> 0 strongly, if < Tj,

> -> 0

for every (f s /^(V) and this convergence is uniform on
the bounded subsets of #K(V) for any K.

a

Vt statt htrt without proof tht following important
theorent
Thtorta« Tht «pact

of V^valutd distributions on

V Is a locally oonvtx topological vtotor spact which is
oonplttt undtr tht strong topology*
From this point on» our basic purpost is to find all
tht sUbspaots

ÍA of ft'iVjF), such that

nsy bt

tquipptd with a Hllbartlan struoturt and oonvtrgtnot in
7½ inputs oonvtrgtnot in /9*(v;f)*

. 22.
a» teto» IHI
Ltt 1 bt a ooaplêtt locally oparcx topological Tactor
opaca« In our particular atudy I will ba

(HI

( Vj?) « Lat

(Ij

danota tha aat of paira

oonaiating

of a linaar aubapaoa ^ of 1 and a acolar product on V
aatiafying tha following conditional
(a)

ProTidad with U) ^ *>

(b) Tha injaotion of

ia an Hilbart spaoa;

into 8 ia oontinuouai that ia#

oonTarganoa in
On IHI

*it

inpliaa conrarganoa in 8«

va nay dafina tha following:

(1) Multiplication by non-nagatira acolara«
V

=

[X*
^ o if

x>

^ > 0; tha aat

0

A *0

11*1^

If T 6 J/ and tharafora T «

11*11^

(2) Additioni Tha aat

Xi+Vi*

[is T = T1 + I8 , l!

Tg

tUA

with the norm

(3)

Order:

A partis, ordering is defined in

|HI

by the

relation
1 < 3^2

if

«l^g

than or equal to the norm in
(4)

and the norm in

ia greater

•

Topology.

It will be shown that

||=J| is a closed convex cone in a

topological vector space which we shall construct.
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Definition .«—An ântl-kwnal L It an anti-lint tr oontlnuoua nap
of tha dual apaoa I*

■* # I» !•

Into I» that la 1

oontlnuoua and L( ^o*) * ^ L(o ) , L la otilad poaltlPt If
< o'» La1 > > 0 for all o' 111 • Tha duality produot batuaan
I and s' la dtflntd by
< t1^ f> = a*(f)» tha ralua of o' at f# for f 6 I« a1 d I •
8ggg2iL£a--Lat ï

n » tha n-dlnanalonal ooaplax tactor

apaoa» than I* s (£11 • An antl-karnal hart la a poaltlta
daflnlta hernltlan matriz L»
Li

}p)

( 5^» •••»

«hart

ïi * n hi

h •

and

U

•oo

s TT

In tha apaoa of positiva antl-karnala addition and scalar
multiplication are dtfintd in tha obvious mannar, Furtharmora,
an ordar ralation it givan by
Lj < I2

if < a', L|a*> d <3* »Lg** > for all a* CE»,

We prove now tha following fundamental result:
Theorem.—There is a one-to-one correspondence between the elements
of

HI and the positive anti-kernels L.

corresponds the kernel
natural injection
and

jo

L « Jo 1

0

*‘IHI

*J where J

f J its transposed

the canonical anti-isomorphism

To

E' •*

is the

-

2*

-

Proof.
Pirat wo atiow that to a giran
anti-kamal L.

Lot a' « I*.

fit corraaponda a poaitiva

Slnoa a* ia a oontinuoua linaar

functional on B and tha injaction of ^ into B ia oontinuoua
it followa that a* ia a oontinuoua linaar functional on

M

•

By tha Rlaaa rapraaantatlon thaoram thara la a uniqua alanant
of

Ü

which wa shall danota by La1 auch that
< at,h> - (h I La*)^ , h «

, a» t B*.

(1)

Clearly tha map L : B* —> M c B which la dafinad by (1)
la anti-linaar. To ahow that L la oontinuoua lot aj —> 0
in E* (strong topology), l.a. < aj,h > —> 0 for ovary
h c E and uniformly for h on bounded subsets of E.

Since

the Injection of 7½ into E la oontinuoua it followa that
bounded aubaeta of

M,

Hence < ej,h > ■

are bounded ln E.

(h I Lep^ —> 0 uniformly on the unit ball of
fore 11 Le j 1—> 0 and L la continuous.

'M .

There¬

Finally if we

let h - Lf in (1) we obtain
< e*,Lf' > - (Lf*

I Le»)

and if e1 ■ f, then
< e»,Le* >

u

e», f* a E»,

(2)

1

c E'

(Le> I L.1)^ > 0

which shows that L Is positive.
Conversely we must show that to a given positive
antl-keroèl L corresponds an element
- LE* * |Lef : e* e E'J .
must have #0 ^

M

.

of

INI * Let

If the required

"it

exists we

According to equation (2) we define

-

ta ]K
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-

tbk laatr product

(«K)*# “ (t»' I
/Cq

^Cq

» < f> 1^’ >>«>»« ^¾.

«her« u ■ Le*, V - Lf*. V« pma now for

(s)

tito followingt

(a) Definition (3) of (ulv)^ la unique,l.e. Inde¬
pendent of the choice of e1 and ff euch that u • Le* and
V ■ Lf1. This follows lonedlately from (3) by noting that
(u|v)^ ■ 0 If either u or v la aero.
(b) The form (u|v)^ le positive definite. Since L
le poeltlve,
(u|u)^ ■ < e1. Le» > > 0, u t flf0.
If < e*, Le1 > » 0, then by Schwarz's Inequality
|< f, Le'>| < < f*,Lf' >^2 < e»,Le' >X^2 • 0
for all f « E*. Hence Le' ■ u ■ 0 and (u|u)^ • 0 If and
only If u ■ 0.
(o) The topology ofIs finer than that of E, l.e.
the Injection ot M Q Into E Is continuous.
here to show that the unit ball of

It suffices

[Le*: < e',Le' > <.

is a bounded subset of E. From .Schwarz's Inequality
|< f*,Lef >| < < f',Lf'

< e',Lef >1^2

>^2

it follows that the set |< f *,Le' > .• < e', Le* > < 1, e' e e}
is bounded In

£

for each f e E', or that the unit ball of

is weakly bounded ln E. Using now Mackey's theorem,
which states that a subset of a locally convex topological

•
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•

vector space le strongly bounded if and only if it is waif1 y
bounded, It follows that the unit ball of

Is bounded

ln B.
We have shown up to now that

• LB' is a pre-Hilbert

space whose injection into B is continuous. We expect to
obtain the required

corresponding to L by eonpleting 7Í?0.

It is necessary therefore to prove the following:
(i) If there exists an

corresponding to L such

that equation (1) is satisfied, then

is dense in

■ 0 for all ef «B*.

Let h « # such that (h | Le*

Then (h I Le*• < e*,h > ■ 0 for all e' < B* and, by
Hahn-Banach theorem, h ■ Q* Thus an element of
Is orthogonal to every element of
is dense in ^ .
(ii) The completion

hi

which

is zero and hence

A
of

can be lofeedded in

E. Consider the (continuous) injection
> E
and its unique extension to
A
A
A
7«0-i-> B (- E).
*
We must show that J is still an injection. Let h c
A

and let h - Jh e E. We claim that for every ef e E*
< e'.ri > - (h I Le'),A

A

ri

0

(4)

If h « jfc0» th«n h - h* - If' and (4)«Upljr m*nm to tho
doftnltion (S) of tbo Malar product in
tha aaquanoa

auch that

Con»Idar no*

—> h. Him

< •',hv > - (h„ I La*

.

Passing to the limit and using the continuity of the scalar
product In

and the continuity of the form ef we obtain

equation (4). Suppose now that h* ■ Jh ■ 0. Then« by (4)«
(h

I

Le')¿ • 0 for mil Le* «

and since #0 Is dense

It follows h ■ 0. Thus J Is one-to-one.

in

(ill) Finally let # - J&0 and transfer the Hilbert
structure of

to

. We must show that

is

°

A

associated with L. If k <

« then there Is an h < /tl0

such that J h - h ■ k and equation (4) yields
< e»,k > - < e*,h* > - (h | Le*)J - (k | Le»)
7C o

f*

M.

which shows that L Is the anti-kernel associated with

We shall give now another construction of the Hilbert
space

H

corresponding to a given positive anti-kernel L.

This construction will be from above« in contrast to the
one given in the proof of the previous theorem« which was
from below.
Theorem. Let L be a positive anti-kernel. An element
hcE belongs to the Hilbert space

u

corresponding to L if

and only If
sup
e»*:E'-\

1

<el1

h>l

< e*, Le*

;2

< "i

(4)

-26-

ând If thlt «onditloo li Mtltflad, then
•up 1

<

a

•!,
If he
I <

Li! >V2

1d, tten, using (1) and Sohwtrs's iMguallty,

h > I - I(h|l4')^ I i (h|hÿ* (to'lto'ÿ2 HUI

<

i»! >V2

tfrO

for ail •'< E* •
Conversely! suppose that (4) holds and consider the
nap
Le»-> < e», h >
It may be easily verified that this map Is an antlllnear
functional on fre.Q uhloh is continuous! since it Is
bounded on the unit ball of

Therefore! It may be

continued to a continuous anti-linear functional on the
completion

of

Hence! by the Rless representa¬

tion theorem there exists k €

such that

I**-•> < eY! h > ■ ( k I

-<•», k>

for all e1 « E*. By Hahn-Banach theorem h ■ k tA*.

-29-

MJäDiSMSJLSLIHl HA

^ IILlJLu

L»t ¿(1% I) dtnot« th« Mt of continuous Untar
naps from 1» into I, 2(1'» S) dsnoto ths Mt of continuous
anti-linear maps# or antl-ksmals, from B* Into B and
£,(B', b) dsnoto ths Mt of positifs antl-ksmsls.

Zt

was shown in ths previous Motion that there Is a one-toone correspondence between |^=)| and J^B*, K),
IHI -

»)•

It was also mentioned that we may

define a natural structure (addition« scalar multipli¬
cation etc.) in both |t=j|and ¿^(B1, B).

in this Motion

the structures of ||sf|and ff(R9, B) will be defined more
precisely and the correspondence between them will be estab¬
lished.
Definition.
(l)

In 2^(8', B) we define the following:

Order relation:

l.e. If Iç -

If

is a positive anti-kernel.

(11) Multiplication by a non-negative scalar X :
( XI*) (e*) - L(Ae*).
till)

Addition:

(¾ + 1^)6» - I^e» + I^e1.

Correspondingly in /^( we' define the following:
(l)17 Order relation: <J*£l
and the norm in
in >4'

(ll)'
To

**

*

^ is greater than or equal to the norm

Mh||^i > l|h||^2.

Multiplication by a non-negative scalar X :

corresponds the space

V u .i<°) if 4 - o
Ljt if 4 > o*

* J*-

3½

-30and thi nom

(tU)*

*••*""■ To (^¿J,

Jni g “ ^*

te2)

^ m 1*1'*^»

oorreipond» tb* >(«0«

^1* **f*

)

and the nom

It should be noted that (l) and (l)1 Indeed define
order relations since we have:

(•)
(b)

^1 ■%•

£ 7^2 «4 Ma i Ml ^
¿ Lg and 1^ ¿

imply that

a

The first follows trivially from the fact that, in a Hilbert
space, the scalar product is uniquely determined by the
nom. The hypothesis of the second means, by definition,
that
< e», (Iç-LjJe*^ > Ò, •<*e»^(L1!¿I¿)et > >0, e» « E»,
or

< e», I^e» > ■ < e», I^e» >, e* e E*.

Using now the formula
4 < e», Lf* > - < e*+f', L(e*+f») > - < e'-f», L(e*-f*) > +
+ i < e'+if*, L(e*+if‘) > - i< e'-if», L(e*-if*) >
we conclude that
< e1, Ljí*1 > * < e’, ^fr >, for every e*, f’ e E1

and by Hahn-Banaoh thaoram It follow» that
I^f* - I^f»,

f»fB'.

It should also bo mintlonad, as a oonsoquanoe of ths
roqulronent
^¿

llhll^

^t2>

1 11^11^.g In ths definition of

oonvsrgonce In

implies oonvergenoe in

7 2
^

'

We shall prove now the correspondence between the
structures of tysN and
Theorem, (a)

J42
± ftf2

If ,¾ x and

respectively! then
(b)

E),
correspond to

and 1¾

if and only if

¿ Iç.

If )¡r¿ corresponds to L, then

corresponds

to XL ( A > 0).
(c)

If ^ and 7^2 correspond to

respectively, then

+

fit2

corresponds to

Proof.
(a)
^e'C

Suppose first that
í)é2 and <

2'
I^e'

-

|< f',.L.ç'i>|
choosing f* ■ e*,

and
-f

32or
< •»,

>

I

0

or

Conversely suppose that
l< efvh >1
< e*¿ l^e* >

c 7½

hence

¿ Iç* Then« for any h t St

l <e*, I^e* >vz

»w», if h «

IWI^f

i. IWI^¿2*

(b) ..Ibis follow innodlatoly from th» cholo» of th»
nom In A
K »'. h >1

< e'/li' W2

■an k »>■ h >1
< eS^Le*

(c) We must first say what we mean by the Hilbert space
+ 7i¿2. The set

+ 7¾ 2 consists of all elements

h of E which may be written In the form h ■ h^ + hg with
^
in

^ and hg « Tîtg,

If ftíj "

>*2 -

(0) the norm

1 + 'p^2 ““•ybe deffey

Vi +
where h ■

+ hg is the unique representation of h.

If«

however,
^
then 0X1 element h 6
has an infinite number of representations since the sero

2

element has an Infinite number of representations of the form
a - a where a e

fl^£2. For this reason we take as

th* definition of the nom

llkllW^a"lBr(||,,lll^i+l|híllW
«here the inflnum is taken over all possible representations
h •

+ hg.

It oust be shorn that this is aotually a nom,

that it msy be defined by a scalar product in

+

i§

+

00,BPl«te and the topology of

is finer than the topology of B.

pC2>
+K

2

Since this procedure

seems rather tedious, we shall com truot the Hilbert space

1x1 a differtnt way.
Let
0 7^ 2 d#not#
sum of

and ^ 2.

abstract Hilbertian (direct)

An element of

Jrffö

iB A V*1*

(hj, hg) where hj c ^ and hg e /f¿g. Addition and scalar
multiplication are defined by
(h^, hg) + (k^, kg) ■ (h^ + kj, hg + kg),
Xth^/ hg) ■ (Ah^, A hg),

and the scalar product in

®

'fa2

la defined by

((h1# hgJKkj, kg))^^^

-

(hi|ki)j^i + (hgj kg)^2
Note that

«í

'p€1^

(0) and

Jt¿2 *

us map the abstract Hilbert space
(h1# hg)
Let rj -

(0) * J^g.

Let

© ^g into E by

^ h^ + hg € E.

hg) : h^ + hg ■ (0))

be the mill space of

-5*-

thli mp. OUarlp +l 1« «loMd tn

H»no« th*

factor (pact fa ¿9
*a Mnw>1,*uy a Hllbart apao«
Mhloh can ba Idantlflad wltb th* ortbogooal ooopltoant of
ln Mi* fög‘

Oonaidar now «ho mp*
B

fal*Kg

/

i
Kl®

The nap

—> B la an Injection whoee

image is the space ^ + ff2* We oan transfer the struc¬
ture of
ítfjaAt o»
lately that the factor norm on
flmum norm defined above in
tion the space

+

?^2j 115 18 39911 lmed'
18 ^9 ^
+
®y this construc¬

18 &lre&d^ proved to be a Hilbert

space contained ln E, whose topology is finer than that of E.
We must still show that %(1 +
+ Lg. Let L ■

4> Ig and let

corresponds to
denote the Hilbert

space corresponding to L. We must show that

+ k2. Since L >

Ko ye2i

|p % and

and L > Lg it follows that

hence

+ ^2* Purther

more,
U A0 - (Le» : e* e E»)
is contained in

+/^2 Blnce

* %e' +

^118

we have
|¿ O Vi + Itf 2 = ^ o

where

k'0

is a dense subset of Hj, . Since both

and

a

+
2 *** ooa9l9t* Gilbert sptots It tuffiots to show
that tho nom of (j0 is ogual to tho nom of
*^2*
lot h • L»f ■ Z^o* ♦ Z^o* •
hg «boro
■ Z^t* «
^
and hg " Z^o1 « Jfg. Wo havt
< o'« Zo1 > ■ < ofi Z^o* > + < ê9, Z^t* >

or

In ordor that tquality holds it la aufflolont to ahov that
tho element (h^# hg) of

18 ortb°8onal to tho

null epaoe ^ , booauao in this oaae there la no reduction
In nom. If (n^, ng)

«e have
(h2l^3Ka "

- (V'IVWj + ÍV'lnaJfcg- <

»J >

+ .

< 5', ly -

■ < ev, ^ + ng > - < o1, 0 > • 0.
Remark.

H

1 <}*£ > then there exista one and only one

Hilbert space pf2 such that

+ /^2 “ ^ *

follows from the fact that Lg ■ L -

^18

is a positive anti-

kernel.
Definition.

The anti-kernels

and Lg are called disjoint

If the only anti-kernel which Is less than or equal to both
1^ and Lg Is zero, l.e. If L ¿

and L <

Implies L - 0.
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Coprtqpondingly th« Hllbtrt sptoti ^tnd
ealltd di»Joint If # ¿
^

■ £o$.

Thtortn.

and

***

Mz InpllM

M i (\ ¿¿2 ■ [o] if and only if ^ and

A¿2 *** disjoint (in tho abovo »on»» of ordtr rolation).
Proof.
If rf¿2. h M 2 m i0^ follow» iBBMdiatily that
7½ ^ and $¿2 *** disjoint. Convorsaly if
and
ara disjoint than ^ 0 7(^2 11 i°}* Otharwisa supposa
that Äi n #2-H . Lat tha norm of
l|h|lH." I|h|l«i+l|h|lk •
This nom Is grsstsr than th. noras of both

ba giran by

M,

and MÍ.*

Using this it may be easily shown that ^ is a completa
Hilbert space whose topology is finer than that of E and

fi < iAÿ Ils. M2' h««* ^ ■ {0}.
Corollary.

M\ ^

2 »^

If and only If ^ and L.

are disjoint.
The above definition of disjointness may be extended
to more than two anti-kernels or Hilbert spaces and
similar results as the above hold.
In addition to the above structure introduced in the
spaces IHt and
A topology for

+(E,,E) we may also define topologies.

IN!

is rather uninteresting.

However, we

shall define two types of convergence in Ji+(E',E).
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Dtfinition. Th« oonv«xstno« of ft 10311000 • of ftnti-kftm«!«

{L0\ c ^+(*M) to an ftnti-k«m«l L 1« oftllod
If L0«* —> L«1
for all o' «B*.
(b) boundod oonvrgonoo if Le«* —> L«1 for all
•' c B1 and this oonvorgonoo Is uvifòrn dn
boundod subioti of B1»
It (hould b* noted that ^+(B'»B) is a oloaad aUbaat
of ^(B'tB) under both of the above oonverganoes.
thormoro it 1« a oonvox oonoe

Fur-

It 1« a cono with vortsx

the origin slnoe tL is a positivo antl-ksrnol for t ¿ 0
provldsd that L is positivo and it is oonvox sines
tLx + (X-t)L2 is a positivo anti-kornol for ovory

0 < t < 1 provldsd that Lx and Lg aro positive. Wo
nay therefor« state the following
Theorem.

There is a one-to-one correspondence between the

space M and a closed oonvox cone in a topological vector
space.

This cone does not contain any vector subspaoe

other than £oJ.

The last sentence of this statement

expresses the fact that the relation
Indeed an order relation.

We turn now to the following question. Given a
system ( e^ of elements of E, what are the necessary and
sufficient conditions in order that it forms a complete
orthonormal system for a Hilbert space "M c 1M\ ? We
observe first that an element e e & defines the following
maps:

(a) a linaar functional on S't
ft —> < f»,a >,
(b)

f* t H1,

an anti-linear functional on I'i
f

(o)

_> rrrr,

f* «

*'

a hcmltlan form on B* x B't

(fSg1) —<
(d)

*'»•

a nap fron B* Into B« denoted by eei
f•

< ïS e V e

It can be eaally shown that ee is a positive anti-kernel.
The corresponding Hilbert space ht
nom 11X e| | ■
Theorem.

m \ Ac:

A « íj with the

IX | and the sealer product ( A e| |ac) »

Zn order that a given set ie^i

A pi

•

j of elements

of B be a Hilbert basis i.e. a complete orthonormal eystsm
of a Hilbert space # « IHI i it is necessary and sufficient
that
(1)

the series of anti-kernels

e^ is pointwise

convergent or that the finite partial sums of the series
are pointwise bounded«
(2)

the set

1® Hilbert-free, i.e. if £0^1

is any set of complex numbers such that
V*“

if

IcJ^ < « and
i®i

_JK

m

0, then c1 - 0 for all i e I.

Proof.
Suppose that ^e^ l€l is a Hilbert basis of ^ « Ml
and let L be the corresponding anti-kernel.
f* € E’,

Then, for every

'
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E ..v
*w

S
so that

oonvsrgM polntwiss.

Furthermore, since Í

j>€i 1> a Hilbert basis,

it follows immediately that it is Hilbert-free.
Conversely, assuming that (1) and (2) hold, let us
show that

18 8 Hilbert basis of some /V t INI.

We first notice that condition (1) means that for every
ff e B* the partial sums of

< eJTFH>0^ are strongly

bounded in B, and for every f and g* ln B', the partial
sums of E < e<,f’ >< e^g* > are bounded.* Talcing
lei
1
1
f’ - g' and using an elementary result about series of num¬
bers > 0, we conclude that

51< vf’>|2 < • •

t<

We shall attempt now to construct the Hilbert space & .
Consider the Hilbert space i!2 whose elements are families
{x^iei of complex numbers such that $[1 IxJ2 < «# and
let

o? denote the subset of t?2 whose elements have
all but a finite number of co-ordinates equal to zero.
There Is a natural map from
Ui) lei

to E given by
X, e

lei iwi

-
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Zn opdtr to ahow that thla aap la oontlnuouaf 1t la aufflolant to ahow that tha laaga of tha unit ball la boundad«
or# by Niokay'a thaoraa, that It la waakly boundad« Thla
follona from Sohwars'a Inaquallty. Lat
auoh that

•

"Íq

Ix^^l2 < 1. Than, for ovary f* « B*,
f* >| - |Cxi < a^f* >| <

< (JIlxJ^^EU a^f» >\2)V2i
<

(E |< a^f» »I2)1/2 < •.

Lat ua axtaod now tha abova aap to tha oonplatlon of
which oan ba Idantlflad with
b

-€2t

-> B

^ Vi*
Using tha Hllbart-fraa hypothaals (2) It may ba shown that
this map Is an Injsotlon.

Lat 'Ai ba tha imago of this

Injection with structura tha transferred structure from ^2.
The sat {e^ lfI Is tha Image of tha canonical basis
of -£2 and hence it Is a Hilbert basis for
Corollary»

At

•

If L Is a positive anti-kernel, than L has an

Infinity of decompositions of tha form
L- £ *1*1

•

Scalar Ptrtlolf
Lat us ratum noir to tha study of scalar partidas In a
unlvarsa V* Racdl that a unlvarse is a C*-Mnlfold of dlasnslon n and a scalar partida Is a Hllbart spaoa
tinuous injection in tha opaca

ft with con¬

of distributions on tha

universa V. lha loodly convex topologlod vector space ^*(V)
is tha dud of tha opaca

/J(v)

of infinitely dlffarantlabla

functions with oonpaot support on V« An damant T of &*(V)
Is a distribution whose vdue on an elmnent if of fr(V) is
denoted by < T, if >j ^(V) is a reflexiva spact, i.a. tha dud
of /^(V) is #(7). Bach of tha spaces #(V) and #*(7) has
the strong dual topology of tha other. We shall apply now the
results of the last two sections for E ■ #*(7) and E* ■ #(7).
In order to find the Hilbert spaces in

*(7) we must

look for the anti-kernels L : #(7) —> #,(7). We shdl
start by looking for the continuous linear maps from #(7)
into #*(W) where 7 and W are two C^-manifolds for example two
Euclidean spaces. Let y denote a generic point of 7 and x
denote a generic point of W. Por convenience we may denote

#(7) by #y and #*(W) by

Let #*(W * 7) or #^y

denote the space of distributions on the product W a 7
(distributions of two variables).
Theorem (Theorem of kernels). The topological vector space

*b(#(7)j#'(w)) of continuous linear maps from #(7) into
#f(w) with the topology of bounded convergence is canonically
isomorphic with the topological vector space #*(W X 7).

Let K b* a gira el Mint of Af(V &▼)• K defines e
continuous linear eap v —>

fron ^(y) Into ^(W) ty

the fonula
< K*v»v >«<K, *•▼>,*« ^(W)

(1)

«here we v ■ w(x)•▼(y)« We nuit verify first that K*v « A*^)»
Clearly K • v Is a linear functional In «• If w —> 0 In £r(W)

p'(V x V),

then «• v —■> 0 ln ¿r(W « V) and, sime K t

< K* v,w > - < K,w 0 v > —> 0. We oust also show that
v —> k«v li a continuous linear nap* The linearity la
obvious. If v —> 0 In #(V) then It Is easily seen that
< K*v,w > —> 0 for every w < >&(W) and this convergence Is
uniform «hen w remains bounded In £(W).
For more clarity we shall repeat this result In terme of
the alternate notation Ay,

and we shall give

an example from the theory of Integral equations from which
this notation was originated. Let K^y < A¿jy

a given

distribution in the two variables x and y. Kx y defines a
continuous linear map from Ay Into
v(y) —^y-vfy) - (K'v)(x)

where (K*v)(x) e

,

v(y) «

Ay,

is defined by the formula

< (K«v)(x), w(x) > - < Kx y, w(x)v(y) > , w(x) t Ax .
Example.

Let

and

be two Euclidean spaces equipped

with a Lebesgue measure, and let K(x,y) be a locally integrable
function on W X v.

K(x,y) c

two variables x and y.

Let

is a distribution in the

I
-

< T,
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<f>-

•

J*<f
Cf

bt th# valut of a distribution T at tho toatlng function
K(x#7) dtflnta a continuous Untar asp fron

K i v(jr) —> (K*v)(s)
short (K*v)(x) t
< K,w # V > •

•

into

, V«

is dtfintd in aooordanot with our fonsula

ffK(xty)tr(x)v(y)toty -

short tho Publnl thoortn was usad*

Thus

ê
ê

(K»v)(x) - J*K(x#y)v(y)dy
Tho oonvtrst part of tho thoorm of ktmtls assorts that
ovary continuous Untar map from /}(V) Into /3'(W) dtflnts a
unlqua distribution on WX V*

Tho proof of this Is oonsldtrably

mort difficult and It will bt omlttod*

Instand so shall turn

now to the proof of tho tquivaloneo of topologias of the Iso¬
morphic spaces £( Ay . £')
X and

frlxty
,,.

topology in both of these spaces.

In

There Is a natural
*#y

we shall take as

previously the strong topology (uniform convergence on bounded
subsets of

v).

bounded convergence.

In
Let

we have point-wise and
denote the the topological

vector space consisting of the vector space
the topology of bounded convergence.
of continuous linear maps from

y

*

with

A sequence In
into frl converges to

zero In the sense of bounded convergence If the Image sequence
of every element in Ay converges to zero in

and this

- U -

oonvtrgtno« 1> unlforn on boundtd sübsots of
Wo iholl
provo only that oonvorgonoo In
lapllot oonvorgonoo in ..
¿b(£y*£¿). Lot
bo o ooquonoo in
iuoh that
Kj —> O otrongly» l.o. < Kj» (f(x,y) > —> 0 for ovoiy
<f(x,y) < &Xty and this oonvorgonoo Is unlforn on boundod
ouboeto of
Wo mot show that for a flxod v(y) < Ay*
< Kj*v,w > —> 0 for ovary w(x) c Ax and this oonvorgonoo
1b uniform ohon w(x) runs ovor boundod stiboots of Ax* By
doflnltlon
< Kj»v,w > - < Kj(x,y)j w(x)v(y) > —> 0
and the last convergence is unlforn when w(x) remains bounded#
since in this ease# w(x)v(y) remains bounded.

Again the

proof of the converse will be omitted.
Remark.

The Banach-Steinhaus theorem Implies that any weakly

convergent sequence In A* is also strongly convergent.
Now that we have identified the space £b(£(V); £ *(V))
of continuous linear maps from A (V) Into A9(V) with the
space A *(7 X V) of distributions of two variables# It Is a
simple matter to obtain the space JÍ.(fr(V)¡
&'(V)) of
X
positive anti-kernels from A(V) to Af(V) and the space IHI
of Hilbert spaces M with continuous Injection In A’(V).
A distribution of two variables KvXy vy e

/& f(V X V) defines

a continuous linear map from A(V) into A*(V):
v-> K-v

.

Since we want an antl-llnear map# we shall take, Instead#
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V —> K*v
«hm V la tht oo^plax eonjugata of th# aoalar valuod funotlan
▼ t ^(V). fho poiltlvlty of thla «ntl-korotl 1s âoflntd
naturally at followss
¡»finition. Vhs anti-ksmsl v —> K-v dtfinsd toy tht dlstrltoutlon

t A '(Y X y) 1s oallad positiva If
<

Ky^yj

(x)

>

0

for avary (fa ^(V).
According to our g antral thaorau« tha ralation batwaan
tha positiva B-anti-karnal L and tha corresponding Hilbert
spaoe M 1s
< to,e« > - (h

I Le»)^ #

for every h « JV and every e* t E?. In our oase the relation
between the positive anti-kernel K from fir(V) Into /^'(y)
with the corresponding

is

< T,(f > - (T I K‘C^

(2)

for every distribution T « fi c ftx(V) and evexy (f « Æ(V).
If we let T ■ K * (p in the above formula» we obtain
< K* ip»

- < K, ^ OP VpNi(K' y I K*cp )

(3)

for every If and fin ÆtV).
Hem»rlcg.

In formula (2) no error should be made by putting

7^ Is n°t invariant under conjugation.

a bar over T.

The space

The space

■ {T : T c

as

'fâ

J represents the same particle

but with opposite charge.

t

-
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DM definition of pooitiyitgr of the anti-kmol definid
by

originated from the theozy of integral equation*. Let

K(ziy) be a continuous function on V X V. The kernel Kfox)
is called positiTe if for every aet of elenents
in the /-dlnansional space V and every aet of oonplex nufcere
the following inequality holdat

It nay ba ahown that tha daflnitlon of pcaitivity of tha
anti-kamal dafinad by

^ « Ä’(V X V) coincidas with tha

abova dafinition when K^y la a continuous function K(x,y)
of tha two variablas x and y.
Wa aunaarisa tha final raaulta of this aaotlon in tha
following thaoram:
Thaoram. Lat V ba a Cw-manifold* Tha space IH( of tha Hilbert
spaces ^ with continuous Injection in &’(V) in canonically
Isomorphic to tha subspaca of ^ *(V K V) consisting of dis¬
tributions KvXfY_ of two variables such that
< K, If ® (f > >0

for every (f? e & (V). The relation between such a K and the
corresponding ^ is given by the formula

< T,

> « (T I K'ÿ)^ * T t At , if*

where the distribution K* if

fr(V),

e ^ c /ÿ(V) is defined by

< K*(jp, y> - < K, V & <f>, V e >^V).

Timor Product»
In order to generalise the results of the previous
section to vector particles we must introduce the concept
of a tensor product*

We shall present only the basic

definition and properties without any proofs.
Let £ Bnd F be two vector spaces.

For our purpose

it is not necessary to give a complete definition of the
tensor product.

The tensor product of £ and F is a new

vector space E £)F with a given canonical bilinear map
from E * F into E © F:
? X ?

Î © ?

E© F is not the image of Ex F under this map.

However

E « F is generated by elements of the form "e
every element x

X =

, i,e,#

of E ® F may be written as

Tj +ï2® r2 + ... +îk, rk.

The image under the canonical bilinear map is not a vector
subspace of E<a F, but E ® F is formed by finite sums of
elements of the form •'e » ?.

We state now the following

properties.
If E and F have finite dimensions m and n resoectively,
then the dimension of E ® F is m*n^
If {6j} and {i*j} are bases of E and F respectively,
then {6j ÿ ?,} is a basis of E ^ F, i.e,, every element V of
r c

^1 may be written in a unique way as
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7 * 5 x,j

*i

®7j

If F is finite dimensional with {fj} as its basis then
every element ? € E ®F may be written in a unique way as

* * ÇVV

»J£E
£

If G is any vector space over the field of scalars
then G ^ G

. The isomorphism is g

is a basis of the vector space f over

g • 1 since {1}
£

•

Suppose now that E and F are topological vector spaces.
We want to define a topology in E ® F,

In general there

are several distinct such topologies. However* if F is
finite dimensional, then there is a unique topology defined
on E® F, the topology of coordinate-wise convergence: Let
{f,} * J =5

be a basis of F,

Every element x 6 Em F

V

can be written as

A sequence {xk}
■J1*

"i.vv V*in E ® F converges to zero,

0 for all J,

basis of F,
by E® F,

0,

if

This topology is independent of the

Every '’good” property of E is also possessed
If E is locally convex, reflexive, or complete,

then E (S> F is also locally convex, reflexive, or complete
respectively.
Let G be a given vector space.

If (3: E *F -* G

given bilinear map, then there is a unique linear map
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a:

li .F

-*

G such that
ß(x,y) = u(x uv y)

for every (x,y) 6 E*F#

Conversely If uj E<> F -* G

is a given linear "lap, then there is a unique bilinear
map ß: E* Y -* Q such that the above relation holds:
E * F

If u

is given, then

above formula.

ß

is immediately defined by the

If ß is given, the above formula defines

u on elements of the form x®y , and, since every member
of E®F is a finite linear combination of such elements,
u

is defined on E® F,

This imoortant result demonstrates

that the main use of the tensor product is the linearization
of bilinear maps:

every bilinear map ß : E*F -*■ G may be

replaced by a linear map

u: E®F

-*■ G,

If E and F are

topological vector spaces and F is finite dimensional, then
u

is continuous if and only if ß is continuous,
Suppose that E and F are tooological vector snaces

and F is finite-dimensional.

Then

(E & F)' ^ E» « F»,
i.e,, the dr.r 1 of E ® F is canonically isomorphic and
tooologically equivalent with the tensor product of the
duals of E and F,
dual topologies,

The topologies here
An element

"z £

£ <# F

are the strong
may be written as
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* and an alamant

€ (E•?)*

may be writtan at

2J

•

The duality product

is given by

<■£,
if {7a} , and {f^}
{^1}
a

$

Kl)
p

* .2 ci ^
are bases of E and F respectively, and

tre the corresponding dual bases, then
Ÿ

*

c a "îr' <®

aß a

P

and
<

a

Z cap

-

caP *

Here we used the Kronecker relation <*..V
Suppose that E and F are topological vector spaces
and F is finite dimensional*

¿th

(EjF)

^

Then

E» <2) F

where ^(EjF) is the space of all continuous linear maps
from E to F with the topology of bounded convergence.
particular

¿¿{E,£) ^

E’ <&>£ ^ E’,

In

Every element^ê, ®

defines a continuous linear map from E into F:

Î*
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* € E.
If £ «

t* »n eltmtnt of E* © F It dofinto

the map
T

■*

2 ci

•

Tensor products may be defined for more than two vector
spaces in a similar way and with similar oroperties.

In

order to introduce a topology ln E0F $ G we must assume
that two of the three spaces are finite-dimensional,

Furth«*

more
E®F®G <52 E®(F®G) V (E®F)®G ,
If F and H are finite dimensional^ then
¡¿(EtfFjGôH)^ ¿¿(E;G)S> F'® H
and if, in addition, G is also finite dimensional, then
(f®F;G®H) Si E»® G® F'$ H

E'® F'® Gd)H,

Vactor-Va tttf1

Let

Ÿ ba

Partie Ut ^

a finite dimenaional veotor apaet«

In thia

«eetlon w« rt»ll try to find »11 th. Ttvaluod partiel»«, 1.».
»11 th. Hllb«rt »ptett «W with continuou» Inj.etton ln th»
space

of revalued distributions in the universe V,

We shall follow a similar procedure as in the case of scalar
particles using the results of the previous section on tensor
products*
The locally convex topological vector space E is, in
this case,
E = #'(Vl?) *

4(Æ(V);?)

F.

Every element of E is of the form

* where

T

€ -^(V) are scalar-valued distributions and fj € F*
i
^
value on an element <p îJ$ (V) is
‘P ^
^

Its

According to the properties of tensor products, the
dual E1 of E is
E« =

,

i.e., E» is the space of infinitely differentiable functions
with compact support in V and with values in the dual F* of
Let {fj} be a basis of F*and {f|} the corresponding
dual basis of?’. An element^ of E‘ is of the form
^ = ¾ «Pjf}

9

where (pj 6 $(V) are scalar valued testing functions, and
an element T of E is of the form

-

vhtr« Tj

e ÄW)
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»re scaUr-valued distributions.

Tha

value of the distribution ? on the tasting function^ Is

< T#(p >

■

Sfrj#

•

Here we used the Kroneckar ralation^f^ fj/
In order to find the space H

*

^lj#

of Hilbert spaces ”3^

with continuous injection in E* we must look for the cano¬
nically isomorphic space

of positive anti-kernels
j
The first step is to find the space ^(E'jE)

from E* into E.

of continuous linear maps from E* into E.

Using the theorem

of kernels and the properties of tensor products we obtain

ö^r(E»*E) =
«

@ ,Ã')«SIF®F

F»;
*<

^

Ã'(V « V) e F ® F.

In terras of a basis {fj} of F, an element

of ^(E1 ;E)

is given by
*K

=

2*KiJ ^l® fJ

where (K,.) is a square matrix of scalar distributions of
two variables,
of E1 =

The value of IT on an element

® F* is the element K.^ of E = ^'<9 F given

by
Tk-V

=

ZTi^i 6

F

where

Thus the elements"ÍT of

^^(E'jE )

are in one-to-one

)

m 5k correspondence with equtre metrices of see1er distributloaf
of two vtriebles*
Nov from the linear nap 9 -* K*<p ve must obtain an anti*
linear map«

In the case of scalar particles this was done

by taking instead 9

since 9 €

«9 (V) is scalar-valued

and the complex conjugate ^has a meaning« However« in the
case of vector valued particles« an elemént^ € â (VjF* ) is
of the form If *

v^19rt

jugation here has do meaning«

€ F* ind complex con¬

In order to overcome this

difficulty ve shall introduce the concept of an anti-space«
Definition.
field £

Let F be a topological vector space over the

of complex numbers« An anti-space F of F is

any topological vector space which is anti-isomorphic and
topologically equivalent to F, i«e«, there is a bar operation
f -► ? from F onto

T which

is a one to-one bicontinuous map

such that

V
for every

3

-

ãf

=

7 f,

•

The anti-space F

of F is unique up to an isomorphism«

There is no special advantage in using only a particular
realization of F,

We present here some examples of such

realizations«
1)

Let F be a given topological vector space.

antispace F

The

is identical with F as a set, it has the same

topology, the same law of addition, but the law of scalar
multiplication is different:
(?\ f )p =

(2 f)p, for every 3 € £ and f € F,

The bar operation is the identity.

-
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2) Ut 0' be the dual of a given topological vector
space 0, The anti-space 0* of 0* is the anti-dual of 0,
i«ea, the space of continuous anti-linear functionals on Gs
If g* € G» with g' :

g -

< gSo) $ then “g* : g' - (¿S?>

for every g 6 G»
3)

In the spaces L2, & , or & 1 there is an internal

conjugation«

The corresponding anti-spaces are the same

as the original and the bar operation is the usual conjugation:
f - f,
■* (jT*
T - T ,
4)

Let

f € L2
<p 6 /0
T € #•

be a Hilbert space« The dual ^6' is

a realization of the anti-space ^jtf«
h 6

^

with <*h,k) =

If h €
Vf

then

for every k €

Notice that
<^h, k > =
so that

^h

=

(k, 3 h)^

(k|h)^

=

5(h, k>

/TH.

Some of the properties of anti-spaces are:
(a)

E®F ^

E ® F, with the corresnondence

Jcj ej » fj
(b)
(c)

€ ËSF

^Cj ë,® ?J

e

Ê®F

(“)' ^ (FT .
F * F .

.

Let us return now to the problem of finding the continu¬
ous anti-linear maps from E» = c$ (VjF1 ) into E = $ (V,F),
With the introduction on anti-spaces this oroblem becomes

simple if we notice that a map from« E' into E is anti«
linear if and only if the corresponding map from E1 into
E is linear. Thus

¿^(E«|E) ^ -¿b(?«|E). Using the

properties of anti-spaces
T'«J8(V)*F'« J&ltV)«>F SriJtV)®“' «Ä(VjF».).
In terms of a basis {f^} in F and the corresponding bases
in F* and F», if

♦ * E*i * J

6 E*

*^(VjFt),

.,€^(V),

7

* E'

- # (vjf!) ,

»,

then
“ Z?! fl

e J(V)

Using again the theorem of kernels and the nronerties of
tensor products we obtain
^(E'jEjsfc #^b(00F»;£<8>F) ^
^ £b{ä }i0')® F®T*¡¿ ÄV* V)<î F ® 7,

and finally the space

^(E’jE) of continuous anti-linear

maps from E* into E is given by
>£b(E»jE) ^ S)\yjxV) ® F ® F.
The last step in our search is to find the subspace
/+(£',£) of A/E'.-E) consisting of positive elements.
Definltlon.

An anti-kernel

<p -* K*<p

defined by a distribution!? . e

XeI

super-positive

if

In *?b(E»;E)
F®F is

-^(V).

TI
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for tvory 9 € 0(V;F')«
f » 2*, fJ

-

In terms of a btsis {fj) in

, K - 2*^ ft® í|

"“X Ktj

<VnV)

and

9|® fj)

<K,

2 0.

This is a combination of ths notion of positivity for
matrless and kernels.
We may state now the final results of this section
in the following theorem:
Theorem.
i

k

The space l|sl\ of Hilbert spaceswith continu¬

ous injection in ¿¡)'(VjF) is canonically isomorphic with
the subspace of £/(Vi(V)®F&F

I

‘

consisting of distributions

K on VxV with values in F 0T such that
< K, 9 ® ? ) >
for every 9 € jSUVjF').

0

The relation between such a K

and the corresponding ^ is given by the formula
¿ T, 9> =

(TIK*^

for every T € ^ Câ'(V; F), and every 9 6
element

of

The

is defined by
=

If we let T = K'V'

(VjF*).

<K, '/'*?>

i

f € Q (VjF* )*

we obtain

< K, 9®^/}

=

(K.^lK.?)^,

».y/ €i3(V¡F'),

These are exactly the same formulas as in the case of scalar
particles.

For convenience we nresent here a list of for¬

mulas in terms of a basis {fj} 6 F:

-se ,-

£,, fj € E' -J0(v,r') ,

T- £t, f, « E-¿y(V|r) ,

K -

,, e8(v) ,
T, €^(V) ,

K,j f,• fj {^(VkV)« F«r,

»•7 - £ 5, f, 6 ®(VjF)
5,-2^
< K, ,0 \P>, »

6Ã'(V)
,,» fj >

K,j E^tv-V),

Ordèr Rflitlon> In Vtctof Sgtctt
tnd Poiitlvlty of AnU>torAtU .
Ut E bt i vector tptco ovor tho rotl» R # We went
to define an order relation > in E which it
oo^atmia with the vaotor atmotara ef
E, Thie meane’that the order relation ehould be invariant
under translation and-positive homotheties so that
/X - î > y - %
X >?44

for all ï G E# and

Í
kAx > Ay

for 111 0^> 0#

In order » to define an order relation in E it is
sufficient to know the set of "positive11 elements
*

{x s T > 0}

^

, because then we may set
X > y ¢=½ X - y > 0.

Recalling that

P C E is a convex cone if

X, yGps^x+yGr

»

an^

§

tefe

ZxeF

for all } > 0 ,

we may easily verify the following theorem:.
Theorem

The set of closed convex cones

that PD (-P)

pC E such

= {0} Is In one-to-one correspondence with

the set of order relations compatible with the vector struc
ture in E.

This correspondence is given by

x>y<r¿

x-yeP.

Th« condition
-X 6

P

P O (- P ) ■

{0> ■•tn» th«t x 6

P#

inplits th«t X * 0,
An order rtltiion In «n «ffin« spec« 1« defined

naturelly hy the order relation in the aseociated vector
space:

x >y

x - ÿ 6

P

•

The closed convex cone P defines, under certain con¬
ditions, a dual order relation in the dual E1 of E:
element «' 6 E* is positive

an

if { «*,«^ > 0 for all e 6 P

Let
Pi * {«», <«»,«> > 0 for all e € P
Clearly

P* is a convex cone which is weakly closed* By

Mackey's theorem

P1

closed convex cone*

is strongly closed so that
Therefore

P*

Pf is a

defines an order relation

in E* provided the condition P 0 (-P1) * {0} is satisfied*
In order to find the corresponding condition in terms of P
we introduce the concept of polar sets*
Definition

Let ACE,

The polar set A°C E' of A is

A0 = {e': e» € E», <e',e>

> -1 for all e 6 A}.

Note that the polar set of any set is always convex
and weakly closed. Furthermore (A^U Ag)0 * A® D A|

,

If

A is a convex cone then the condition {e'.e^ > -1 for all

e 6 A implies that

^e',e) > 0 for all e € A, Thus for

our convex cone P we have
Theorem.

P* = P°,

p0P\ (-p°) = {0}

is dense in E*

the space spanned by f

-
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P

Vt thtll provt only th«t if tho tpaeo «pArniod by
is dsns« in £ thsn

P0 f\

(- p°) « (0). Suppose thst

«* 6 rO(-n. 711911 •* 19 both Positiv« and negativ«
on P and hence it is sero on /1 , Since «' is a continu¬
ous linear functional on E and the space spanned by P

it

dense in E, e1 is sero on E« Hence e1 ■ 0«
Corollary.

P°

If the space spanned by

PIt

dense in E then

defines a dual order relation in E'#
Since P is a closed convex cone, P 00 * /1 , Hence

the order relation in E may be defined by the order relation
in E*:

s» €

7

6 E is positive

> 0 for all

P0.
In what follows we shall assume that P is a closed

convex cone in E such that Pf) (~ P ) B (0} and the space
spanned by P is dense in E,

Thus p defines an order re¬

lation in E and P0 defines the dual order relation in E* •
Let us turn now to complex vector spaces»

Let E be

a vector space over the field ^ of complex numbers»

We

shall assume that E is the complexification of a vector
space Eo over the reals, i»e»,
E = Eo + iE0 = *x + iy! x'y

€

V1

thus E is the direct sum of

o and iEo , Given the space E
and the real subspace Eq C' E, there is a bar operation
z -z
z = z.

(complex conjugation)

defined in E with the property

This operation is a canonical anti-isomorphism i.e.,

an anti-linear bicontinuous one-to-one mapping from E onto E»
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Th« tubtpac« E0 is th« subspac« of «l«s«nts of E
which ar« self conjugate i9e9f EQ *{*!*€ E, ? ■ *}•
Every element e € E can be written in a unique way as

H

2

where " j-^nd Z'g\'~ belong to E0«

Thus the bar structure

in E defines (and is defined by) the real subspace EoV
The dual Ef of E has a bar structure also«

In fact

the relation

<*',*> ■ <7' , t

>

or
< **, u) = ¢7 , u )

i

s' € E, u 6 E,

defines s'. An element s' of E1 is real

if it is self¬

conjugate i«e«f if it takes real values on Eo«
subspace of E'

(consisting of real elements)

cally isomorphic to the (real) dual
E' = E» +
o

The real
is canoni¬

of E0*

Thus

iE»
o

Let ^ be the cone of positive elements of E0, i«e«,
P is a closed convex cone in

(-F) = {0}=.
o such that
and the (real) space spanned by f1 is dense in Eo« Then
T'

C E»o is defined by
pt

=

{z'x 2' € E¿ , ('s' , z> > O .for all z eP),

and an element of E' is positive

if it takes positive values

on the positive elements of Eo •
Let us apply these results to the spaces we are concerned
with.

Consider first the spaces

and

¾ '.

0

The conjugate
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T of T is dsfinsd by
<T #

* <T # 9 ^ *

Dtfinltion. An slsmsnt T 6 Si* is rtsl

if < T,

real for tvsry rsal 9 | 00

• T is positiva

for svery positiva

•

6^

Now lat us considar tha spaca F 9

is

if ¢1 ,f) > 0

F whara F is a

finita-dimansional vactor spaca. Tha bar structura in
F (8) F is dafinad as follows.
Zcvfv ®

Tha imaga of an alamant

€ F® 7 under tha bar operation is Ecytv(& gy.

Thus
F 0 F

«

F 4& F

*

F® F.

In terms of a basis {fj} in F the bar conjugate of an element
Scjjfi ® fj e F® F

is

21c^j fj®

# and thls «lÂm«nt

is invariant under conjugation i.e.f
Scjjfjtffj
if and only if Cjj =

cJJ.

=

= E?Jifi®

Thus the self-conjugate elements

are represented by hermitian matrices.
Definition.

An element of F® F is real

if, for any basis

of F, it is represented by a hermitian matrix.
An equivalent definition is the following:
of F

an element

is real if it is a linear combination of squares with

real coefficients i.e,, if it is of the form £j^v9v ® g^
>v

real.

Let

with
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fl® fJ
and

«V*

fl •

Than

\ ^vl ^vj
and we shall have

*

Cjj

if and only if

Definition. An element of F®7 is positive

^ v is real.

It, for any basis

of T, it is represented by a positive hermitian matrix.

Or

an element of F®? is positive if it is a linear combination
of squares with positive coefficients.
Still another equivalent definition of positivity is
possible.

An element A *

2-»cv fv ® ®v €

F

defines a

linear - anti-linear form on F» y F* as follows:
A(u',v')

=

2cv<u.,fv>

< ?», gv>

This form is positive hermitian

the element ^]cv tv®

is positive.
The above definition of positive elements provides
an order relation in F® F since there is an order relation
4

for hermitian matrices. Finally we have the following deji4

nition of positive elements in the dual F' <5> F' of F® F,
Definition.

An element of F1CS) F' is positive if it takes

positive values on every positive element of F

F,

We shall discuss now the notion of positivity for
anti-kernels defined by elements K , G

’ (V x V)®F®T.

Here we have two definitions of positivity both of which seem
to be natural.

-
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K
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An anti-k«m«l dtfinad by an «lamant

e Sl«(VxV)® FqJ

is callad

(a) positiva if for avary <p 6 â tv)
KK ,

> 0 in tha natural ordar of F(^Tf

(hera <Kf <p0
(b)

€ FQ F ),

supar»Posltlva
<K,

(her*

if for avery /^€0 (VjF* )

> 0
<K,f 9 Y>

in C
t

C ).

In the previous section we required that tha anti-kernel
K corresponding to the Hilbert space

CK C

?)/(VjF) be super-

positive (there, however, we simply called K positive).

It

seems strange that the notion of super-positivity does not
involve the natural order relation in F (3 F,
In terms of a basis {f^} in F an element K
is given by K = ^KjjfjCSfj
and element

(V# V)Œ

, where Kjj 6 Ã ' (Vv V) and

^(VjF*) is given by ^ = S<pj f• ^ where

€ #(V). Now the above two definitions become
(a)

(b)

K is positive if for every <p 6 ^ (V) the matrix
(( < Kjj

is positive hermitian,

K is super-positive

if for every («pjjC^ÍV)

£<

Kij»

® 7J>

>

0

in f

,

It is easy to see that super-positivity implies positivity.
It is believed, however, that the two notions.are not equi-
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valent and a counter-example

it

welcomed.

Up to now the notions of order relation

in a vector

space and of (simple) positivity of anti-kernels were not
used. They will be needed, however, later on.

It will be

shown that for certain anti-kernels the two notions of posi¬
tivity are equivalent.

- 6f •
Ttnior Product» of Dlitrlbtttlon«
Ut X and Y b« C® - nanifold», and lat

ax

and

fty

ba tha apacas of tasting functions on X and Y rsspsctivaly«
For any u(x) 6 â^x and v(y) 6 Ãy# u(x)v(y) will ba infinitaly
diffarantiabla in x and y, and tha support of u(x)v(y) is
compact, sinca tha cartasian product of compact sats is compact*
Thus, u(x)v(y) is an alamant of
functions on X X Y*

, tha spaca of tasting

It follows that

$X ® #y C $Xiy .
Furthermora, it can ba shown that ^ x ®

is a propar

dansa subset of 0 x,y*

The sama result holds for tha spaces of distributions:

$)* xx

$
^

y i* * proper danse subset of

^x,y *

not give the proof of this here* We shall only prove that
the tensor product of two distributions in
defines an element in
Theorem:

Given S

6

0x,y
'

ffly,

lnd Ty 6
one and only one distribution Sx@ Ty 6

for all u(x) £
Proof:

^x, v(y) £

Uniqueness:

distributions U^, Ug 6

0y'

.

X

< SxßTy , u(x) ® v(y)>

and

there exists
such that

= < Sj,, u(x)> < Ty, v(y)>

$y .

Suppose that there are two different
^x,y

such that
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<

u(x)®v(y))

«

u(x)®v(y))

■

( Sx, u(x))(t . v(y)^

Sx, u(x)) ^Ty, v(y)) .

0y.

Obviously, then, Uj tnd Ug colncids on ax®
sines

X

is dsns« in

y

But

,, tnd bsctuse of ths

x,y

continuity of tbs duality products, it follows that ths
valuss of Uj and Ug
Existsncs:

colncids on all of ^x y.

For any <p(x,y) €

$ A|jr
~v »

Thus ^ B ^3*

want to sss if

^ S ®T , <p(x,y)/ has a meaning. For each fixed value of
X y
^
X» <p(x,y) € Í? , and <T , <p(x,y)^ is a function of x
y
y
which obviously has a compact support.

It can be shown that

this function of x is infinitely differentiable in x.

Thus

we have
^ Ty» <p(x,y)^

€ ßfx.

Now we may compute
<v

<Ty* <p(x,y)>)

and thus for every <p €

^ xv #y
v we have obtained a number,

Define

K.

Ty, <j>(x,y)^

= ^ Sx, ^^y# <p(x,y))y)

•

0
This gives us a continuous linear functional on *•'
the continuity will not be proved here.
u(x)v(y)

, but
x,y
Now if <|>(x,y) =

for u(x) 6 ^ , v(y) 6 ^ , we have

<^Ty, u(x)®v(y)^

=

u(x)(Ty, v(y))

6¾ .
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and thf application of tht oparator
< Sx<2>Ty, tt(x) ® v(yl>

givta

» (S„, <

V

u‘x»«v(y)»

m(sx, «(*)><Ty, vty)^ .
This complet«« the proof of the existence. Another way is
to define
<Sx®Ty , »(x,y)>

» <Ty, < Sx, .(x,y)»

but because of the uniqueness the two definitions are equi¬
valent, i.e.,
<Ty, (Sx, »(x,y)^

» < Sx, < Ty,.(x,y)»

.

The same theorem is tme for vector valued distribu¬
tions when the range space of one vector distribution has a
finite dimension.
Theorem.

Given ?x

£ $'(X¡E), Ty 6 $ ' (Yj?),

end either

Ï or F has a finite dimension, then there exists one and
only one distribution

<£,®T
X
y
Proof:

E® F ) such that

. u(x)® v(y)> = <f , u(x)>®

<Tw ,

v(y)> .

The uniqueness proof is the same as before.

Existence:
simple.

S X ®Ty 6

If both F and F are finite dimensional it is

For S

a

6

a

®

ï

,

from the previous theorem that

T

y

£ $' ®
y

a

® Ty

F ,

It Is obvious

can be defined as an
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«Iwunt in

^

® Ê ® F.

W. know th.t

thorofor. 9;® ®; ® í ® f C ®;>y ® * ® ?•
I ® Î U dofinod in ¾'(X*Y j ï®?) du« to th«
X
y
etnonlcal Itomorphlnn of this sp«c« with xfy^
^ •
Suppos* th»t
n«c«ssarlly so.

Ê

is finit« dim«nslon»l and T is not

Ih«n Sx« Ty 1s d«fln«d by th« «quation

< Sx® Ty , «(x,y)^

« < Ty, <SX , »(x,y)>^ .

For fixsd y, < Sx, «(x,y)>

e Ê, and sine«

dintnslonal, < Sx> »(x,y)) £ ^y® E*
i.«., Ty defines a map ^y •* F>

E 1s finit.^

Now Ty ^ ^ (Y» F^»

ï11*” ^ Ty» ( Sx» <£'x*y^

ls a map ^ ® Ê - F ® E. Thus Sx® Ty is well defined by

y

the map <p(x,y)

^Ty, ^Sx , (p(x,y)^) » which is linear and

continuous«
Remarks.

If E

and F

tensor product S® T

are both

00-

dimensional, then the

does not exist In gannrtl.

The support of a tensor product S ® ?

is the cartesian

product A * B of the support A of ? and the support B of T,
The tensor product is continuous, i«e«, if ?
and T - î0

, then S (S) Î -* 30 ® TQ •

?0

^ Proof of this is

om i ti I* 6 d •
When a basis is chosen, Cj € ^ # ij €
product of S =

S’Sj e[ and Î =

2 Tj 7j

= ZL Sj® Tj ej ® 7j .

^ »J

then the tensor
can be bitten

Cõfivoltttlont
Ut V bt a mftnifold on which ihtrt it ftn inttrnftl
Uv of composition (x#y) -• xy, i«ft«« t mftp from Vx V
into V# Atsumt ftlso that this Uv of composition is infi¬
ni tsly differentiftbls. A Itv of composition called ths
convolution can be defined on 0*(V), the space of distri¬
butions on V,
Definition. Given S and T € d'tV), the convolution
S « T 6¾1 (V) is defined by the equation
<S«T, ¢) = <Sj®

»(! ^))

for V €Ã (V).
Note.

The convolution does not always exist.

Conditions

under which the convolution does exist will soon be discussed.
The function <p(S

) is an infinitely differentiable

function of (|,^) 6 V*V.

however the set {(5,1) :

5» 1 6 support of <p in V}, which is the support of <p(^ ^ ) in
VuV, is not comoact (unless ç = 0), therefore the convo¬
lution can not yet be defined,
EXAMPLE.

Let V = R, the real line,and let the law of compo¬

sition be addition.
i

If <p(x0) J 0, then ¢(^ + ^) ^ 0 for

= xo, i.e., the diagonal

of <p(.!> +^) in R X R.
R / R

= xo lies in the support

Thus the support of <p( S

) in

can not be compact (unless (p = 0).
In order to define a convolution it is necessary to

extend the definition of

¿T,

<p> to certain cases where T

is a distribution and <p is an infinitely differentiable

-
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function with t support which Is not conptct*
Thsors».

Let T be » distribution with support A tnd 9 b#

an infinitely differentiable function with support Bt
B
Proof«

If

is compactf then^T, 9)can be defined«
Take a function a €$00 euch that a * 1 in a

neifihborhood of A OB*
{T, cup} then has a meaning because cup
is a testing function.

It must be shown that the result is

'independent of the choice of a«

Suppose that ß is another

function chosen in the same way as a« Now a - ß * 0 in a
neighborhood of A H B end the suoport of (a - ß)<p is con¬
tained in the complement of AO B.
the support of T we have

From the definition of

< T, (a - ß)<p)

* 0« Therefore

we may define
< T,<p>

= < T, cup}

and its value is independent of the choice of a.
Definition.

Given a distribution S € $ (V) with support

AC V and a distribution T 6 Ã^V) with support B C V, the
supports A and B are said to permit convoJUi^on if the inter
section of A * B (= support of S®T) with the support of
Vdv) in vxv is gpmpadt for every <p € $(V).
Definition.
is proper
satisfied:

If E and.F are locally còmoact, a map E - F
if any of the following equivalent conditions is
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(1) Th« invers« imtg« of «very èomptet s«t 1« compact«
(2) Th« image of every closed set is closed and the
inverse image of every point is compact«
(3)

If E and F are compactified by adjoining the point
oo

to them (Alexandroff compactification)

then

the extended map in which oo is mapped into oo
is continuous«
Now we can give another definition for two supports to
permit convolution. This definition is equivalent to the one
previously stated«
Definition.

If the sets A and B are the supports of two

distributions, A and B permit convolution

If any of the

following equivalent conditions is satisfied:
(1)

For any compact set KCV, the set (A*B)0 {(5^)15¾ €
is compact«

(2) The map

-»Jh restricted to AxB is proper«

Example.

(4) * kt) » ^

Therefor«

4«) *

® (íj)n i

1))

“ 4«4) '

The following theorem is stated without proof.
Theorem.

If we have two converging sequences of distributions

s-so
T -* T
where

o

- 7* -

(1)

th« supports of all ths S art containsd In tha
samt compaòt set A and ths supports of all the T
are In the same set B.

(2) A and B permit convolution
then
(1)

S#T •* S0#T0

(ii) the support of S0#T0 is contained in AB »

)6A*B}

Let V be a Lie group with the product operation (S#7) “•S’Z«
Definition.

The internal convolution of three distributions

R,S,T eJíV) is defined by the equation
<R#S#T,

•

for (p € Ä(V),
Definition.

The three supports A,B,C of the distributions

R,S,T € Ä;(V) permit internal convolution if the map
restricted to A*B*C is proper.
Other equivalent definitions are possible.
Theorem.
u)

Let R,S,T, 6 $W) have the suppbrts A,B and C,
(Si)?

=

(2) A,B, and C permit internal convolution,
them

(R#S)*T = R#(S*T)

= R#S#T,

The proof will not be given,
«

Theorem. Let e be the unit of the Lie group V,
i.)*T= T#<i(e)

Then

= T*

Proof,

<¿(e)*T, ¢) = <(^1®

, ¢(¾))

If

-
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9 ^

*

■ ( T| , <p(«^ )>
Thtorm.

“

# ¢(¾ ))

•

Let^aTbe the left translation daflnad by

a € V on the distribution T 6 $(V) in tha Lie group V9
Then

*(.) * T ■

/1. T

Similarly for the right translation Rt 9
i*<r(t) - r,t.
Proof«

4 1 9>

< , ,

=

* <T^, ,(.¾))

“ <<í(a)*T» *>
Theorem.

Let V be a vector space (addition in V is of

course commutative).

The tensor product of S,T « #'(V)

is commutative.
Proof.
+

= <s\ .<T| .
= <Ts®S, , ,(>1+S)>
Theorem.

= <s,j«Tg, ¢(¾+s)

)» » <Tj ,<s^ , ,(¾ +S )>>
=(1^05^,,(1+¾))

Let R be the real line.
£ « T = T * /'

Then for T € ^(R)
=

T1

.

Proof.

<Í'*T» *>

« <4®TÍ »

* (
■(T^ , -^(0 +¾ )>

J #

+,l ))«)

■ -<T^ # ♦'(‘t )>

« - <T, d»»)

- <T* # *>

Similarly
< Toi', ç>

■ < T*, <p>

It also follows that
$(») * T *

Dpi

# T *

DpT

where dP is a differential operator of order p with OMttMt
OMfffteiMt«.

la mm than one diaenaion we have
a/ o T =

AT

where A may be the Laplacian or the D’Alembertian.
Theorem.

For S,T, € ft^R)

we have

(SoT)* = S* * T = SOT*
Proof.
(S # T)’

=

i * (S*T)

=

( <f'« S) « T = S’ * T

and similarly
(SOT)

t

c^
= (S o T) o i)
= S o (T o J/ )

= S o T* .
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It follows that for S,T Í «^(V). whsrs Visa vtctor
spacs ovar ths reals with dimsnsion 2; 2 j

• s,ä ■
Theoran.

Let T 6 Öl'tV) and a E (ÎIV) on a vector apace V

with a Lebeegue maaaura dx.

If the aupporta of T and a

permit convolution^ put
T # a® ß •
Then ß is an infinitely differentiable function given by
ß(x) =
Proof.

< Tt , a(x - t) >

For every ç € $
< Tia , <p>

tf(l) # ¢0 +1

s

= <Tj , Ja^) ¢(] +^) d»l> * <T}#Ja(x-} ) (p(x) dx>
= <T}0 ((»(x) , a(x- ))>
=

J<j)(x) ß(x) dx

Thus ß(x) = < Tt , a(x-t)> .
p(m)

_

=

J<p(x)<T} , a(x - })> dx

=.

< ß , <p> .

According to the previous theorem

(T#a)^

=

T i

Since a is infinitely differentiable , ß^ = T #

is also

a function and it follows that ß(x) is infinitely differentiable.

"

»

Ut V ■ E , » v«ctor «pic« with t Ubttguc meisurt.

Thtor«.

If f and g are locally Integrable function» on î , and tha
»

supports of f and g permit convolution^ then
f«g ■ h
where
h(x) * yV(t) g(x-t) dt
and h(x) Is locally integrable and defined by this equation
for almost all x«
Proof.
< f * 0# <P> * (

fly! • ^+>l ^

= jj f( J ) 0(¾) ¢(5 +-¾ ) d| d>l •
By making the change of variable S* t,\ = x - t, (Jacobian = 1)
and applying the Fubini theorem, we get
<f * g, ¢) = Ij^*) 9(x-t) ç(x) dxdt
= J<p(x)dx

j f(t) g(x- t) dt .

Let

h(x) =

\f(t) g(x-t) dt,

■Í'

then

( f*g, y? = (b,<p>
Theorem.

.

In a Lie group V, S # T has a meaning (i.e^ the »upport»

permit oomvolatlem), if either 3 or f has a eempaet support.
Proof.
I e A,

We must show that the map

>ie

B.

(i,^)

‘lis proper for

Suppose that S has a compact support A and T

has the support B,

Let D be a compact subset of V,

The

-
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S«t H » {(S,))) : $€ A#‘i€ B,'S*! € D} remains boundtd bccaus«
¿ is in ths compact set A and
is also bounded.

*5"*('51t)

*»$*1 6 D

It follows that H is comoact, thtrafort the

map is proper.
Remark. Similarly R * S * T has a meaning if two of them
have a compact support.
Example. Consider Y #

The supports of Y#
The map (J

)

1 where Y is the Heavyside functions

and 1 respectively are [0* oo ]« {0} and R.
5 +1! +5

is not proper, therefore the

internal convolution is not allowed. However (Y
and Y #

) # 1

1) each have a meaning, but they are not equal,

i.e,, the convolution is not associative.
(Y # <f/ ) # 1 a <f#l =

1

Y # ( cT7* 1) = Y * 0 = 0.

-
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jnvarljjiy UhdT thi Prow of TrantlttIons«
In this section we shall try to find the Hilbert spaces
^ which remain invariant under the action of a given group
and, in particular, under the action of the group of trans¬
lations.
«adb tlfd®*!« attteaorphlw

Let G be a group of

of ttes looally eemvaz topolotloal vector apace B. Ac provioualy
If^l denotes the space of Hilbert spaces

with continuous

injection in E and ¿+(E*,E) denotes the closed convex cone
of positive anti-kernels from E* into E« We have seen that

to the Hilbert space

o* ÍK €

(5»j
where <r

Since

** follows:

-♦ (y*

s { oil*

h 6

}

has the transported Hilbert structure of ^ :

operates on E, it also operates on the dual E1,

In fact
< (T-e// <rc > =

<eE , <* €

)

and thd automorphism e’ — ire' on E* is given by

((S'*.', j) =

(,4-, <r~

>

Therefore, <r also operates on *.(£’E),
(rL.O'e’

Le« ,

f&

£ i i ^

E

In fact
e» G E« , L 6

£ (E',E)

*

-
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and th« automorphism L *• 0“L of «¿(E^E) is givtn by

crL*f<

f« 6 E, L € ¿(E'$E).

1((^1 f*),

Clearly, if L is positive, 0*L is also positive. By trans¬
port of structure we may easily prove the following theorem:
Theorem:

If

IN corresponds to L 6 ¿^(E* #E)# then

ff- W corresponds to o-L for every ^ € 0.
Thus, if

"H for all o~ € 0, then L ■ o-l for all

€ G, and in order to find the ^ which are invariant under
G we may look for the L which are invariant under G.
Let us turn now to the case of vector valued particles.
Let G be a group of automorphisms cr' which ooerate on the universe
V

and on the finite-dimensional vector space F, Then o'operates

also on &'(V) and hence it operates on WC&W) © F.
On the other hand, since

operates on V it also operates

on V X V ( (TÍVjW) = (<rv,0-w)) and on
operates on F it also operates on F

V), and since

(erf = o"f). Hence 0-'

operates on the anti-kernels Kv * € $*(V<V)© F® F,
''

terms of a basis {fj} in F, we have K

In

r

Kjj eS'iVxV) and then
o-K =

<S)?rj

where
(trKjj , <p(x,))> =

<Ku*

(pío- X,0- } )>

•

Again, by transport of structure, it may be shown
that if ^ C $(V) ® F corresponds to K € Ã (V* V)GF©T
then

corresponds to ô*K for every d* € 0, and instead of

looking for the'Kwhich are invariant under 0 we may look
for the super-positive K invariant under 0,

^

We shall look now for the anti-kernels Kx^ € # O#V)®F0F
which are invariant under the group of translation on the
universe V.
space

In particular let the universe V be the affine

(or E) and the group of translation 0 be isomorphic

to the vector space ^

(or Î)

associated with the affine

space E^(or E) . We assume that an element of 0 operates on
E as an'affine operator and it operates identically on the
finite-dimensional vector space F.
Suppose, first, that we have a function K(x,}).

In

order that K(x,}) be invariant under any translation we must
have
K(x-a , }-a) = K(x,}) for all a.
In oarticular, if we let a s
K(x,}) = K(x -

then
0)

= H(x - })

where H is a function of the single variable x-J.

Thus, in

this case, in order to obtain a K invariant under translations
we may start with a function H of one variable and replace
this variable by x Let us generalize this notion to distributions
Consider the C®

isomorphism:
£ rt E ^^

E < 1?

on EyE,

flivtn by

(x,)) <—► (x,u) , whtrt u ■ x - ^ #

* x • u ,

By transport of structure it defines an isomorphism on the
distributions
K . 6 0'(E«E)<—* Hx- e

«'(E*#)

given by
( Hx,u

»

t(x,u)>

* <KX^ ^(x^)>

,^6 $(E,t)

and
<Kx>j , ç(x,}))

•

= ^Hx,u *

For convenience we shall use the following notation:
Kx,}» th*n Hx,u ■ Kx, X-Ü

* €^(E#E)*
given

“d 9,ven Hx,u th*n Kx,} •

= MXf x-j • In order to find the corresponding property
of H when K is invariant under translations, consider the following
commutative diagram:
E * E -> E xE

(x,})
translation
by S' -►

(x,tT)

is

*

EX E

(x»,}') = (x + t,} + a)

^ £X£
(x',S!)= (x+a,u)

It induces a commutative diagram, on the distributions over
the corresponding spaces

V

crK -¿-ÍH

wh«r«

i* i triniUtion acting on tha two variabla» x and

) of K and V i* tha corraapondlng translation acting only
on tha first variabla x of H,

Thus, instand of looking for

tha K € ÆuiEjfcF ® F which ara invariant undar all trans¬
lations acting on two vartablas, wa shall look for tha
H € A#(E k?) ® F® F which ara invariant undar all trans¬
lations acting on tha first variabla only.
Now, using tha thaoram of kernals:
#(E«t) * fyJâlE), a'tf»

9'(E>j0(E))

.

wa sae that
Â/(Exî)®F®7 « Ä^E

Thus H -♦
x,u

F^T ).

is a distribution on E having valúas in tha

infinite-dimensional locally convex topological vector space
O’ = 9t?)®F®T and we must search for those H which are
invariant under all translations acting on E only.

We write

V6 3,(e' y ).
Let us choose a Lebesgue measure dx on E. The answer
to our search is given by the following theorem.
Theorems

Every distribution T €^(£,90 which is invariant

under all translations acting on E is a constant, i.e.,
T =

1/ \ ® /f where
(x)
Proof.
Let a € $)(E)

(orT = dx®^

)•

be an infinitely.differentiable

function such that j a(x)dx = 1.

Then for every f 6# (E),

< T « a, «> = < Tj® a(»J ), <p() +•?)> =
= fa(^ ) d>i< Tj, ip(} + ^ )> = Ja(7)(i>7<rt, <|i(t)> = <T, ,),>

vhtr« th« invtriane« of T undtr tr»n»Ution wis ut«d*
Thus T # a * T, According to a thaoram givan in tha gra¬
vions saclion, T it an infinitely diffarantiabla function
and sinca T ii invariant under ail tranalatloni it follova
that T ii a conitant«
In our caía if H
il invariant under ail tranalatloni
X fu
on X £ £, than
H*,î *

1x® H?

wh#r»

(or Hx>t . dx CÔ Htf )

(?) ® F ® F.

Wa have shown up to now that the antt-kernels
K . € Äfl(ExE)®F®7 , which are invariact under tha
group E of translations acting on E*e# are in one-to-one
correspondence with tha distribution
E with values in F®F.

Si (Î)®

F^T on

If H^is given, then

K » „ H
x*» - X, X-J *

'(x)011^

X-

where, for .every 9 £ #(EXE),
<Kx,j?9(x,»> *<1(x)®Ht

= (h*, Cit(x, X-Î) dx^ =
(In computing^-*, »lx, x-u)>

. »(*.

fdx <HÎ:, <(lx, x-a»

=

.

x is considered fixed.)

Let us now look for the conditions on
to positivity and super-positivity of Kx

which correspond
Recall that

is called positive if
< Kx,j , 9(x)$ 9(T)> >

0

in F0F

for tvory 9 6 ÄtEf.
<

In terms of

#

this condition becomes
> 0 in F® F

for every 9 6 8(E)«

In order to elimirtate the presence of

the affine space Ef we may choose an origin in E and if we
recall that there is a one-to-one correspondence between
E and

Ÿ9

the condition of positivity becomes
, J¡p(*) 9(7-*) dT) > °. inF0F

for every 9 ¢8(¾.

The integral in this inequality would

be a convolution if 3? - t? were replaced by 1Î -

In fact,

if we use the notation

y(x) * y/(-x)
V^(x) * $x) = W-x),
the condition on H corresponding to positivity for K is that
^H, 9#*9^

for every 9 € »(ft.

i 0

ln F®^

Similarly, the condition on H corresponding

to super-positivity for K is
< H, V *
for every

fe

3(¾

> 0 in £

F').

The results of this section are summarized in the following
theorem:
Theorem.

Let E be a (finite-dimensional) affine space, and

F a finite-dimensional vector space. The Hilbert spaces
'Jti C/BW) or the corresponding super-positive anti*kernels
K

G

E* E)¢£)F ®F , which are invariant under the group of

-
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translations ^acting as affine operators on E and Identically
on F, are in one-to-one correspondence with the distributions
HÿCJiliïteFâT.

The condition of positivity Is

<H, 9 ft'qp > 0

in F®T for every <p i Ä(?),

and the condition of super-positivity is
< H, 9*7) ^ 0

£ for «v«ry 9 € Ä (E j F* )

•

The above notions of positivity in j^(ï)®FÆ F are natural
extensions of the notion of positivity of functions in the
sense of Bochner:
Definition. A function

f

defined on the «{-dimensional vector

»

space Î is

railed

positive in the sense of Bochner if, for

every set of elements {X2,•••,*£} in ^
complex numbers {Zj, •••, z¿}

every set of

in £,

In the case of scalar valued anti-kernels Kx^y which
are actually continuous functions K(x,y) we saw that the clas¬
sical definition of positivity coincides with the definition
of positivity of anti-kernels ( ^K, 9^9^

> 0,96-¾)).

Similarly, in the present, case, if f is continuous, the
condition of positivity in the sense of Bochner is equivalent to
jjf(x-) ) 9(x) 9(}) dx d} >0

.

or
jV(u) du

IpU-u) dx > 0

for every 9 6 8. Noting that if
ous function

then

is a continu¬

= H(x-J), we may extend the notion

. 88 of Bochnor poiitivity to tho tpact

Uhforttmittly

two dtfinltions art possiblt:
Définition. A distribution H 6 Ä'fftfcF®? is calltd
(a)

Positive in tha sense of Bochntr.or B-posltlve. If
> 0 . in F©T

for every 9 6 Ã(E).
(b) Super-positive in the tensa of Bochneg. or B-superpositive-, if
<)\9 i'*Ÿ> > 0 in C
for every

F1 )#

We shall discuss the equivalence of these definitions
in a later section (Bochner Theorem).

Fotirltr Trtniform»

Lit fbe a finita diman si ona Trat 1 vactor apaca with
a Labesgiia measure d&

The Fourier tranafona

Tft

of

a

function f(x), i? 6 Î, ia given by the aquation

fr - a(£) - J
where Ÿ € Î», the dual apaca of
product«

A basis

**9**n can

(1)

and <x,<p> is the duality
chosen in ^ in such a

way that the Lebesgue measure is dXjdXg.^dXjj«
= ^xi

mfty

and the vector £ =
dinates {P|}«

The vactor

represented by its coordinates {Xj}
pjî|

may be represented by its coor¬

Equation (1) then becomes

( -2m(*iP1+*2P2+...+Vn>

=

Je

f (Xj 9X2* •••,xn )dx

When there is an inner oroduct (x|y) given in ^ the Fourier
transform may be defined by

3(?) = ie-21* l?l7) Hi) d? ¡
however, we shall continue to use the definition of equation (1).
If f 6 L4, the integral (1) exists and g^) is continuous
and bounded, in fact
|g(£)|

<

If f has a Fourier image

llflli.

= g and x^f is integrable for

each j = 1,2,...,n , then the derivatives
continuous and bounded and

exist, are

Fourier Trantform»

Let E*be a finite dimenelonal'real vector space with
a Lebesgiie measure d$«
function f(x)# 7

g(Ç)

*

product. A basis

is the duality

***»*j) can be chosen in ? in such a

way that the Lebesgue measure is dxjdx2.««dxn.

The vector

may be represented by its coordinates {Xj}

and the vector V s 2 Pjîj
dinates {Pj}.

may be represented by its coor¬

Equation (1) then becomes

.

jf -

(D

fe"21*^^^) dí

where V 6 f'» the dual space of if, and

v

of a

is given by the equation

î*f =

= 2Txj ifj

Tft

The Fourier transform

.(

g(p1,P2,...#Pn) = J C

-Sinix^p^+Xppp+M.+jLp,,)

f (Xj jXg,

)dx

When there is an inner nroduct (x|y) given in E, the Fourier
transform may be defined by
3(?)

= Je-211

f(7) dj? ;

however, we shall continue to use the definition of equation (1),
If f € L*, the integral (1) exists and g^) is continuous
and bounded, in fact

l3(?)l < II fllj .
If f has a Fourier image £f = g and x^f is integrable for
each j = 1,2,...,n , then the derivatives
continuous and bounded and

exist, are

90

yt-ataXjf) . -§JL .
If f decreases rapidly at oo, i«e«# if for every polynomial P,
the product Pf is integrable, then all derivatives of g exist
and are bounded.
Let us integrate equation (1) by parts.

Ve find

f (I

f, I

Suppose that f £ L* and that the first derivatives

,\
are

continuous and integrable, then it is easily seen that f must
go to 0 at oo•

It follows that

2i* Pj a(1>)

=

|.-21’<*^d?

(2)

and Pj g($*) is continuous and bounded.
If f 6 L* and is infinitely differentiable, then the
product of g with every polynomial remains continuous and
bounded.
Definition.

The space <?(?)

is the space of all infinitely

differentiable functions with each derivative rapidly decreas¬
ing at :.00-, i.e., for arbitrary polynomials P and Q, P(x)Q(^) f

exists and is bounded, or (equivalently) Q(^) P(x)f exists and
is bounded.
The following is easily proved.
Theorem.

<p e ^ (?)

f» 6

) .
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Now Foiirior transforms will be extended to distributions.
First of all note that if a Lebesgue measure is given in E,
then a Lebesgue measure in Î* is also given, because if a
basis in ? is chosen such that with respect to this basis
the measure is dx1dx2..,dxn, then the measure with respect
to the dual basis in^' is dp2dp2«*«dpn,
For f € L1, <p 6 atf- )

•'

let us take the duality product

of <p with the Fourier transform g(Ç) *

= jri?) d?

of f:

,(Ç)

ar

- < f,

where

Ÿ = ( ,-2U <*’*> ¢(^) if = Tf •
Thus we have
=

•

In view of this, we may try to define the Fourier transform
of distributions as follows:
<fT, »>

K

where <p € aP> t e
unfortunately

i

^

¥*•>

. We would like to have

but

unless <p = 0,

At this time the space
on

= <T,

^

comes in handy, A topology

is given by the following notion of convergence:

Definition.

The functions

fj

0

in the sense of ^ if

p^x) q(5^-) f converges uniformly to zero for arbitrary poly»X
J
nomials P and Q.

*

1
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Th« space

4\î)

-

of continuous linttr function«Is

ovtr/(ï) it c«ll«d the spact of t«ip«r«d distributions.
Not« that

SutULld)
and
fj - 0

inft

fj - 0 in -d

,

thus a continuous linear functional over^ is a continuous linear
functional over si , Therefore ther« Is s oontlnoous linear aap
of ¿*(1) ontoua subspao« of®»®, m fact this aap la an Injeotlon al¿o«M is dans« Inf®: Tha following «woran Is

statad without proof.
»

ê

Theorem.

ÍJ (¾ is evçi^where den«« in

<f (t).

i

Examoles.
.

(1)

<p;(x) = e"x

2

6 ^ (H) where R is the set of real ,

numbers.
(2) Any function f, locally integrable and measurable
such that |f(x)| < P(x) for some polynomial P(x) id a tem¬
pered distribution.
(3)

ex is not a tempered distribution.

Proof.

Take <|i(x) = e*^*2 + 1

= (V,x e'- AJx2+ 1 dx
Definition.

, then

<ex, ¢) =

does not converge.

For T 6 0, the Fourier transform ^.T is

defined by the equation
<|T,<|,>

=<T, y<|>>

where <p t w .

Since <p €
T

p

<p G

-Í , the Fourier transform exists
X

for ill T €

If ç - 0 in tfp, then

- 0 In /x end

, <p> * <T#r^ "* °*
thus

fT 1. a continuous linear functional and $*r 6

Remark.

If a distribution T *

%

f € U, then T Is tempered

and the Fourier transiorm of T given by the above definition
is equal to the Fourier transform of the function f given by
equation (1):

ft -

yt.

Some of the main properties of Fourier transforms of
tempered distributions are now stated with the proofs of
most of them omitted,

ai

F* = i
Proof,

=

= (/.jV21* <*'*>*$) dp>
= r*(£) <#"
(2)

= <i*

? Ilf =
]

and similarly for polynomials P,

rp(£)S

= P(2inp).

(3) Reciprocity formula.
i by -i in the definition of

f,

If

is defined by replacing

the following is true:

f ?= fr= i
V = ru

* u = fv. (If either U or V is

tempered then the other is temoered and this statement has a meaning,)

-

ff -

(If)

(s) r»
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l1

m■ ?fi

- /

and similarly for polynomials P#

Remark.

Suppose that fl *

•

^or ^ ®

^1*n Ö **

continuous and bounded# but miflht not be inteflrable*
case the inverse Fourier transform fõ?) m

In that

^ ^^flt^) ¿í"

does not exist in the classical sense, however, in the sense
of distributions the inverse Fourier transform does exist.
(7)

f € L2

(8)

||?f||2 = Mil 2

(9)

If f ,9 € L2 and F =

L

Y

i.e.,

=

(true in the sense of distributions)

1*

^» G s

then

is a unitary operator.

(10)

v(p)

ff 6 L2

If T 6 Í

and T has a compact support, then

< T. , e-2U<^'^>>

function of
Proof.

and V(Ê)

=

is an infinitely differentiable
Î-T.

Proof of differentiability was discussed in

the section on tensor products.

Now we have

- í*<fc<r<Tx. .-2i« <*•*>> - <
If

.

is allowed to have complex values, V(p) becomes a

holomorphic function,
(11)

If S,T € -Í/, if T has a compact support (tlius

S # T has a meaning), and if U * f*S, V • f'T, then W has
a meaning, \N t

and IV ■ <f^(S«T),

Thus Fourier trans¬

forms change convolutions into multiplications and multi¬
plications into convolutions.
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4 .

Th»orm tor 8o«lir Piitrlbtttloni.—A

Boehnay»»
distribution T
only if T

on ^ is of positivo typo if snd

is tonpored and Its Fourisr trsnsfoni

is t tonporod positivo noasuro.
Wo rooall that T
y#

is of positivo typo if

> > 0 vhatovor bo / ® ^ (In) •

A proof

of Boohnor's thooron can bo found in dehwarts,
Thofario dos Distributions« II» Otaap. VI.
Pofinltion.—Lot X bo an ordorod vootor spaoo*
;

Vo say that a distribution *? d ^ (¾) ®
positivo if

U is B-

is a positivo olonont of

3 vhatovor bo ^ 6

(1^) •

Boohnor^s Thooron for Vootor Distributions«—A
distribution T
and only if
7(6

e

T

®

^ i» B-positivo if

is tempered and its Fourier transfona

(B^j <8 X)

is a towered positive

noasuro.
Proof of ;

T B-Posltivo —» T Tonporod and

# ? is a Tonporod Positive Hoasuro.—Wo show first
that y

is tonporod.

Lot P

bo the closed convex

cone which defines the order in H, T the dual cone
f“ i

in M
j

—>

.

A distribution T

tinuous linear nap^ (BL)

valued in M is a oon-

-> M ; any n

6 '

—^

defines a map

M —>

C , Therefore the map T
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folloiMd by tht Mp ï* is a aotltr Ttliitd dlatributloa
■T* o? f

<ï

’oí, /)•

*■'(<?» />) •

Sino« ? la B-positi?i»
fop tTtry ^ t ^ (ï) ,

T .

Banoa

ï ' o ? la

a to alar dlatributloa of poil tira typa for ovary

e

m

r

.

By tha Boohnar'a thaoraa for aoalar

distribution«» a o T la a taaparad distribution*
Sino a finita linaar combinations of taaparad distribu¬
tions ara taaparad» and sino« P * spans IT '» V o'?
Is a tanparad distribution whataver ba a

a-1

CM

t

T la tanparad*
To show that /^=

T Is a taiqparad positiva

naasura» first nota that» whatavar ba a 8 P 9
ï *o/* =

o

=,^(^0 T)

is a taiaparad

positiva naasura according to Boohnar's thaoraa for
scalar distributions*

Sinos P* spans If'iVa/'is
a-t
t
a tanparad naasura for ovary a 6 N * Thar afora»
^ is a tanparad naasura*
To show that

is positiva» wa naad to show that

for any continuous function V2 0 with
oonpact support* It is sufficient to show that
^ 0 for arbitrary nT *8 P* . But sinos
t

no/

jj

is a positiva (scalar) naasura»
<^))

=(^0/^,^^ 0.
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Froofofi

y? t«M)«rtd poiltlT« t«iur» —» t
B-poaltlra.

Proof.—» Any ft/ (^) # f > 0 9 la tha liait ln
/ of a aaquanoa of funotlona

whtra

can ba

choatn as follows:
<0

(il)

O

(ill)

6 ^ (^)

t

< «^ < 1

I

- 1

O unifonily as valí as

avary darlvativa on svsry compact sat*
Slnca ayf is continuous with compact support and
/Z

is a positiva msasurs, wa hava
<^* a>^>

2 0

By going to tha limit (sinca

<7“ . t'> >

is tamparad), wa gat:
0 in 9 .

Ê* *

This holds true for any ^ €/(E

f = <p 9 *

,n * *

)» T i 0 •

l»**

9 t J•

Then
0 £ (/«i <P 9 ^

* (
But

^ *

?(9 9) ^

*^9 # ^9

(p can be any function 6 of / (En)

Therefore for any

9 9^

and ? ç = 0 .

0 6 //,
<T,0#*0)

>

0

in

y

M

a
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Now wo sh« 11 sxsain« B«sttp«rpo»IUvity«

î
i

»

[•-•Ut Y ho « continuou s f «net Ion with
eoapaot supportt vtluod ln a finit« dlaonslonal
•*

ordsrsd vsctor spac« W 9 and Y ¿ 0 • Thon Y «•»
ba «nlfonily approxInatsd by finit« suas of th« fora
^«1 Yj wh«r« th«
i
i

*s ar« ««ctors > 0 la If

and th« a|*s ar« continuous non-n«gatlv« scalar
functions with compact support«

i

Proof.-- Lot K b« th« support of Y • Chooss any
( > 0 • Sine« X Is compact and Y Is continuous»
th«r« Is a finit« opon covering {juA of K such
••

*

that th« oscillation of Y ln «ach Jlj

Is < € •

Lot { «i } b« a partition of unity on K subordinated
to th« covering {jXj} • Lot Y|
at an arbitrary point of

th« value of Y

# V« have Yj £ 0 »

and also:

II f -

Y| H * H J] «i ^ "£ai ^1 H ^2*1 6 * 6 •

Lemma 2.— Ifis a positive measure on

with

values in a finite dimensional ordered vector space IT»
then

»

Y

^

> 0

( in the sense of complex

numbers) whatever be the continuous function ^ with
i

compact support, valued and positive in N
dual order relation)«

(for the

T-

ft

Proof.—Given iny f €^l(En) • M

^7.

such thet T > 0,

by Lemma 1 it can be approximated uniformly by finite
sums of the form

, where ïj > 0 (in ti ),

ttj > 0 and «i are continuous scalar functions with
compact support. We have

<>. 2 ■,'•,> -> • *“i)¿ °
since
//*,al\ >0 in H and mj > 0 in H

,

Let F be a finite dimensional vector space.
Theorem.»»Let ^ be a tempered positive measure on
E

with values in

T «

F0 T . Then its Fourier transform

^ ^ is a B-superpositlve distribution.
In this statement,^ is positive in the sense of

the NnaturalN order relation ln F0 T •
Proof .—Consider any Ç"
Then

) <®F/(F* j dual of F),

> 0 in p'm F* . By Lemma 2, and the

fact that f is the limit in
functions in o£r(En )9 F

, we have

of a sequence of
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Thtn

^

♦ >

t>-

- <T, ?-<V® f )> -<T,

>

• <t. ï* ^ >
wh«r«

«-/ n

Î ■ Ff" ctn b« »ny tlwitnt of i/Un

Corollary.—For any dlitributlon

T

6 o®’ (^,)®Fö 7 $

tha two following propartiaa ara aquivalanti
(a) T ia B-poaitiva;
(b) T ia B-auparpoaitiva*
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L«t us brisfly stHuric^ ths situation so far«
Va ara fllw) a C®-«anifol<i, tha so-cal lad unlvarsa V,
and a finita diaanslonal vactor spaca
coaplax notara C

F

ovar tha

F

. Va ara looking for

- partidas

on V« Shah is an Hllbsrt spaca ^C^'(v) ®

T

(continuous injection), A notion of tha partida is
than a distribution Y

auch that

HF

\\^ •

1«

Va hava saan tha followings
(a)

Thars is a 1-to-l corraspondanca batwaan
tha

F

- partidas

and tha positiva anti-

kerntls, that is to say tha positiva antiÇ.

llnaar continuous asps

t&'iV)

ad

*-/

(V)®F —>

® F , This corraspondanca prasarvas

tha algebraic and order relations*
(b)

The positive anti-kernels are in 1-to-l
correspondence with superpositive distributions
K , {^'(V* V)®F®F (F is a complex

M

conjugúete of F ) 9 that is to say distributions
such that
• *(x) * *(!f > )

whatever be

<p € o# (V) a F

.

î

0
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Zf K

If glYtn» thf Mfoelattd «ntl-kfrntl K

it glYtn toys

<i. ?,r> • <k, ru)«Ã7)>
«hât*T*r b»?, Y

tr&{V)•

lù

r J 3 1« tb* sonja(*t(
'

+

+

of tho conjugation t+f or, mro

of r ln tht

azaotly bartf ita tranapoaod P ^ P

« Boro again»

tho correspondance preserves the varlous algébralo and
order relations»
Zf moreover, ve are given a structural group 0,
operating in a suitable sense on V and on P, the
•p»»# vlll be 0-Invariant
K

iff the distribution

is O-lnvarlant»
(o)

Ve place then oxirselves in a particular oases

V s ln, an n-dinenslonal affine space,

0 = In , the

group of translations on ^ , operating identloallj on
P • low consider the napping

*nxtn

y

(x* i -» (x, "u)

where u = x - f, and the image H
of
x,u

that mapping. Conversely, given
h

K
under
x,t

e #&'(■ x ? ) ® p ® p ,

x,u
ve may get

n
by

“
K
K
= H
v .
*»f
x, y
x,r^j
If K
is invariant under the (particular) tranax,J
,
^
lationa (x, y) -► U +
J + ^ ),c) « B , then H ^
J
n
x,u

-lobth» tranilttloiii (x^—).

Mtft b# iBTirlant uadtr

fhi latUr itiTarianoA Upll«« that I _>*

«

Xftt

iihtr«

*

«

!• thf funotlon 1 in thf x-mibblf (that la«

on

Uld ^

)® ? ® *.

Supav-poaltlTity of 1

la tquiTalant to B-aupor-

x9J
poaitlrlty of

# But no haro aa»n that thla la

n
oqulTalant to B-poaltlvlty*
Vow thla aoana that

la tamp«rod and Ita Pourlor

u
tranafom la a poaltlro tonporod aoaauro/^ulth raluoa In
7 0P •

ConTtratlj to orory auch aoaauro oorroaponda a

dlatrlbutlon EL^ B-poiltlro,
u
Rfg££^v—Lot K bo the anti-k»mol oorroapondlng to tho
partióla #. Than K • ?» H * ? , ^*^(1 )« F ' .
f-T/

Proof,—Wo havo# for any f

<
=

P

“

»

i •?. y> «(i.r <*>•*(*) >

Ijj® Í+ » YtziVti-i ) ^ s Í Y (x> ta <

= ^ (H « ^ ) (x), Ÿtx)^
Note that

H

is a

.

,/(x - u) ^

q.o.d.
convolution between a dlotrl*

button on a vector spaee and a distribution on an affina
space associated to the vector space.
space« ? Its associated vector space*
on B*

Let B be an affine
Sz

a distribution

one on ? (for instance* one at least of the

x
two with compact support),

ften th* (•ntrâl définition Of ^

^

1

<«,. *a.yu)> Thon 8 0 L U * diftrlOution on tho «ffino opooo 1.

y j

Vo also hâTS

V»

V*

<«v3

lh • «fl

'X

In th« lut t*rm 'f

aut b* 4»iln«d bj oboealng «n

origin bsoauas </ i> dsfinsd on an affina apaos«

lot#

that It la alao naoaaaarj to ohooa# an origin to oarry
out a Pourlsr tranafont of a dlatrlbution on an affin#
apao#9
B#for# stating th# n#zt th#or#nf l#t ua oba#rr#
that If B ia a oonplst# locally oonr#x topologloal
▼•otor spaoa, than to aay that

B oorraanonda to th#

anttkarn#! L n#ana that .*L la giron by th# following
oonpoaltion of napa

•'
uh#r#

—+

B

—*

Is th# canonical «mbadding,

ita tranaposad nap, and

Jff —^

B —►

ia tha canonical

anti-isomorphian of Hilbart apaoaa.
In tha following, va shall hare

C B, vh#ra

all tha injactions ara continuous.

In particular,

to

will correspond an anti-kernel

L^: B^ —^ B^

and

also an anti-kernel

Lï

B* —► B.

To distinguish tha

two wa shall call L1 an B1 - anti-kernel and L an Banti-kernel.
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•

Thêor—Ut 1» ^ b« tvo eo^pltU loetllf oowrtx
apãOêãf MjC 1 with a finar topology than tha ona
induoad by !• Ut Jff C 1 ba a Hilbart apaaa «Ith
a finar topology than tha ona induoad by 1» L tha Iantl-kamal oorraaponding to MThan»

C ^ «Ith a finar topology than tha

ona induoad by

if and only if L oan bo faotorisad

aa

*' -►

—>

i ,

(D

♦ I la tha natural injaotlon» 1* —

«hora

ita tranapoaad nap and
llnaar Mqp

la a oontinuoua antl-

• Zf L oan ba faotorisad in thia «ay»

tj la tha Sj-antl-ksmal oorraaponding to

C

•

Proof.—Ut ua look at tha diagran

Saat

whara
s'
V 1 —►

(2)

E,«.— B ara tha natural iatbaddinga»
' , B* —► *[ tha raapaotira tranapoaad mapa,
tha canonical antl-laomorphiam batwaan M

and ita dual« Vow if va aaauma

Q B^ vlth oontinuoua

injection, va oan than gira a meaning to tha dotted
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•rrowft

M

li tlM natural iribaddingj

ita tranapoaad nap» and

la daflnad by tha ooapealtlon

Iha factorisation (1) follona fron tho eomutatlTity
of Olagran (8) (that is, tha faot that fron Boat to last
ona gata idantloal rasults by following any path of
arrows). OonTaraaly, assuna Factorisation (1) • To tha
Ij-antl-ksraal oorrasponds an Hilbart apaoa
with oontlnuous injaotlon. Than
*1

*

)61

oan ba faotorlsad as

* )¿i

This inplias that Diagran [2), with
is oonnutatlTa«

Tha rtf ors»

^

•

*i •

instaad of

^ is an Hilbart spaoa

continuously aabaddsd in I corresponding to tha l-antikarnal L. But baeausa of tha ona-to-ona oorraspondanoa
batwaan B-anti-karnals and Hilbart spaoas continuously
anbaddad in 2, wa oust have J^1 =

. Banca, hara

again wa hava a conmutativa Diagram (2),
This thaorsm simplifias our saaroh for tha partidas
/

-a

® F. To

„^

oorrasponds tha map

s.?= h, ÿ ¡
'f î & (B) ® F ' -» H , ? e^(!) F ,
but H is tampared, tharafora H a^ not only dafinas a
map from 0&(B) ® V

to¢5 (B)CD7 > but also defines a

/
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aqp trem / (1)

F 1 to / (1)01 F , Shat tho aop

H # ^ oan bo faetorlstd into tho following

Aooordlng to tho «boro thooroa» if JCcJb'iM) 0 7 with
t oontinuooo injootioaf thon % c/'\(1) ® 7 with a
continuous injootion, Tho problsa ia thus roduood to
tho soaroh for partielos in J/ (1)tl #
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I!» •••• of aoolar partiólo« 1« dofinod bj tho faot
that ? • ¢. Booauao of Boobnor1« thooroa» «o aay aov
doal with toaporod poaitiro aoaturoa Z* on
of B-po«itiTO distribution«

1(I)

1/ iastoad

. Oiron any «uoh

9 «o nay oonsidor L8 -funotloás with
rospoot to /^ • Baoh olonont f of d*, is a ola«« of
/"'-aoasurablo funetions

4r" /

f on B , Aalnoot ororyuhoro

oqual and «uoh that

J^ll Kp) II*

•

Th« innor product in
tí i «) 4

o

ist

* f* ï ¿s*

»

L/~
uhoro f and g aro any roprosontatlTos of tholr ola««««
•
•
f and g rospootlToly*
Wo may aasooiato to Z^L tho apaoo

of diatribu-

tiona on ï/ of tho form f/* «hora f « L^f not« that
thon f

ia locally integrable with reapeot to/** • The

diatrlbution

ia defined by the equation

<f)We see that
tioal for all f

,

y’e^(Y/) .

define« a new meaaure which ia iden0
in the same claaa f • Set

-no*
Ihia lanar product turna

into alllbart apaoai

la oontlnuoualy üriboddtd lna9(I/)t
4. /

fhaor—If
than

la a trap«rod poaltlT# aaaaura an I »

1* eontlnuoualj aribaddad In /'d') t

Proof.--For

f e

, ua harai

|<fA,/>| - I JfH/H 2 (Jl^lVK^lV78
Slnoa

la taaparad» any boundad aat In ^ la boundad

In L^, • IS

9 thara la a aaquanoa of alaainta

oföß'oonrarglng to<f In/ $ tharafora ranalnlng
boundad in ^ , Thla aaana that tha abora Inaquallty
raaalna trua for

^

and If ^ runa orar a boundad

aat In / and f orar tha unit ball of l?/*-»
I

}I

raaalna boundad • Thia pro roa tha thaoraa*

Tha apaoa

nay ba ragardod aa tha ooaplation of

tha too tor apaoa of dlatributlona

orar /, for tha nora || f

whara f runa

Ma naan

^

hora tha oonorata ooaplation in /\
On tha othar hand» tha partióla
In jS'is)

la tha ooaplation

of tha apaoa of alananta H

, whara f runa

ovar / , for tha nom ||H *y
It maana that

A^

fcba Fourlar transform of

—————— ..

^2 = ZU-

•
t

toi V a ^ » «ad tot P bt t finit« dilwasloonl

Vêêtw apa«« OY«r ^ • Tb« «truotur« group O op«r«t««.
«pi

«nd «A P, A««um «bat O «atiafi«« tb« fol¬

lowing prop«rtl«a in «dditioa.to tb« proparti«« gir«n in.
tba dafinition of a «truotur« groups

Cl) a «OT«r» tb« whol« group of tranalàtiona)
tbat la« for «nj translation <?d ®n

$

thoro

axlata an «l«nsnt ^ d O auob that th«
oparation of g^on V^ is tb« translation
and g^ opsrataa aa th« idsntit^ On P •
<8) lT«ry r d 0 pr«ssrrss tob«sgu« a«asur« on la.
This is «quiralant to saying that «aoh r has
d«torainsnt + 1 as an operator on Bn •
tot Q0C 0 bs the subsst of 0 that opsratss as
translations oh

and as ths identity on P ;

Qq

is

an inrarisnt subgroup of G.
Zn ordsr to se« how

opsratss on

ths usual "«hangs of ▼ariablss11 u * x-' -

wt ®«B«
# and writ«

K M » Í ^ » It has alrsady boon shown that whan
XÍU

K w is invariant undsr ths transformation
(X,/) —► <r (x,f)

»

(a-X,r*Jr)

(with f opsrating idsntloally on P ) for v-e G0 #
thon B _ is invariant undsr ths transformation
(xí )

(«T3C*7 )•
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It follows that H

^ ■ 1X*H^ i

nots thstk

X. s

T î 0.

opsratss tdsntieally on H . • Any f*€ 0

vT
oporatss on ons hand on F * on ths othsr on En as
. , H ■= V

* —-X, on Ej, a. 7-27 # . ..

Ths opsration 2 !• dafinsd as follovst
ars such that f m >f * * #

.

If 5f

r* *

Ba

r¡m0~ */* *

This dops not dspsnd on ths choies of *£* ÿ.€ En ; for
■ x also.

1st J * 9)J* € En bs such that

Than f» -'-íi»
f • ; ",7* - o or f * ]f“ «
Lot us dsnots Ta ths translation x ^x - a in En •
Vs sss that ff'Ç* *
exists

y

i € 7n such that r3>[

®ttt thsrs
; h«nes# for that

v'ZV
¢-j* Then

¿ «"tf

* r-j?- <r->7# which proves our r«markv
6 0 operates also on ®n x En as ( j ,

) -► (rf,<r>j)

and on Emn x ÍLn as ( f, x ) -* (<r f , <? > ) .
Now since ^ preserves the Lebesgue measure on En ,
it preserves the constant functions (regarded as dis¬
tributions) and therefore transforms 1V(9H

into
u
1 9 H ^ • The invariance of K v . underis
x
*>S
u
equivalent to the invariance of H ^ under 0-(operating
u
on T and on ?n). Actually we may replace invariance of
H ^ under G by its invariance under the factor group G|G •
u
0
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Por (l0 .op«r«t«t Identically on both ^ and f •
For Inttanca« if O U tha inhcMogcnaeas Urente
group end 0o te the group of tranelatlone9 then 0|(l0
le the honogeneoue Urente group*
Ve want to find out the invariance propertlee of the
Fourier traneforn z*'« ?H«

In principle, #>. c 0

operatee on^by operating on f on one hand and on
on the other ae the contragredlent operation of
a

a * u 6 Î • Each ^-perticle on En correeponde to

a tempered poeltive meaeure
f€f , invariant under

on

with valuee in

d|00 (or O)*

Ve go back to the general cate, with the data of a
universe V , a complex vector apace T and a etructural
group O, Ut

be a O-Invariant T -particle

C «S’, that is to say, a universal f-particle,

or also a O-f -particle«
Definition^—A universal f-particle
elementary if any Hilbert space

is called
%

(that is,

with a greater or equal norm) and O-invariant
is either {0} or

itself with a proportional norm*

Theorem.—The three following properties of a universal
particle

are equivalent:

(.)

U it tltaitnUry)

(b).

dots not htvt any elotod ilutar tabtpaet
O-Invariant axeapt {0) and

Ittalf)

(o) If a O-Invarlant Hllbart tpaea

» continaoutly

anbtddad in ^'(V)^ T , it eontainad In

)41 u

than

with a proportional nont#

Condition (b) can ba rtphrattd at follows

tha

rapratantation of 0 in j|(f(that lt# in tha group of
unitary oparatort of

) it irrtduciblt*

Va havo trivially (a) - (b)

and (c) -» (a), Wt

thall provt (b) - (a) and (a) - (c).

U>1 - l&l
L*1

^

í°)# bi O-invtriant, To

corrttpondt (in a unique manner) an anti-kernel LjS

M'-V.
* -)/•

Let L be the canonical anti-ieomorphiem

,

For x€

let X» ■ L"*x. For y€

ve haves
(y|x)\jßa (ylLx** <y# x*>

«. (y|LiX*)j^,

it aet Ax * Lj L"^x, One hats
Let ut
(y|x)

Since any
’ '

• 1

(y|Ax)(

2f¿

r €0

' '

'Mi

,

ye ^¿i ,

operates unitarily on both
'

•* y| Ax'

-

If and

^^--1 '

\
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Thttt * A GOMittttt with 0» Thtrtfort tvtry spteirtl
untfGld of A it invtrUnt by 0 (not« that A It •
boundtd optrator Jf— M and A ¿ 0 « for

But according to (h) there art no nontrivial elottd
tuhtpaett of

0-lnvar lant« Hence A ' met have

only one epectral manifold,

A 6 <f

, Ax ■

whatever be x t

Wt,x
Take x * y

Jt¿ Iteelf •

■11 '’•y, __

For tome
and:

j flrtt, J • (y|y)^

muet be a number > 0; and:

t»>

-<<=>

Suppoee that ^

i. another O-invariant

Hilbert space with continuous injection in^r(V)tf
Then the natural embedding of

into

T

must be

continuous, according to the closed graph theorem«
This means that there is a constant M < + oo
that,' for every x €

*

such
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L«t ut dtfln« a n«v HUbart spaea
■

as a sat| V
'

/C2

2

| and for x €

J

i

aa follows:
#

Il X ||j¿2 - H |x H^j
Now

< Ji¿ : 2tzC 'M ind

X

H x

, According to (a),

* Hx ll^2 *

* >i¿as a sat and thara

Is a constant >} > 0 such that# for svsry x 6 )ii%
Il x ||^
Hanca, ^ « V and

H x ||^ .
|| x

N

q.a.d,
Lat us go back to tha particular casa V s &n and
6 satisfying tha conditions of tha baginning,
fact that the partida

Tha

is slsmsntary can ba trans¬

lated as follows:

1, To the anti-kernel K correspondino to «*0 :
If Kj < K

is another positive anti-kernel

O-invariant, then K| s /| k for some 0 < jl <
2,

To the distribution
If Hj

H ^ j
u
is another B-positiye (or B-super

positive) distribution
Hj

< H

then Hj

G-invarlant and

in the sense of Bochner-positivity,
»

^ Hj

1;
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,

3

T» tm juma /*>
Iiy* l« another taaparad positiva MMvrt
0-invariant and/^j S^i« ths asnas of
■saturas, than■ A'*«

Ths col last ion |f^| of tha ? - partidas font
a closed convex cons# Those O-invariant for*
a subcone* Tha eleaentary particles form tha
ext rami generatrices of this subeone*
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-

Consider the otso in whioh the asnifold ? * Ia# sn n
diasnsionsl affin# apto# ovtr tn# r#als (7» as usual» is a
finit# dinansional T#otor spao# ovar tho ooaplax field)« Me
have a gro\9 0 operating on ^ as an affine group and on 7
as a linear group» having the propertiest
(1) All the e lésant• of 0 praserve Xfbasgue
neasura on AL» that is» aaoh oparator in C has
n

-a

dat * + 1 as an operator on
(8)

8 oovers all the translations» that is» for any
translation Í 6 ^» there exists g^ • 0 which
operates as the translation a on In and idantioally on 7.

Lat 0o ba tha subsat of 0 of all the elenents that
operate as translations on ^ and identically on 7| CQ fonas
an invariant subgroup«
We are looking for a Hilbert apace 'fâC. &' (Hn) 6 7 with
a finer topology than tha induced one and G-invarlant{
is equivalent to looking for a tempered measure
having values in 7^

This

on

positive» and a-invariant#

If we

want elementary particles» we also need that íftC be extremal»
that is» if we have ahy other space

7*(

%, C 'J+C

with a greater norm (or simply Just

invariant» then Xf -

analogous to

X) and G-

with a proportional norm» or»

equivalently, if we havejí^ £ X and G-invariant, then

with t proportiontl nonu Finally* tho condition on^4* It
that it it axtrmal, that it. It ^ it another tt^trad
potitivt ataturt, Q^invariant, tach that» than ^
it proportional to

A

Va thall give now a ntctttary condition for a aaatura
to ha axtraaal«
Definition. Lat 0 ba a group operating on a topological
tpace* A Q-orblt it the tat of all tranaforat by 0 of one
point of tho apace*
Theorta. Lat /^ba a aaatura on a locally coapact apace X
with a countable batit of open tata, and lat the valuta of^*
lit in a finite diaentional ordered vector apace 7 •

If /°

it potitivt, 6-lnvariant (or ip- invariant), and axtraaal
o
among the meaturet having theta propertiea, then the tupport
of/‘it the cloture of one O-orbit*

mrnÊLÊk

Remarks, For the case in which we are interested, X *4Ën ,
J*« F® F «and jp- acts in

as the homogenous Lore^f

group* An orbit is, for instance, a hyperboloid, since'the
Lorentt group preserves the quadratic form
p2 ■ Pj2 +. p?2.22
+ P3 ^P0 .

¿
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Then ve Art turt that such a ntaaurt nteaaaarily hat its
support in ont hyptrboloid« This givts us a eonsldtrablt
rsstrlctlon on tht supports of tht mtasurts which may bt
txtranal and it will not bt difficult to find thtsa Mtasurts.
In fact, wt shall show that in tht east of an hyptrbolold
thtra is only ont Mtasurt, up to a constant factor*
Nota that wt havt no choict but to taka tht clôtura of
tht orbit, for a support is always clostd.
0-orbits which art not clostd.

Thtra do txlst

For txamplt, tht upptr part

of tht surfact of tht light cont without its vtrttx (tht
origin) is such a 0-orbit.

Tht closurt of this orbit is tht

upptr cont with tht vtrttx includtd, and this may bt tht
support of a mtasurt.

Howtvtr, wt can still havt tht mtasurt

conctntratad on tht cont without its vtrttx in tht stnst of
tht following definition.

Definition.

A measure is concentrated on a subset if the

measure of the complement of this set has measure cero.
In our example, a measure whose support is the cone
with its vertex is concentrated in the cone without the vertex
whenever the measure of the vertex is zero.
It would be a stronger statement to say that the measure
is concentrated on one G-orbit.

But this is not possible.

First of all, the notion of concentration has no uniqueness
character.

For example, the Lebesgue measure on the straight

line is concentrated on the complement of any couniaMi subset.
In addition, the theorem would be false if we insisted that
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the Mts tir• should bo conoontritod on ono orbit^ os
shown by ths following sxsnplst

Ut X bo t eirelof

and 0 bo tho group of rotstions gonorstod fey ono
rotation ineoMtonsurtblo with t* Any orbit i| • donso
eountoblo sotf and tho only invsrlont notsuro undor 0
is tho Lobosguo Mtsuro on tho eirelo boetuso if •
aoosuro is invsrisnt ovsr s group it is olso invtrisnt
ovor tho closuro of tho group, which in this coso is
tho group of oil rotations« Thus, thoro is no noosuro
concontrotod in tho O-orbit in this coso«
Proof of thooron.

It is sufficient to lot X ■ support

of/'*, bocouso if/* is invsrisnt, tho support of Z4**
is siso invsrisnt« Wo nust provo that thoro exists ons
orbit donso in X« Take any point o £ X, ond lot V
bo ony open neighborhood of o« Toko tho soturotion V
of V, thot is, tho union of tho tronsforns of V by oil
elements of O, The sot V is an open sot snd.hos o
positive measure bocouso any non-empty open sot hoe o
positive measure (otherwise support/* + X)« The complement of V has measure cero; otherwise, we could
multiply the measure

by the characteristic function

of V and obtain a positive O-invariant measure ¿ A»
A.

**

not proportional to / » Thus, V
The point

a has a countable fundamental system of

neighborhoods Vn.
Then Ovn

is almost all X«

rsj

Each set Vn

is almost all of X«

is still almost all of X,

beOvn for almost all

b€X«

In other words,
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U b*f)V , th«n »«V- for »11 #| th»« th« «rblt

k Of k «oot» »11 V-I tb»t U, ï «MU »11 tfc»
»•l^orhoodt of t9 Thtrofor«, Adk (clowrt of b)
for tl«o»t »11 b. Toko • eotmUbl« tdt (^) don»» 1»
X« For t»ch fixod k, »wdb for »taott «Il b. Sine»
^

¡B

it cowUblo, it follow* that »j^b for *v*ry k
for »laoit all b. Thtr*fora b ■ X for aliaott all bdX#
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•

Mi»oa«
Mi trt going to tpply now th# proviout rosultt to
tho thoory of tho niton/ ln thl» ettt V ■
F *

¢1

0 optrttoi Idontletlly on

InhonoAtntotti LoronU arotip on

F

tni

tnd it tho nroptr

Ej^ •

Vo rocall that th« Inhonogantoat Lorants group has
four eonnactad componantsa
honooanaous Lorants group
(1)

This la trua of tha

£1

Transformât ions which prasarva tha sansa
of tima and with datarmlnant

(2)

+1;

Transformations which prasarva tha sansa
of tima but hava datarmlnant

-1;

(1*) Transformations which invart tha sansa of
tima and with datarmlnant

+1;

(2') Transformations which invart tha sansa of
tima and with datarmlnant
Sinca

£

-1«

is tha quotiant of tha inhomoganaous Lorants

group by tha (abelian invariant) subgroup of transla¬
tions # tha connected components of the inhomogeneous
Lorents group are the preimages of the connected
components of

Htr« vt Uk« for 0 tho pro-laago of tho tot (1)
(which it ««Hid tho orootr hoaoooaoowo LoropU croia).
Ohtorvo that tho oot (1) it tho only eonnoctod eonponont

o

which it a aabgroapi it it tho eonnoctod ooaponont

of tho idontity»
Tho moaning of proaorvation or invortion of
tho tonto of tino can bo oxplainod with tho light cono.

X

appor
part

(Tino axit it
upward,)

lowor
part

Tho light cono will bo mapped onto itaelf by any

ic

There are two pottibilltiot:
(1)

mapt tho upper part of tho light cone
onto itiolf and tho lowor part onto ittelf.
In thit cate, the tente of time it taid to
be preterved by

(2)

•

r mapt the upper part of the light cone
onto the lower pert and the lower part onto
the upper part.

In this case, the tense of

time is said to be inverted by

-12$
Ont nay till if tht ttntt of ti*t it prtttrvtd ky
taking a eoordintit tytita and rtprtttniing ^ by t
MtrU.

Thtn tht trantforatd tint conpontnt it
Xo * C«lXl + Co2X2 +

and C„ cannot bt *tro# If C > 0, ^ prtttrvtt
oo
w
tht ttntt of tint, and if C00 < 0,
inttrta tht
ttntt of tint*
Tht choict of tht group 0 it of fundantntal
inportanct tinct it dattrninta what tht tltntntary
part id tt will bt* Math tMt leal ly, nany choictt art
pottiblt, but phytlcally, thtrt it a rtaton for
chooting tht proper inhonogtntout Lortntt group*
Firtt of all, it it phytically rtatonablt to havt a
ttntt of orientation and a ttntt of tint, at leatt
locally. That naktt it natural to take the proper
inhonogtntout Lortntt group intttad of the entire
inhonogtntout Lortntt group.

For txanplt, if vt had

tht who It Lortntt group (or Jutt tht part which it the
prtinagt of tht trantfomaiiont (1) and (2*))» vt
would havt chargtd particlta but with no wtlldtttrmintd chargt; that it, wt would havt a probability
of having ont chargt or tht othtr,
Howtvtr, thia is not a sufficiant rtason for
choosing tht proper inhomoganaous Lortntt group.
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Obstrvi thftt this group it not tho oat utod by tho
Spoeiil Thtory of RoUtlvity9 whoro no fundnaonUl
unit of longtli it givon* Vo do not haut

with

a givtn quadratic fom# but inttoad wo have £^
with a family of proportional quadratic forma*
Thua it atama that the correct group ahould ineludo
all the dilatatlona (iiraddltion to the proper
Lorontc group)*

If thia wore the correct group,

the elementary part idea would be completely dif¬
ferent* There will be typea of particlea with no
determined rnaaa, but with all the maaaea given with
a law of probability (probability that a measurement
would find a certain mate)*
It turna out that microphysics gives ua a reason
for excluding the dilatations*

Physical particles

like the electron or proton, for example, actually
do not have all possible masses and not all wave
lengths are found in the atomic spectra of each ele¬
ment* As soon as we decide that there are privileged
masses or lengths in the universe, then the group we
must choose is the proper inhomogeneous Lorents group*
Let us set

0 equal a group of translations*
V

vV. *

The factor group Q/Qo will operate on ^ , and all
orbits will be contained in hyperboloids:
2

p » a,
since

2

a» constant,

p is invariant under G/G .

Thtr« tpt ihr«« kinds of hyptrbololdst

(1) having on« eonnsctsd conponsnt
(2) having two eonnsctsd componsnts
(3) ths light eons
A 0/0 orbit is eontainsd in ons of thsss
o
hypsrboloids but is not nsesssarily ths vhols of
it.
Hovsvsr, any orbit eontainsd in an hypsrboloid
of typs (l)f that is, a ons-branch (or eonnsctsd)
hypsrboloid, nsesssarily eoincidss with ths hypsrbo¬
loid itsslf. For, taks any point a of this
hypsrboloid; by choosing a suitable system of
coordinates, we may assume that this point is
(al# 0,0,ao).

Given any other point Î * (b1,b2,b^,b0)

there is a space rotation

f

of ths type (b|, 0,0,bo).

But then there is a real

number

0 such that

a, = b! coshe + bÄ sinhe,
*

i

a 0 - b,1 sinhe

o

+

b o coshe

that maps it on a point

-128Ut «s d«not« by f»^ thlt tr«n*fo«tUoii| w« •••
thftt

f

«ip« Í onto • 9 tnd

obvions ly*
It etn bo shown in ths stas wty thst thsps sps
two kinds of orbits in (2)j

ths nppsr shoot of (2)

tnd ths lowsr shoot of (2), If, on ths othsr hsnd,
0 includsd siso trsnsf©nations not prsssrving ths
sonso of ti»o (for txsapis, if 0 wsrs ths wholo
Lorsnts group) thon thsrs would bs only ons orbit
in (2), bsesuss both shssts togsthsr would bs ons
orbit. For ths light cons (3), thsrs srs thrss
kinds of orbits:

ths uppsr port without ths origin,

ths lowsr port without ths origin, snd ths origin.
First, ws shsll sxsmins ths Hilbsrt spues
eorrssponding to ths sinplsst kind of orbit, ths
origin. Ail ths positivs tsmpsrsd msssurss locstsd
at ths origin snd sxtrsmal srs proportional to 5 t
/- cá,

c > 0

Proportional Hilbsrt spacss will dsfins ths sans
partiels, that it, a partiels is a class of propor¬
tional Hilbsrt spacss or a whois gsnsratrix of ths
closed convex cons. Thus, ws may take/“'- / because
all ths other measures are proportional, H = 1 is
the inverse Fourier transform of / • The space ly«
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is th# spae« of all conataiita, Tha tpaoa

h 7M

la tha apaea of all t¿ with f aa arbitrary
ooaataat (that ia9 f€ 1^, ) aa4 with tha limar pra■ fi • Tha lavara a Poarlar

4aet {t£

transfora of this apaoa la

, which la tha apaca

of constant fanctions* Tha Innar product of

téjífl*

a»

• Tha physical intarpratatlon of this

apaca J¡{ is not quits clsar. Va shall call it tha
vacuim of assons.
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lortnt« Invirltnt Dlitrltettilom
ln looking for positivo tonporod SMtsuros htvlng tkolr
support on • gtvon orbit snd «xtrtmlf w« ahtll mske uss of
sods rssults of P»0# Nsthso« Hechos has given a general
expression for the distributions which are Invariant under

the honogtnous extended Lorents group e6 .
First Theorem of Methft. continuous functions on
invariant under

The napping f(u) -» f (p2) of

^ into continuous functions on Ej^ #

Í , can be extended

a linear topological isomorphism

a'

• {0})» The image of

sists of distributions on

in a unique manner into

-»

ofe^ft1) into
under this map con¬

• {0} invariant under

jh

•

Remarks» The proof of the existence of the map will not be
given here* The uniqueness follows from the fact that con¬
tinuous functions on

1)(1 are dense in SWR*)«

The theorem gives a notion of an inverse image of a
distribution for the map^>-* p2 from^ - {0} into |R*:
T £ is the inverse image of the distribution T • The
P
u
support of any T 2 is easily found: it is the inverse
P
p
image of the support of Ttt by the map p — p ,
Example:

£ 2 exists in
- 0* The support of
°p
Msurface of a light cone excluding the origin.

£ o *s ^e
p¿

This theorem is a particular case of a more general theorem
which states that if an infinitely differentiable map from
one manifold, V , into another, W, is of constant rank, then

1
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on« eon tlwayo tako tho Invorto inago of a tlatrlbntlan on V|
tho Inotrao Inago la a dlatrlbollon on V«
dooond Thaoran of Htih<o> Invariant ondor

JL

Any dlatrlbnUon II» 1¾ - (0)

la of tho font T ¿ » with T ^ ÍÓ'C KM

r

(l«««^ tho laonorphlan In tho flrat Thaoran napa $'( KM
onto

tho apaeo of Invariant dlatrlhutlpna on % - (0».

Ronarka. Noir If tra eonaldar all of ^ Inataad of ^ • (0}#
th la thaoran doaa not apply« If wo hava a dlatr that Ion
thla thaoran doaa not aay that thara nacaaaarlly eorraaponda
a T £ In tha who la apaea Ej^« Moraovar If thla corraapondanca
doaa axlat, va cannot gat In any vail dafinad vay all tha
Lorant* Invariant dlairlbutlona ovar^« For any Lorants
invariant dlatrlbutton vith Ita aupport at tha origin dannot
be obtained In thla vay. That la vhy va conaldrr only tha
conploaantary aat of tha origin, E£ - {<>}•
Nov va vent to find dlatributiona in ^ - {0} which
ara^invariant under tha proper honoganoua Lorants group,
•¿+ Instead of tha CRthidad hoiaoganous Lorants group

9

First Va must state a special case of Mathae’s first thaoran
and a stronger form of Mathae's second thaoran«

Let

be the open sat obtained by subtracting tha lover part of
the light cone and tha origin from
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*

aupE, . Th« Mpplng f(V) - i(P*) of contimou. fuactlo».
«•

IR,1 lato rtitrlctloni to _ft+ ot eenttaraoM rtoctlo««

on L. (lavirtMt na4«r ¿ ) «•« *• «»t««4«4 !• » «»H— «V
▼

_

Into t linctr topologietl ItosorphlM
tnu

?' '( -Í V+). Th« mag« of

eonaiit» af all

2

■

p

J

of .V •( |K )
.

Í) '( Rl) W4«r thl«

dUtribtttion« oft

+ inviritnt under

the proper hoaogtfioout Lorontt group«
RtairKo.

Wt htvt stotod tog«th«rf in this tpteUl com,

whit hod boon divided into two port* (Firet ondSecond Theore«
of Methee) in the cose of E£ - {0}«

The proof will not be

given here. The corresponding theorems in which
repleced by

is else true, where

i»
i* the open

set obtoined by subjecting the upper port of the light cone
<T-

ond the origin froa

«

Note that

^ U

ond

ere invoriont under the proper

homogenous Lorents group«
Theorem. -

Let T be any distribution on

- 0 which is

invariant under the proper homogenous Lorents group
Then in
T+
u

on

Ak, T is the inverse image T+2
+

and in

a distribution T’ on
the region u > 0 in

p

^" ^

of

0

distribution

it is the inverse image
“

«

T%
P

fRl , where t£ and T^ coincide in

of
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Conwrti« Given two diitrlbution*

on the otrelght

Um ft1 which coincide on u > 0, their inverM iatgee T+2 t
P •

TV

coincide on -TV rt-TL end the ptir (T’*’« ,, TV ) definee
P*
P
P
t distribution on E* -{0} which is inverient under the proper
hoMogenous Lorente group
Proof of the theoreu.

•
Let T be eny distribution on E£ -(0

which is inverient under

On

T defines e distri¬

bution which is inverient under

By the speeiel cese

of the Second Theorssi of Neth^e, T on

J\

is the inverse

inege TV of e distribution T+ on R1« Sinilerly T deP
»T
fines e distribution on J\,m which is inverient under
end T on

S\/m

is the inverse ismge T^ of e distribution

p

T" in R. In the region iV
W
coincide. Since
^
region u > 0 in

,

n JV » T% end TV aust
#
p
P
is the inverse iaege of the

end TÄ aust coincide for u > 0

in R.
Proof of the converse. Teke two erbitrery distributions
end

which coincide for u > 0 ln

Theorem of Meth/e (speeiel esse), T*

+•

By the First
defines a distribu-

tien T g on
which is invariant under Í+. . LikeP
wise
defines a distribution T g on
which is invariant
under +.+ .

Since

+

?

Tu and Tu coincide for u > 0 in R,

1

1
•13kth«lr invert« intgtt

^ ^ 2 c°lncldt 0,1

P

^

P

invtrte iatgt of the tti |i> 0# Thus (1 9» 1 9) Min* *

<dittribution on
under

P

P

- {0> * -fVuwhich it invtritnt

•
V« tee then that to find all the dlatributlona on

■<-

• {0> which are invariant under the proper hoaogenoua

Lorentf group, it it equivalent to find all pèirt of
dittributiona on {l* which coincide for « > 0«
Dit«r»tuition of All HmoM
Contider a hyperboloid of one thcet (!)•
'll)

2

2

It has the equation p « k

2

where k

is a positive constant.

We are looking for a measure having its support on (1) and
which is invariant under the proper homogenous Lorentt group.
By the results following from MÍthle's Theorems it must be
defined by two distributions T g # T"2 which are inverse
P
P
images of two distributions
, T*
which coincide on
u > 0 in R, According to the law of supports, the supports
of

and T'

two measures

must l)e the point k^ on R. We have the
i*

and

**

2

having their supports at k , and

which must coincide for u > 0, thus they must coincide on
the entire real line.

In Me'the'e's theorems, the order of
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th« distribution is prsssrvsd by the isonorphisas, thus to
obtuin t ntAsur« on

- {0} vs *ust ttks a SAAsurt on

Nov th« only positiv« a«Asur« vlth its support At
is
£
2 to a constsnt fsetor# Flnslly, th« a«A«ur« on

a-k

- {0} is defined by the two N«th«« distributions

¿2. Z 9 f 2 2 9 ^ «ine« they er« the sea«, only on«
p *k
p «k
distribution,
+.

2

, is needed to define our positive

P""

messure in D - {0}« Since the support is the hyperboloid (1),
vhich does not contein the origin, it follovs that there is
only one inverient distribution in ^ thet hes (1) for its
support« This distribution is defined by the tvo distributions

¿p*-»8 on^’

{0} end 0 on

V <* : p* « k¿}.

These

tvo distributions are defined on open sets, they coincide on
the intersection of the open sets, and
these open sets,
which ve may call

Thus on

¾

is the union of

we have defined a distribution

2

From a theorem proved by Methee it follovs that the
isomorphism Tu

T 2 preserves also the tempered character«
P
Thus a Lorentz invariant or proper Lorentz invariant distri¬
bution is tempered if and only if the corresponding distri¬
bution (or. pair of distributions) on the straight line is
(or are) tempered.
(

¿

Therefore

^ 2 2 *s ^cmPer®^ since
p -k
We now know that with this hyperboloid

2 is tempered.
u-k
.
(1) as support, there exists one and only one positive measure
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>

in

^ t0 Ä conitÄnt fÄctor -liüh l#

l*m

varitnt unécr th« proper hoaogonoot loroftM fwwiP*
■•asuro io sxtrwal boeauso only oao mists to a eonstant
facto»* If wo toko tho corrospondlnp class of Milbort
spaces wo ••• that «ioh hyporboloid of ono .shoot dèfinos
ono and only ono partielo«
Thoso partidos aro not acceptable physically if the
hypothesis of positive energy is assu»ad.
Now consider the hyperboloid of two shoots•

There are two orbits 2* and 2** By tho sane reasoning as
before we find that any distribution which is proper Lorents
invariant and has the support 2* is defined by the two distri¬

butions

.

¿

'0

in the sense of MÍthee.

Similarly any distribution which

is proper Lorents invariant and has the support’ 2n is given

by
0,

/

o o

2

p* + \C

•

By the preservation of tempered character under the correspon¬
dence given by Methee, these distributions are tempered.

Thus

each sheet of a hyperboloid (2) of two sheets gives a particle.
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v« hftvt partiedepending on a paraaatar
a sign ♦, conventionally ♦

> 0 and

if we taka the upper sheet , and

if we take the lower sheet«
Such partieles are studied in ikysles and physicists sett

2 2

■! c

9

where n0 is eelled the rest nass

of the particle*

the velocity of licht, and h is Planck«s constant.
+ parameter corresponds

to the

c is
The

of the particle«

For nass 0, i«e«, k2 • 0« the problen Is a little nore
difficult«

The upper part of the surface of the light cone

without the origin is one orbit.

Likewise the lower part

of the surface of the light cone without the origin is
another orbit«

/\ in

*-

The Measure

- 0 with support in the upper part of the cone is
/. /

given by the Methee distributions
2
P

$

»

.

0

4—
Now we want to extend this measure tö E^.

The support of this

extended measure* if it exists* will be the surface of the
upper part of the light cone with the origin included.

The

4—

extension of this measure to £^ will exist only if the measure
over any compact set including the origin will have a finite mass.
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But this »««tor« cm be finite if md only if the dintneion n
Since n ■

of Ui« sptot it > 3«

can be extended to E* •

in this ceee# the nensore

Hovever thie can be done In an In*

k
finite nvRber of waytf for any conetant time a Dirac «tature
cT at the origin cm be added« Mote that if n ■ 2# then there
existt no particle of «ate aero«
The measure /a

cm be extended in a unique way to ^

if we want the origin {0} to have measure «ero*

The extension

is given by
/»(♦)*

áJ>

>

where the integral is taken over
function ont£

- {0}j

with compact support«

f is my continuous

Now an arbitrary constant

times a Dirac measure may be added to this measure«

But If we

impose the condition that the meaaure be extremal» we see that
For Xi 3 f* +

the origin must have measure aero«

,

Similarly» the measure with support in the lower part
of the cone can be extended to

•

To summarise» we see that there are three kinds of particles:
(1)

one special particle» the vacuum:

(2)

particles defined by p2 « k2,

(3)

particles defined by p^'“ -k2, + »

k2 > 0 ;

The particles (3) are physically acceptable.
that no positive masses are rejected.

k2 > 0«
Note however

Up to now» only mesons

with masses belonging to a discrete set of positive numbers are
known.

Hence, either an additional principle of selection of

masses is needed, or we should expect more and more mesons of
arbitrary masses to be discovered.
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ot fcí for tht

New th* ipte*

, + wUl b» i«»erlb«d tn aor*
0

dtUll« Thl» Hllbtrt sptet rtprtMnt» • partiel« with r«»t
matt m and eharpt plat or minut» Wt havt eontidtrtd hyp«r0
fboloidt in
dtflntd by th« «quation
p2 ♦ m2 ■ 0
wh«r«

h
Tht tapper and lower «h««ta corrttpond to minut and plut
chargea reap«ctively«

On tach branch of thia hyperboloid

there exiata one and only one poaitlv« Lorentt Invariant
measure to a constant factor«

For example, on the plus

branch, the measure is given in the sense of Methee by the

inverse image, of the pair of distributions
•

«

( 0»

on

^u+m2 ^

the inverse .Image of which is
(0, (fp

p +m

2

This measure is also classically written
* Y(-p0) <f(p2 +m2)

where Y is the Heaviside function.
yM of &&

E^i

The "Fourier transform"

has a meaning if we choose an origin in

is the Hilbert space /\2^

of distributions

- HOon £. of tl»o fora tft

, wtior« f It »quart inttgrtblt

with r«%p«et to th« »«aturo u •
' ^
Th« scalar product in A
la

r

■

{tft 19M )yu
Th« diatribution H €

yt V •

l# 0lvtn >>y H *

*nd

th« eorroapondlng antlkorn«! K la d«fin«d by \9^ -»*-=?
Moth«« has conputod torn« Invars« FourUr transfoma# which
w< may usa for finding an expression for H#

Let us intro«

due« the distribution:
2 .2

W mf)

a*4'2,v <*>

•

"o'* W1(2*~S~

pv

2m c K.(2x^
'Where pv denotes Cauchy's principal value»

By definition

of pvf# with f denoting the function above, if f is a
testing function, one has:
< pv f , f ^

®

lim

y

f <p dx

¿'° J\x*\>L
Nj Is Neumann's function, and
Also: 2*‘^« c (x)
h
r~

m - »

I

is Kelvin's funotion,
.2.2

I Om

me
-0
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wh«r«

to.) ■ [ 1 for P0 < 0
i for P0 > 0

•nd Jj It Uio itftti function« Ont aay thon próvtt

whtrt

Pourltr transforat prtttrvt «von and odd synnttry with roapoct
atlon) Into tilda
it ovtn, and tinca
it It alto real, it it invariant by tilda«
aven and invariant hy bar, i«t«, rtal*

Thtrtfort A1 i»

Similarly It followt

that «Ais odd and pura imaginary*
All tha

Z' 6 <W

will ba functlont, but H on tha

othar hand is a distribution« All Ÿ î %

satisfy tha

Klaln-Qordon aquation:

This it provad by taking tha Fouriar transform

m t/*

$

which is a maatura carriad by tha byparboloid

2

This measure is annihilated by multiplication with p »

o

tr

$

l.«.#

Th« invers« FourUr trtnsform of this «quation is th«
Kl«in-Qordon «quation,

B«caus« of th« obtontlon

by means of Fourier transform th« d*Ai«mb«rtian hás to
be taken in th« sense of distributions!

does not>

in general^have second derivatives in the usual sense,
does not contain all the solutions of the
Klein-Gordon equation. There exist solutions which are
not tempered, therefore not in

. Now consider an

arbitrary tanpered solution of the Klein-Gordon equation „
Its Fourier transform has its support in the union of the
two branches of the hyperboloid of two sheets,

Only in

special cases will the support be only one branch, thus
not all tempered solutions of the Klein-Gordon equation
are in 1 !i

.

But there is still the additional restriction

that the Fourier transform of elements of ^
of the form f¿<

where f is

be a measure

square-integrable.

ttiktt ftsUfitoi
f ■ finit« dimnsiontl vector «pact ovtr

Lit V *
£

. Let th« «tructur« group 0 satj|ffy th« following hypo*

th«««ts
1) 0 optrtt«« on

at the inhoaoganoua proper

Lorentf groupf i«e*# a repr«tentation of 0 into the affine
group of Ej^ it given, whoee image ie the inhomogenoue proper
Lorents group,
2) For any tranelatlon 7 6 ^ , there exiete g^ f 0

which operates ae this translation ? on ^ and operatea
identically on F,
Note that G preserve« Lcbetgue measurt becaute of
hypothesis !)•
Consider an elementary particle % C Ä(VjF), 2y
G operating on F, we mean that we have in F a linear re¬
presentation of G, One usually says that a distribution
T €

Ã,(V|F) takes its values in a subspace

for every (p €
Theorem. -

Ã(y)*
Let

W

of F if

6 Fi •
be an F-particle. Ve make the two

following assumptions:

>V
(i) There is no subspace F0 of F, ^ ^ F , such that all

Ÿ

€

VC

take their values in Fo .

(ii) The representation of G in F is reducible. Then there
exists a linear subspace Fj of F, G-invariant, with the
following properties:

‘

*

(I)

Th«rt it in Itoftttry of W onto in F°«pirtlcli

$

with F° - f/tx.
(II) Tho quotlmt rtprtiontition nodulo Fj of 0 in F° It
irrtdueibU*
Proof. •

Ut Fj bt i proptr tubtpiei of F# 0 invtrimt,

Ut

bo tho oubopiei of ill f 6 M tiklng tholr

voluoo in Fjj
Sinoo F^

io i clootd linoir oubopico of ^

io (Mnvoriint,

Sineo tho pirticlo ^
•ithor

.

lo iloo (Mnviriintt

io olonontiry, wo ohould hivo

or V-i m (0} •

But wo cinnot hivo

iccording to (i)« Honco

{0}*

* bo tho cinonicil projoction of F onto F° * F^|#

Lot
Evory

^ with voluoo in F dofinoo cinonicolly i diotribution ^
with voluoo in F° by moino of tho oquition
< '

For

, y»>

•

»

ir(< fj f>)l i e %(V)‘

n

<r € Q, f € T , wo dofino

0-/-(5- r)\
which io indopondont of the repreoentotive f € f bociuse
Fj is invariant under
^

V* •

when y/ runs over

Let
• Of course

the group G operates in ^ .

be the »et of all
C ^(VjF#) and

If ^ s 0 then

takes its

va lues in Fj, and therefore

~ 0» since 3*^^ = (0}* Hence

the mapping yj -

Ä6 is one to one.
onto mr

from
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W« My tr«nsf«r th« atructur« of ÎK on 3t f

If tho rt-

prottntatlon of 0 in F° is rsdueibl«, thtn vs My continus
in ths sans way and apply ths prsvious rsasoning to F°
instsad of F#

Sines din F < +s», this procsss will Isad us

in a finita nunbsr of stops to an F° with propsrty (11).
This Thsorm shows that ws nay rsstrict oursslvss to
slsnsntary F-particlss with ths assunption that ths rsprsssntation of ths structural group 0 in F is irrsducibls.
Mors prscissly, it shows that if that assunption doss not
hold, ths studisd F-partiels can bs rsgardsd as an F°-particls,
whsrs F° is sons vsetor spacs on which 0 operates irrsducibly.
It should bs pointed out, however, that there is no way in
general of defining F° canonically.
Vs have assumed that for any translation a 6

there

exists an element g^of the structural group 0 which operates
as this translation

on E¡^ and operates identically on F.

It will follow from the next theorem that this is always
true in a very wide range of cases (an example of those is
the case of the electron, where 0 is the. proper spinor group).
Theorem.

Let F be a finite dimensional vector space over

£

and G be a topological group, operating irreducibly on F.
Let G operate continuously on F, i.e., the map
(g,x) 6 G * F
is continuous.

-

gx € F

Let G be a subgroup of G having the following

-lité-

pro ptrM Mt

(1) 09 It ftbtlian Md 1t tn invtrlani tobgroup of <l#
(2) Tht oirly ehoroetor on 00, invariant throng ifct
oonnteiod eoaponont of tha unity of 0# it tha eharaetar !•
Than

o

oparataa Itfantlcally on P«

Ritrka« Elanants ff’ € 0 oparata on Q0 ky intarior auto■orphlan« #„€<>„ -

#'#0<r4 ^

Al*» «" op«r«tM on th«

charactars of G0 by tranafar of structura, i.at. If x la a
charactar of G0, than

<rx la a naw charactar of G0 dafinad

by tha aquation

s* x( or g0 cr -1) * x(fl0) ,

00 6

Let us show that for tha alactron, tha hypothasas
are satltfied. Here G is the proper spinor group, which is
a two order covering group of tha propar inhoaoganous Lorants
group, Tha imaga of G into tha affina group of

is tha

propar inhomoganous Lorants group, but avary point of tha
Lorants grqup is tha imaga of two différant a laments of G,
G is tha connected component of tha identity in tha inverse
o
image in G of the group of translations.
To prove Condition (1) for the electron, first note
that the group of translations is invariant and abelian in
the proper inhomogenous Lorents group.

The inverse imaga

of an invariant subgroup is an invariant subgroup. Also,
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if a group it invariant9 tha eonnactad eoaponant of tha
unity ia invariant« Tharafora O0 ia an invariant subgroup
of 0« On tha othar hand« Q0 ia abalian baeauaa it ia iaa*
9

*

«orphie with tha group of tranalationa*
To prova tha aaeond condition for tha alaatron va
shall first prova that tha only charaetar on tha group of
translations ^ invariant by tha propar inhoaoganous Lorants
group is tha charaetar 1« Tha dual

is canonically iso«

norphic to tha spaca of tha charactars on

Tha propar

inhomoganous Lorants group is eonnactad« it acts on \ *
internal automorphiMS simply as tha propar hoaoganous
Lorants group« and it acts on tha charactars as tha propar
honoganous Lorants group acts normally on tha dually, Wa
only hava to find tha points of

which ara Lorants in¬

variant« But only tha origin is invariant« and tha origin
dafinas tha character 1«

It follows that Condition (2) is

true for tha electron bacausa G0 is isomorphic to tha group
of translations and tha elements <r € Ct act on G_ as tha
alaments of the proper inhomoganous Lorants group act on

V■

Proof of the theorem.

OOMDlfX

For any finite dintensions 1/repré¬

sentât ion of an abelian group there exists at least one
common

eigenvector« therefore there exists an eigenvector

for Go :
gof

=

whatever be go € G0 ,

x(g0) being a complex function of g0

£ Qiq,

Since the
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rtprtsüiUUoa of 0 it oonUnoous, tho tetUr x(g0) dofintt
t eontlnuottt function on 0^^ which it t chtrtcttr boctutt
i

.

x(go0|) ■ x(gc)x(«1).
Thus for tvtry oigonvoetor f wo hovo on ooooototod ehoroetor
X«
X,

Stvtral tigtnvtciort uy corrttpond to the ttM chtrtcttr
Lot Fx

c

F bt the MX inti tubtptct foratd of oigonvoetort

tuch that 0 operates on F. at multiplication by the character x.
Let {F|} be the collection of those subspèees Fx# when x runt
over the tet of characters of 0 . The number of such sub»
spaces Fi is finite.

It is sufficient to show that for

any minimal dependent ty9**11 of vectors (which is finite
because F is finite dimenslonal)f each of which corresponds
to a character, the characters are identical. Let
be a minimal dependent system of vectors, each of which
corresponds to a character Xj«* Any t • l ot the e^'s

is

independent and we have
\*2

+

^2*2 +

+

\6k s

0

for some set of non cero complex numbers { ^ j}* By the
operation go € Qo, we have
Xj(fl0) ^

+ x2^®o^ ^ 2*2 + ••• + xk^®o^ ^k*k *

)^j depends on i, the two equations can be combined
to give a relation between a smaller number of vectors.
this is impossible.

But

Therefore the characters Xj,x2,•••»Xj' take
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the

SUM

vtltt« on

0t»

sloot this la trot for «vary

oo»

thoao eharaetsrs tro idonttool«
Eaeh O’ € O oparatoa on P and on 00i

alnea

la an

invariant aub-group of Of <r laavaa invariant (aa a aat) tha
oparation of Q0 on F. Hane« ^ naat laava tha eollaetlon IFj)
onehangad (but tha eorraapondlng charaetara

aight ba intar-

changad)« If an alaaant of 0 variaa in tha connactad coaponant
of tha unity it oparataa continuoualy on thia finit« aat of x&,
tharafora it cannot intarehanga thaa and it laavaa «ach Xj
invariant. But it wasaaauaad that tha only charactar on 0Q
invariant through tha connactad coaponant of tha unity ia 1«
Tharafora thara axiata only on« maxiaal aubapae« Fj auch that
0 oparataa on Fj by aultiplication by a charactar x^ and thia
charactar Xj must b« 1« Nov 0 laavaa Fj invariant. Sine«
tha raprasantation of 0 in F la irraducibla, va must hava Fj * F,
Tharafora O0 operatas idantically on F,
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ggjQjggygg

^ XiSiít dkiiill

Ut ut Mmtrltt ♦roM“ • V« htv« V *
finit« diatntlontl vtotor tpaet F ovtr C

•

f Lit group

0 satisfying thi hypothsssst

(1) 0 prsssrvss ths Lsbssgus Maturs on E^, i+t«,
all er € 0 hav« dstsmlnant

±.

1 as operators on

(2) For each translation on

there exists at least

one element of 0 that operates as this translation on Ej^ and
operates identically on Fa •
We are looking for Hilbert space*ÜK Ç Ä^E^jF) with finer
topology than the induced one, extremal, and 0 invariant. As
ve have seen, it is equivalent to look for a measure u in
with values in F $ F, tempered, positive, O-invariant,
and extremal. We have found that a necessary condition for
y? to be extremal is that the support of

mustrbe in the

closure of one 0-orblt. For the meson we took G » proper
inhomogenous Lorents group and F * C . We found a scalar
* •measure yui which was tempered, positive, Q-invariant, and
extremal.
Those measures which correspond to physically acceptable
particles have as support one branch o? an hyperboloid of
t

two sheets (or one branch of the cone in the case of mass 0)
.t

-••••*

•

’

•

and thus it depends on the parameters mQ, +, The vector measure y will also depend.on the parameters mö, + , and others
a

in addition.

We shall prove for the électron (G * proper spinor

group) that if we remain on the hyperboloid of two sheets
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i 0),

(|#tM «0
wtitrt

thf ncasur« >?

«utt bt of tho font /a ■ Hm ,

it iht ata tur t va found for tha aaaon9 and

ia an

infinitaly diffarantiabla function on tha hyparbaloid, having
valuaa in F

alovly incraaaing at infinity, O-invariant,

and axtraaal.
Lat W ba a C00 manifold, 0 a Lia group that optrataa on
Vc Va aaauma that (g,x) - gx

ia a C® mapping OXW

V,

Va ahall ahov that avtry O-orbit ia a manifold in aoma locai
aanaa which va ahall makt mora praciaa.

Latar va ahall naad

tha hypothaaia that tha Q^orbita to ba diacuaaad ara cloaad
manifoIda«
Conaidtr tha ooeration a — aa, whara a ^ O, a € V, and
aa € V«

This operation is a C00 map, tharafora it has a

tangamt map X - Xa, vhara X is a tangent vector at tha
point a of the group and Xa is a tangent vector at tha
point sa of the manifold«

In particular if X is an element

of tha Lie algebra ^ (t.e., the tangent space to tha group
at tha unit element), then Xa will ba a tangent vector at
the point

a

itself« Thus we see that every element of

defines a vector field on V by this map (when
We have thus a linear map from the Lie Algebra

a varies on W),

^

into the

vector space of all vector fields on Wt
For a given a 6 W, the range of the map s — sa is
exactly the orbit of the point a«
Let Trê , w
mapping from
every point m of

be two C00

into ir&

H

manifolds,

u a C00

the tangent map.

i the restriction of

For
the t&nQent
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tt ■ 1« » ilMtr atp froa T(a) Into

sptet T(a) to lT&

at »' ■ ((<»).

tho itngont tpaeo T^a* ) to

*

-

•

•

diaontlon of tho iatoo of T(a) ondor thli llnoor atp U
etllod tho rank of tho «ooplno U tt tho point a.
Vo thtll tpply this doflnitlon to
and to tho atp •
Thoorta. •
Proof.

^

• 0# "YIT^ ■ V

t«9 whtn • € V it fixtd,

Tho atp •

!• of conotint r«nk.

Any point »0 € <* dofinto • loft trtntlition on 0,

in pirticultr in looaorphiai of OOnto ittolf. Honet tho
tongont atp osoociotod with ouch t trtnslition it9 it ovory
point, i linotr iooaorphiai (onto) of tho eorrooponding
tongont sptcos. In pirtiettlir9 tho atp Y •*

!• » linotr

isomorphim of tho Lit tlgobrt ^ into tho Ungont optco
of 0 it o0. Any X in tho tongont sptco to 0 it $Q aiy bo
writton in tho form )?■ o^, whoro ? io tn oloaont of
tho Lit tlgobrt. Sinco 0 operttoo os t group on V, wo hivo
<#oy)a

*

,o(yt)

for 80, y 6 0. By differontlotion it follow» thit thio
associativo law also holds for tho tongont voctortt
(»,?)*
*
w

»

Thus we havo
Xa = (»_?)»
= •-.(Y»)«
o
o
The rank of the map s - sa at »0 is the dimension of the
Yètítor subepace
A

=
8o

{Xa : X £ tangent spice of G at so}

'

-IS3-

TlM dlatnilon of
Af • {Yl i Y 6
It th« rank of tha «ap a •• at tt a * a, tha anit alanant
of 0. Tha apaca A#

is tha tranafom hy

associatad to *0 t 5 - W)

%ê (taúpant napping

of tha spaea C. Silica a0 ia an

autonorphian of tha manifold V, ^ dafinaa linaar iaonorphians
(onto) of tha tangant apaeaa* Tharafora din ^ ■ din A# •
Tha aat Ot of alanants a 6 ö auch that aa * a

(a 6 W

fixed) is a subgroup of 0, callad tha stabiliser of a»
For fixed a 6 V , let p be tha rank of tha map a

aa,

Tha tangant nap )?-•&, restricted to tha tangant apaca to 0
at an arbitrary point s0> ia a linear map with rank p. Taka
a « a,

unit element of 0. By the classical theorem of

constant rank there exists a neighborhood £

of a in G

such that tha sat (sa: s 6 £ } is exactly a C®-manifold of

H t

dimension p. Moreover

1» also a manifold having

a dimension which is tha difference between the dimension
of the group G and the dimension of the orbit. The stabi¬
liser Gt is a manifold globally as well as locally.

Since

Gt is a closed group such that its intersection with a neighbor¬
hood of the unity is a manifold, it is easy to see that Ga
is a true Lie group and consequently a manifold.
vector space to Ga 0

ô»

The tangent

at e, which is the Lie algebra

of the stabiliser Gt, is exactly the set of all X having the
image Xa = 0,

B^ety point of the orbit has a neighborhood

in the orbit, which is a C®

manifold.

a
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But it eottld happt« ^hat tha orbit patata ntar tht point

g infinittly «any tiata9
i!
!i

*
«.

i

tach tiaa eloatr to a9 4« auch

a way that tht inttraaetioa of any aaffieifntly «all ntighhorhood of a9 la W. with tht orbit Mmalvaya an laflnltt
collootion of ahttta«

1« that eaatf tht orbit cannot ba

a aub«anifold of W,
In ordtr to avoid auch accidanta, wt nakt tht hypothtaia
that tht orbit la a cloadd tubHMinlfold of V. Than tht
dimtnaion of tht aanlfold la tht conatant p, btcauat it ia
a countable union of piteta of manifold of dimtnaion p and
by Balrt'a theorem a countable union of piteta of dimtnaion
p still has dimension p. When 0« Lorenta group or apinor
«

group and V *

the orbita wt shall consider will be the

i

pure hyperboloids, the light cone itself being excluded by
our hypotheses that the orbits must be closed*
Now we shall use the theorem of implicit functions to
obtain more results* Consider a transversal manifold
through the unit e 6 G, l*e*, a C^-manifold having a tangent
space supplementary to the tangent space of the stabiliser

*

(Two victor subapocis art aopplaaaatatjf if aay vaetor of
tho apaoo la in ona and only ono way tta

of two voetora

balongino raapaetivaly to thoaa aobapaeaa«) Thia tranavaraal
aanifold 2 ia prociaoly dataminod by tha cholea of a aubipae* In fy , «appUmnûiy to

. ««Mgr r««trtet ear

eon»ld«rati«n* to S bteuto > t W It Invariant andar tha
oparation of a €

Wa nay obtain all of tha intaraaction

of tha orbit with a naighborhood of a by conaidarlng «only
tha oparation of ^ on at
Lat/V ba tha orbit of a and conaidar tha aquation
y ■ ax for x^r €

S^9

a € £

Whan wa ragard y aa a

•

function of a, va saa that tha Jacobian matrix of y with
raapact to a (in adniaaibla local coordihataa for a naar a
and for x^ y near a in

) it nothing alta but tha matrix

(in tha basis dsfinsd by thosa local coordinates)
tangent mapping.

For s = a, x * a, this tangent map is an

isomorphism of tha tangent space to
space to

of tha

at a.

21

at a onto tha tangent

Therefore the Jacobian cannot be saro.

Because of this fact, ve may apply the following result:
Implicit Function Theorem. - There exists a neighborhood
X» of a in
that for all

and a neighborhood 2T
X

of e in 2L

such

6 X*, y € X», the equation y = sx has ona

and only one solution s € ^

•

This solution may be written

s * S(x,y), and S is a C^-function

X* * X'

•

[Furthermore, because of the continuity of the operation
(s,x) -* sx, there exist neighborhoods Xn of a and 21 * of s

with X"

C

X' such that for x e Xw, s 6 S.

we have
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•X € X*. [Vt My OQ on« «ttp «tili

«né find n«iÿi-

borhood« Xt of « «nd J0 of • with X0 C X* «tt^ithit for
X e X^ s C
Th«or«a>

£0 v« h«v« o-1 6 X"#3

L«t îb« t distribution on t|i« Mnifold JV with

valu«« in F ^ F,

If T is (^invariant’, thon ? is an infi¬

nitely differentiabl« function«
ffflirKt

-

In this stat«n«ni; Fd

T dü)

b« replaced by

any finite dimensionai vector space«
We recall what one meansvby saying that ? is a C00function
on

XU

Take any open subset U of JV on which there are

•

local coordinates«

By definition« those coordinates define

a C00 -homeomorphism of U onto an open subset U* of
(p * dimension of XV

)« 'Hence we may carry the restriction

of T to U into a distribution?* on U* (still valued in
FA F ),
on U*
in

t

Now this distribution ?* on U* is a C® function
that is to say, if we choose a Lebesgue measure dx
there is a C00 function f(x) on U* valued in

F A i such that

r

f(x)«(x) dx

< T’ *<(> )
for any 9 €

,

SÖ (¾^) with support in U*, This property

does not depend on the choice of U or on the local coordinates
on U, nor on the

Lebesgue measure dx.

Proof of the Theorem,
in F ® F,

^ T»

Let

^

be the representation of G

From the invariance of T« we have

= J(s)^T%(sx)^ ,

9 6

( XV )•
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V« hivt to provo that for ovoiy a €

» T U inflnltoly

d if for out labio in oom noighborhood of a9
that this noighborhood bo any
Function Thooroa*

Lot f €

It io soff ici oat

ehooon ao in tho laplieit

Ä

l^t oo

sot do ■ dsid82,.«dspl whoro tho 0| aro canonical coordinates
on tho local map
t

• If

Jo(o) ds * 1, ^ T,g) *

•

« ja(s) do ' (s) <T9g(ox))

• From tho dofinition of

tensor products of distributionS|
< T,o>

•

< a(s) ^(») ^ Tx, <p(sx) )

■ < Tx,

|a(s) ^(.) g(sx) ds )

.

To compute the integral we need to consider only those
values of x where g(sx) is different from aero* i«et# the
set
{x: sx 6 support of gf s 6 support of a}<

But the

support of g is contained in XQ and the support of a is
contained in )l0.

By setting sx » y we find that it is

sufficient to consider x in the set
{x * s'V : y € Xo , s €

I0>.

But by the Implicit Function Theorem this set is contained
in X", thus it is sufficient to consider x 6 X“: foi x / X",
the

integrand is zero.

Let us use the equation s = S(x,y)

to make a change of variables from the old variable s to
a new variable y (with x, fixed)« We must check that the
domains are well defined for the old and the new variables
and that the change of variables defines an isomorphism
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bctvccn thtt« two dontint with t Jacobitn diffarant fro®
faro. Tha map y - S * S(x,y) for x fixad in X" ia a map
from X* into

», Sinca this map is invarsibla by

y * sx# this map earriss X1 into an opan subsat of ^ 1 «
Thus this map dafinas a C00 • homiomorphism of X* into
an opan subsat of

Now wa must show that tha imaga

of X' covars tha whola domain of intagration with raspact
to s, ia.# wa must show that tha support of a(s) is contsinsd
in tha imaga of X1.
than s €

If s balongs to tha support of a(s),

^0* But x € X", tharafora sx 6 X» and it follows

that tha imaga of X« undar tha map s * S(x,y) for x fixad
in Xn covars

£0# and tharafora it also covars tha support

of a(s). Tha change of variables gives:
<T,»> • <TX, r«(S(x,y^f (S(x,y)) *(y)|det!! (x,>3| dy>

* (»ly> «KV «(s(x»y))|(s<x>y))li«tly (x»yl> •
Now a(S(x,y))f(S(x,y))|det

(x,y)| Is »n infinitely

differentiable function of y in X*,

It follows that

't(y) = <V a(S(x,y))f(S(x,y))|det ^¿(x,y)|>
is also an infinitely differentiable function of y. Wa now have
<T,<p>

*

|<|>(y) t(y) dy =

therefore T - 1j , an infinitely differentiable function of y.
Let us apply this theorem to our problem.

We have a

G-orbit in -TV , which is an hyperboloid, and we have a measure
AU

with support

, which defines a distribution on

By the theorem, we know that ^

,

is an infinitely differentiable

1*9-

fmietlon oa JV • Th« saat «‘••«It for tho tctltr Mttoro
/4 it triM, i•#iif it it til $afiaittly difftrtaiiOlt ftactioa.
ty tht invtritnot of ^ # it foilow« that /a it aovtr tort*
othorvlao it would bt toro outrywbtrt. Vo aty ttkt tho qaotioat

JL m T[

oíd

it ta infinitoly difforontitblt f«netioa

oa SU • Thtrtforo vt htvt tht rttolt that
in tht fora jí • "n/á p vhtrt í

aty bt vrittoa

it an iafiaittly diffartatiablt

fttaetion* Ñortovtrf Í it invariant by G boctoat if
acta on it,

G

it tranaforaad into anothar distribution which

dofinaa tha aaaa aaasura* Tharaforaaust ba raplacad by
anothar function which ia ^l-aiaost avarywhara aquai tollj
but tincad ia continuoua,^ auat ba aquai to tha tranaforaad
function.

It %

is positive,^ ia positi* because it is

JA -alaost avarywhara positive, sind since^ is continuous,
it is everywhere positive.
The problea has bean reduced to the search for an
infinitely differentiabla function^ on tha hyperboloid-A*,
having values in F& F, G-invariant, positiva, extremai,
and slowly increasing at infinity. Take a point a

*

We know that^ia) is a positive G^invariant element of F
Convaraeiy, if we let M(a) ba any positive Gt-invariant element
of F

® T

then there corresponds to it in a unique way an

infinitely differentiable functionon JV, having values
in F
creasing,

F, G-lnvarlant, positive, extrfcmal, and slowly in¬
It is given by
*í(p) «

for p =

tf’aj

G,‘M(a)

*í(p) is independent of

because if another

160cirri«» « into p# it hi» thi fora 0* ■ tf*)T
vh«r«

€ Gft ind it folloií» tbit
t

rÍM(i) ■ CHU)

*'M(») •

sine« M(i) i» inviriint hy 0t# V« mist prov« thit N(p)
is infinit«ly diffcrtntiibl«« Consider i neighborhood Nf
of • in

-TV

sufficiently mill to ipply the Implicit

Function Theoreal'. Then ve aey t ike O” ■ S(ijp) where S
is determined by the Implicit Function Th«or«i#. Thus
M(p) » S(i#p)H(i)
end since S(i,p) is i C®-function, we see thit M(p) is i
C00-function in the neighborhood Nt of 1« Now if we tike
iny point b, there is i
N^ ■ { 0^p: p € Na)

such thit b - ¢^1, The set
is i neighborhood of b# Since any

p 6 Nt cm be written p ■
that any

9

€

^i with 4* « S(i,p)9 it follows

can be Whitten q *

^0S(a,p)i -

*^S(a, €*"^q)a
«

and then for q €

we have

M(qJ -

f0S(.,

Thus M(gr) is Cœ for q € N^,

It follows then that;H U

infinitely differentiable on all of

«

We have yet to prove that M defined in this way is slowly
increasing at infinity.
homogenous Lorents group.
in which

a

Assume that G is exactly the proper
Consider a coordinate system in

has the form a « (0,0,0,ao),
<T *M(a),

P 3

«“a

9

In the equation

1
•16! V

tht optrtUoi) of

on N(«| It proeltoly glvon by

tf*)«

Thus for cUrlty It It btttor to vrlto
Ä(p) ■

P*

Takt any nom In F 0 T, Than

ftp»! |£k»||ho»,

»- «■t.

Nov it It tufficitnt to thov that

it tlovly !n-

crtating with rttptet to p vhtrt p * ^a; Attunt that p
hat tht f ora
p ■ (pj,***,)
and eontidtr tht Lortntt trantforaationt (0) f dtptnding on
tht paraattor 6, in tht plant P of tht firat apact axlt and
tht timt axits

(6) :

( Pj
<

*

co,h ® + ^o ,inh ®

Lpo * ql ,inh ® + qo 00ih •
Sinct vt start from tht point (0#0#0#ao)l vt havt
Pj ■ ap tlnh g
P» ■ »0 «**•> •.
Thtrtfort
Pi ^

i V®

Po ~ ¿ ‘o*® •
and thus for some constant

vt Jtavt

|0| < lofl cJIpII .

Nov lot X bo on iribtrory point on tho hyporboioU«.-No
•ay pata fro* a to p by two soeooaalva Urania tranafor•atlona* Ut ^ bo a «paca rotation f (which ia an
oloBont of tho atabilitar
plaqp P|

of a)9 which pata p in tho

lot ua aat p* ■ lip* Ut (•) ba a tranafowa-

tlon in tha plana P aa daacribad, aanding a into p1» Wo
havas

60 *

• (g )

and

But tha apaca.rotationa for* a compact group of iinaar oparatora in F $ 7» tharafora ail thair noma ara boundad
by aoaa filiad conatant* Than for aò*a conatant Cg 9

({(--)1 2 <^ll{((*))l .
By a gentral law about tha rapraaantation of any ona paranttar group in a nomad apaca which stataa that tha nom ia
boundad by an axponantial of tha paranatar, va obtain tha
raault
i I((«))ii < ^191

for soma number k. Sinca 10| < Ug CjHp* [), wa *ay writa
ll{((9))|| « C3.k ^ Cl|lr’'11 « C^lp' |k .

But again,sinca the space rotations form a cpmpact g?oup,
we may estimate Ijp* |j < C^KpII # an<i finally fòr somè constant
C^, we have

ll{((e))| « ^Kplf1 ,

-1*J-

l£(r)l

htno«

Is tMipsrsd snd 7Is slowly Incrssslng

•t Infinity*
If 0 is sny group such thst Its iMsgs In ths llnstr
group of ^ is ths propsr hoaogsnous Lorsnts group, •
ons psrsastsr group (g) in ths latgs «sy bs rsissd into
s ons psrsMtsr group In O* Sinply rsiss ths infinitosiMl
gsnsrstor snd it will gsnsrsts t ons psrsMtsr group In 0
which hss (9) •« its projection. Thus ths proof of ths slowly
incrssslng property of M is velid for such t group 0.
Now wt hsve shown thst sll ths (Mnvsrisnt Hilbert
spscss

(continuous injection), rslstlvs

to ths orbit -ÍV (i.s., with psrsnstsrs

»0 > 0 snd + f), srt

in one-to-one correspondence with the elements N(t) € F $ F
for fixed s 6 SL $ positive, snd O^-invarlsnt, In Addition
is extremsl if snd only if the corresponding M(s) is
extremal.
We may now apply the theory of kernels. An element of
F * F, positive, and Ga-invariant is a positive Gi-invariant
antikernel relative
F»

to F, i.e., a positive antilinear map

F which is Gt-invariant. Finding this ahtikernel is

equivalent to finding a subspace Ft C F, equipped with an
Herrn!tian structure and G^-invariant.

This subspace is

extremal if and only if the corresponding element of F 0 F
is extremal.
The methods for finding all th* Ga-invarlent and irre¬
ducible subspaces Fa of F are known. Assume that we have
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found tueh un

wo *u»t put t (^•Invurltnt Homitlan

•trueturo on FÂ it pottiblo» Lot

PÂ bo tho 1*090 of

in tho linotr group of Ft# Hoto thot

Pt *

whoro Oj is tho stfbgrMp of Oa which oporotos identically
on FÂ. Tho probie» is thon to put a

^-invariant Hor-

mltlan structura on F^. Tho nocoaaary and sufficiont con*
dltion for its oxistoneo is that

bo relatively compact.

To prove this, first suppose that

loaves a Hermitian

form over Fa invariant. Then

^ «wist bo contained in

tho unitary group of this H«rmitian structure , Since tho
unitary group is compact,
versely, if

relatively compact. Con¬

Pt ls relatively compact we may choose any

Hermitian form on Ft, and its average with respect to the
Haar measure of
This

Pa is a

Pt-invariant Hermitian form.

P#-invariant Hermitian form is unique to a constant

factor.
solutions for a given orbit-JV have

All the
now been determined.

Let us summarise the procedure.

We

take in F all the possible subspaces Fa which are Q^-invariant,
and Oa*irreducible,
G

ft

For each such Fg, if the image

in the linear group of F

ft

^ of

is relatively compact, then

there exists one and only one Hermitian form defined to a
constant factor which is Ga-invariant, and it gives a vector
particle.

If the image

Pa is not relatively compact, then

we have found no particle.
As an example let G s proper inhomogenous Lorentg group,

V ■

F ■ lay finit« «inen«lotit 1 victor «ptec9 Ut -TV

bo any «hoot of t hyp«rboiol4 of two «hoot« (but not tbo cono)
In íy. Chocs« t point t <

M4 choo«« t coordintt«

syttoa soph that tho point a has coordintt«« (0,0#0#a#)*
t

Th« stahlIleer

is slnply th« orthogonal groap in th«

thr«« dlatnslonal spae«*llh« plan« 4pfln«d by th« thr««
spie« axis of this chostn eoordlnat« syst«®* W« know that
F Is coMpioUly roducibl«. To «ach Irrodnclblr sabgpif« of
F'wlll corr«spond an F-ptrtlci« bteaas« th« orthogonal groap
is compact* If in th«s« Irrodacibl« sabspaeos th« represm«
tations of Ot ar« not «qalvalont^ this docoaposltion Is
aniqa«. Bat th«r« night b« s«v«ral «qaivalint r«pr«s«ntations
and in this cas« w« hiv« an Infinity of possible Irrsdaclbl«
subspacss# Every on« gives an F-partlcle* W« ar« not con¬
cerned her« hov«v«r with th« problem of determining whether
two reducible equivalent representations give th« same
particles or not; w« are only looking for F-particl«s for
one given representation. Our. problem of determining all
F-particles is-now solved for 0« proper inhomogéneas Lo rent*
group, and it ¡is easily seen that the problem for 0« proper
spinor group is solved in a similar way.
Now if we consider a hyperboloid of one sheet the
problem is quite different,

Given the point a on this

hyperboloid., choose a coordinate System such that the
coordinates.òf a are (a^, 0,0,0).

The stabiliser 0¾ is

the Lorents group in the last two space coordinates and

-146th« Um coorélMtt* Vt tew U ••• if F tes My
IrrtdttclM« eoMpontnit

on which

tete thrti#i

t eoftpcct fMtor (thet itf the bug« cf 0ft ia Uc
linear greap of F^ it a eoapaet groap)• It My happen9
for inttaaeo9 that 0t acta on F^ at the identity*
This it what happent in the eatt of the Mtonf whore
F ■ € and the whole groap O acto on £ identleallly
(and9 of coarto» Oft alto aett idontieally on £ )* It
tarnt oat that the only F-partlelot wo obtain art the
onto whtrt Ot aett on Ft at the identity boeaatt the
only eonpact factor groap of the Lorontt groap it the
identity*

tm

when ■ ■ 0*
For a b 0 the hyperboloid it replaced by the light

cone* For any point

a on the light cone (except the

origin), the ttabiliter

Oft

it the Urente groap of the

tangent plane, which it itoaorphic to the groap of rota¬
tion! and translation! in a two-diaensional Eaclidean
plane*

It hat as a compact factor the orthogonal groap

in the two-dimensional plane*

Thas, for some representa

lions we shall have an M(a) and for others we shall not*
In the case of photons and aentrinos it is not the case*
It is known in physics that photons and neutrinos are not
represented by Hilbert spaces of functions but by nonseparate pre-Hilbert complete spaces*
motion is a class of
to gauge invariance*

f

In such a space, a

functions equivalent with respect

1(7
CcapliU D««crlPtion

fwrVactorrPittlelf

First vs shall dsscribs a functional space and
prove latsr that it is

•

Lot a he a given

point on one sheet J1 of a hyperboloid with tvs
sheets* We have the scalar Measure

with support

» and the function M(p) defined on JX. •
given point

For any

pdJX, M(p) is a positive elenent of

F6 F , that is, it is a positive ant 11 inear nap
(positive anti-kernel)t
F* - F

P

£

F

where the subspace Fp has*a Op-lnvarlant Hermitian
structure, is Op-irreducible, and corresponds to this
anti-kernel M(p) in the Theorem of Anti-Kernels*
Since M(p)

« «~M(a)

for any^ satisfying p

a,

then FMp ■ g- Fma for any such
v- , where ® F.a means
r
the action of o- on Fa in the representation of 0
into F.
by

The quadratic form on Fp

-. of the quadratic form on

0

is the transform
Ft* Thus for each

p€J2.t we have a subspace F^C F which varies with
p and has a positive definite Hermitien form which
also varies with p.

I
•léfc»

Dtflnltlôa. I?(/It/4! rp$ F)
•f fvaetloiit f

it tht tpaet 9t eUtMt

(A ftlaost wryiditrf «qitDt

Jl> • F with th« following proptriiMt
(1) for «oelk p« JÍ $ f(p) € Fpj
(2) •• function vtluo4 In F# f It /‘‘-aotsortblo)
(3) llftp)^, *• »Wro A-intoprublo*
Vo tfonoto ty

(

f

)p tho Horaitiun fora in F^

und

h ? iip -1*. Va
Vo provido

V

*T*

Fp, F) with tho innor product

JJ'’1- g(p)^ d^tp)

,

f, gefi/l.A r, »F).

Tho uttocittod norn it

a

li í(p) h ! «/(pA 1/2
'Jl

If f

it t function Jl-» F sotisfying tht con¬

di tiont (1) and (2) of tht abovt dtfinition, tht nonntgativt function
lot

|| f(p) ||p it Aataturablt*

a t -/2 bt fixtd« Thtrt it a ntighborhood -/1#

of a in Jl auch that, for
function

S(a,p)

of p, valued in

Implicit Function Theorem;

A. -

vt any consider tht

S(a,p)

0, as defined by the
is a C

function

V« htvci

h t(t) iip • h s*l(«,>) f(p)it, p«yi#.
If f(p)

Is /^-asattirablSf as function

ths saao Is trus of S"^(a#p) f(p)# as function
P and also as functionilft «• Ft. Vhsnco ths
Lomus

for ths nom of noasurahls vector function

(with valúas in a finito dimensional space) is
moasurablsj and because measurability is a local
property.
Theorem.—

Is an Hilbert space.

Let {fjJ be a Cauchy sequence of eluents of
L^UL,/“»F ,F). We can find a subsequence {fk }
(4 * 1# 2# • • •)

such that

Let us set g ■ f«,

“

Vl

- fu

a

•

If we prove that the

series ^ ' ga converges in l?(-A, /*,

F) to an

OPl

element g of that space, then f * g + f«,
I

the limit of the sequence {fk}.

will be
1
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*•*

Tht Mrlt«

IL--1-«

áfip)

O0nv«r9«tr

Fron a proparty of acalar fanctIons9 vs conelads that
thsrs Is a sat HC-Zlof asasars *sro such that ths

£

ssrlsa \

Il 0ft (p) II p

convsrgss If p | M.

ïM8

Bat that lapliss that, for p { N» ths ssriss
9a(p) convsrgss In F^i 1st g(p) bs its sea«

For p<N, 1st as sat

g(p)

0* Ths ssriss

z
CFl

convsrgss /■ -almost svsiyvhsrs to ths class of g
(which vs still danois by g)* Sines ths ga 's ara
asasarabls "fonctions”

— F, ths sama is tras of g,

according to Egoroff's theorem. According to the
L*1,,mA»

II g(p)|^ is then measurable; and by applying

a classical result for functions £ 0
oo

h «(p)i.

I|9„(P)|Ç «/(P)

4/<(p) Í

ofI
Hence

g

Jl

satisfies conditions (1), [2), (3) of the

Definition.

Q.E.D.

' -a • «
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A2Ul,T.,f)

Definition.—

*

til a«tturcs

f

f/*ba

1» th« «pM« »t

•

A

9 where f€ L lAf/iFpfF),

1ä provided with the nom

K/1! 2 * « f I o

A

..

1

Let D(Jl#FpfF)

be the epeee of funetione

9sJ1-*F with the following propertieet

(i)

for every pêfl,

(ii)

es function JW, f is e C*0 function

f(p)4Fp|

with coMpect support*
Theo re«.— D(JL,Fp,F)

is e dense subeptce of

L2(/l,/“,r ,F). Liktwltt,
*
p
t dense subspece of

[yt f« DC/l.F ,F)) u

Proof* Any function t € 1? m

Fp.l').
Fp,F) is the

limit of truncated functions! that is to say, of*
functions equal to f on some compact subset of -fi¬
end to ssro elsewhere (one takes a sequence of such
compact subsets increasing and converging to SL)9
2

Therefore it is sufficient to prove that any f 6 L
with compact support is the limit of functions in
Fp#F).

I« fact, it is sufficient Just to

prove that for any ad.fi there is a neighborhood of

172
t ««eli th«t My ftaetloa htviiig • eoMptot sigp«rt
eontftlnM in this Mifhktrlientf it tht liait of
fmetiont in

If this it prtnt4,

thtn My etaptet tnpptri cm bt eovtrtd by t finit#
nnafetr of thoto ntighborboodt and by a partition of
unity it will follow inaodiatoly that any function
€L? having coapact aupport will bo tho liait of
function# of 0(/1,/^ Fp,F). Now, given

a*-Æ,

wo can ehooto an opon neighborhood J2g according
to tho laplicit Function Thoorta, in auch a way that
for any function
function

f on Jlft, wo aay contidor tho

g(p) ■ S"*(a,p)f(p)t Thut, in

wo

aro lod back to a fixed Hilbort opaco Fft with tho
fixed nora

(

|at

But it it known that tho function#

(féC DiíLãfFê) tro dont# in tho Hilbort opaco
Therefore, tho function# ftp) ■ S(a,p) ^(p)
o
aro dente in L t/Ia,/<;Fp,F), Moreover, g ia

Y and S aro C00 and has a compact
support since this is true of Y • Q#E«D,

bocauoo

Tho space

is the completion of tho space

of all elements of the form H * f,

<p

c

D(E^)<® F*,

for the norm

II H * <P 11^ a

/

-

V I/2
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V« aty tiw Ukt f I

J(t^) •

f** Tht

Fourier trtnsfom it
«y (H # f) ninfo ^

Y

^f

M/~f

(Sto p. 95 .)

and ^ H *

•

Slnco

■ 7 f, it follawa fro« tho dafinltlon of tht'

Fourlor Iransfora of distributions that

AC
But M(p)

-<MAy,

rr<i/-.

'

dsfinss an antl-1intar aap
»Jtp)«

r'- %

given Èy the equation

WJlp)^^? * M(p)*T*

thus
HA?* (Mtp) • ^ (p))A.
Let us set
f (p)

• Tftp) •y'lp)

that for etch point
of an arbitrary

p 6-A.»

for p 6 -A* •
f(p)€ Fp,

f € j/» ve take

f/*'

where

If Instead

a <p £^(E^) ® F

Y

such that its Fourier transform
we shall obtain an

We see

f

6 D(E^)$ F| then

is an infinitely

differentiable function Jl.-*F with compact support,

taking its valuta at p in Fp# tkas F/* */f

Fp#F)

and tha nom of f/*' In 7it dafinad ta ba

tharaforas

V ■ J¡lK<p, * v<p) ^ <p) Í/,,,P,

11

* JVflJtp) • ^(p)) «^(p) 4/^p)*
But this last axpraaaion ia of tha fora
and fron tha fact that ^a'tLa')*

^a » La

),

|| La'llwhara

is tha Hllbart apaca corrasponding to tha antikarnal

L,

it follovs that

J^ip) • f(p)) f (p> «/(p)
is aqual to tha norn of f in
Lr2 {/i,/1, Fp#F). Hancat
vJ||f(p,l!p2d^(p)'
and wa hava provsd tha
Thaoran.

If f(p)

\y

« 7$p) • ^ (p)

than f(p) 6 D(iI#Fp>F) and

for

|| f/MI^ »

Tha spaca
(fip)/4:
with the

Ye D(E^)(Pf',
l|f/^l^2.

•
f(p) *7îi;p) • ^(p)# Tc D(E|^)
norm is a dsns« subs pact of

F1}
•

Now if we can show that this subspace is equal to

-ITS{f(p)/»i î(p)AA2. »(P)«

*>i«k «•

«mm in A* •/A2(.rt.A%.!'>»
■/>* boeoMo

follow thot

H w»»»
will ko th«

eonertt« eoMpUtlon (th»t it9 tht eoaplHion «■order to show that thoao two aota art aqual^ va
ahall prova tha foUovinp raaultt
Lata. Whatever be

f € D(/2#Fp#F), there la

g 6 dOL)« F* auch that f(p) ■ ÎJ|(p) g(p) for
every p €-fl#
Proof of the Le—a. Let a be any point of J2and
pick a baait of F*#
auch that

{*2* •••# e^p 0|# •••» fl^}#

{••.#^(a)ek} ia a baaia of Fa,

Then {Hp)e1# •••p7^p)ek}

ia a baaia of Fp for

every p € A . We nay write
k

f(p)
The componenta

*

f^(p)

f*(p)$?(p)e**
of f(p) ore

c 00

functiona

on /1 with compact aupport. If we aat
k
sip) * y1
f^pjej, p € -/i,

the conditiona of the Lemma are satisfied«

-17tNow» if g It «n Infinltily dlfftrtntlftkU fw
JLvlth coapaet support^ (v«l««4 1« F ),
it Is sssy to sot thtt tbAPA is a function on JIwith
fe D(E^) • F1

such thst ftp) ■ g(p) for svsfy

p 6 Jl. This fsct And the Isma prous thAt# nhAtsvsr bo f 6 D(JL#Fp,F), thsrs is f 6 Dd^^F*,
such thst f(p) mjifp)

y (p)

for every

p 6 -/1 •

Thst provost
Thtorwi.

J Jt¿ i%

with A2Ul,/,ip,r).

(*• *n Hilbert spsco)
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Th« lltctroft
V« thill glv« • short dsserlption of tho otso
of tho oloetron« Hort F ■

wd 0 oqusls tho

coloring group of tho inhoMogonoout propor Loronts
group*

It ein bo shown thot thoro is • C

isouorphisn

of tho two-ordor covering group of tho honogonoous
propor Loronts group

(thst 1$, tho propor spinor

group) onto tho uninodulsr group in

* Tho two

olononts of tho spinor group which hsvo tho ssao pro¬
jection in the Loronts group correspond to two trsnsf omet ions in f2 which differ only by tho sign* Tho
intgo of 0 into tho sffino group of

is tho

inhomogonoous propor Loronts group. The inverse imsgo
of tho subgroup of tho trsns1st ions hss two connected
components* The connected component of unity operates
identically on F
F* Thus

and tho other operates as

-1

on

G does not operate faithfully on

because two elements which have the same projection
in the proper inhomogeneous Lorent* group give the
same operator in

and

G does not operate faith¬

fully on F because the translations operate
identically. However,
product

X

F.

G operates faithfully on the
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TaK« t point t on the hyperboloid in
eorreeponding to the Mitt m end eoneider the
Lorente reference freue in which the epece like
couponente of e ere tero* The ttebiliter it then
the orthogonel group in the three-diMneionel eebepece detenilned by the epece coordínete exeei
Oa

it the covering group of thlt orthogonel group;

Oa

it coMpect end P

it Oa-irreducible. On F

there it one end only one Hermitien form (to e con¬
tient fector) which it Oa-lnverient# thee we mey
build the F.'t et before end we will heve the two
P
component f unci lone Ÿj idiote Fourier trentforme
ere ? Vj *

f

*

2I *• recell thet

tnd ^ * (fl» f2,#
Then it cen be proved thet there exitie one end

only one (up to e contient fector) homogeneout flret
order O-inverient lineer différentiel operetor D
with contient coefficientt belonging to

<£(Ff T)t

In our reference freme, wt mey write
D *
Similerly, there it one end only one (up to e
contient fector) homogeneout firtt-order O-inverient
lineer différentiel operetor 7 with contient
coefficientt in

Ar¡

f). We mey con elder the
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products Off sud Ob« Vs shsll norasllss thsft is
order to hives

Ob« 3b H) ■ |H ■
the wivo functions of F- psrticlss« vhsro J is

01

the emonicil sntl-lsoaorphisa F-*Tsnd 7iF-*F
its inverso«
If

is sn F-psrticls wove function, D Y 1$

in 7-psrtlclo (that Is, an inti-perticio) vivo
function. Similarly, if Y is an F-particls, VY
is an F-partlcls« Vs may then consider the couple
( Y ,-1- D f ) which is a distribution with values
in the direct sum Féf and define the operator
(D,ïï) as followss
(D,D) (V'j.V -

(IJ^, Dtj).

Ve haves

(D,V)

- m(Y,-±Df),

which is known as the Dirac equation.
If we are interested only in the representations
of the proper inhomogeneous Lorents group, it is
sufficient to take F *

and F

F %F since it is simpler.

is better than

Note that

Fd)

7 is

irreducible under the extended Spinor group, but it
'

-

*

..1» .»O...—.... —.

.

'"«V»-**"4

splits for the proper Spinor group.

However, if we
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want a partial dlffarantlal Haitian with tha Intriatla
aparatara O and ïï9 and want ta naka oaa of raprtaan*
tatlana af tha aararlng ot tha axtandad Inhoaogtnaaoa
Loraats group« It la naaaaaarp ta taka Iff laataad
of

r.
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Vaetôf Par^lelM with Zro Ma««
For tho photon tnd tho no«trlno9 tho unIvorto
tnd F ■

it

Suppose that wo htvo dotominod

tho function N(x) by choosing N(a) for somo
point a on tho liÿit cono* But in this cato# N
incroaaoa infinitoly at tho origin and M/i it not
intograblo. That, Mp it not a aoasuro and tho
Hilbort tpaco doot not oxist for photons and noutrinos*
Instand wo nay procood as follows: Consider tho
Hilbort spaco for a small nass a f 0, thon pass to tho
Unit

a — 0* and tako tho resulting spaco as tho

spaco for mass coro«
Wo shall give a brief description of a particle
of small mass m t 0 end spin ont, and then lot
n -» 0« Tho universo is

and F *

for particles

with no charge. When a -» 0 we shall have a descrip¬
tion of the photon. Let us treat the corresponding
case for charged particles, that is, we complexify F
to give F = ^ + i

Oivt» a point a on tho hyp«rbolol49 ehooao a
Urania raf«roneo frano in whieh a ■ (090#09ao)«
Tho otabilisor of a ia tho orthogonal group on tho
throo-diaonaional opaco11ko plano P through tho
origin 0 perpendicular to tho vector a* Thor«
aro two independent oubapaeee invariant under tho
atabiliaors
(1) Tho ono-diaonoional oubtpaco & opannod
by tho voctor a*
(2) Tho opacollko plan« P,
Piret conoldor tho cao« whoro

* Q + IQ.

Thon for ovory x9 Fx will bo ono-dinon«lonal9 and tho
particle will rotomblo a aooon9 When vo lot a

0,

Fx will «till bo ono-diaonoional for «very x 4 0 and
tho partido will rooomblo a aooon of ooro maoo«
Nov conoldor tho caoo whoro Fft « P + IP.
ovoiy
at

X

on F

X,

For

Fx io the tangent opaco to tho hyporbolold

and io throo-diaonoional. Tho quadratic fora
io fixed, it io tho extonoion of tho Urontc

form on £^. The quadratic form on Fx

io, of couroo,

induced by tho quadratic form on F and it io pooitivo
definito becauoe the Urente quadratic form io alwayo
pooitive definite on a opacelike eubapace.
The hyperboloid io replaced by the cone.
X

4

0, Fx

Ut m — 0.
For every

io the tangent plane to the cone and the
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quadratic fora on Fx

it degenerate with signature

(2,0) because it is sere on the generatrix of the
cone* The resulting space ie not a Hilbert space
because the none aay be tero for a nontero eleaent
f 9

If f(x) takes its value proportional te
¿

X at every point x, then the none of f(x) is sera*
Nov take the inverse Fourier transform of this space»
This is a pre-Hilbert space, which is nonseparated
*

«

and complete» Since the space is nonseparated, ve
have a semi-norm»

In physics, a motion is defined

by a class equivalence in the factor space, that la,
an infinity of elemente that are equivalent with
respect to the semi-norm»

The fact that the ^func¬

tions equivalent with respect to the semi-norm
describe the same motion is the principle of cadge
invariance»

D«fInitio» cf

1«»1 IlBttOB«

A. SeilT Ci»«
1, 8»aliitlaB Oo«r«tor. Ut p ■ (p0, 4) , «har*
4 * (41(42(4}) 1' tha tat of th* apae* eoordinataa,
b* th* running vaetor of

( and A th* Infartar ahaat
2

2

p ta ■ 0«

of th« hypérboloid with two «h««t«t

L«t ut rtetll th« general way of performing^ in a
distribution T on ^ the change of variablest
2

q • qj

u - p

-

2

q

2

- P0

•

The correctness of the folleering writing has been
Justified!
<T(p2 ),

pip) )

-

J

T(p2) • p(p) • dp

so that one may use the usual rules of the change of
variables; 1st us compute the Jacobian:
* 2P0

24j

242

0

1

0

3 ttt.q)

0

0

1

a (p0#<i)

0

0

0

24,
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NoVf Ut ttt go btek to the eetltr pertlele ette;
let ^ be a partióle of «ttals type.

9 its Four 1er Trantfonu
3^(^) * ^ * f(q) • /40 vhere/^is the denelty
1 spread on si , that Is:
If

/*■

S (P2 ♦ «2)

• Yt-p,,)

where Y(-p)
o Is the Heaviside Function on the lower
part of Ei, • Then:

so that, one "»ay"

say that,

on-O. ,

Proposition
Let X * (xQ,y)
of

E|^, and Dx

(D^)

be the set of the 4 variables
the set of the distributions (

with respect to x0 and with values in D* .

y

]
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*

By dtflnition

D*

Í(C

o

(dA) • In faet, on« hast
7

Meters

I

vh«r« £

it th« tat of th« infinit«ly difftrtn-

(if )

o

y

LÛt

tiabl« foncti-ont with rttptoi to x6f
with valota.in ¿T
w

jr

•

Proof
According to a gtntral atthod, it it tufficiont
to prov« it for th« «*t of th« typ«i
wh«r« a(x ) 6 D

« * a(x0)* ß(y)

and 6(y) 6 D(y).

—

0

.

\ y, a(*0) • ¢(/)> « <<f,5^«(*0) .

L«t ut t«t

yy

«

th« Fourier Transfora, as operating

only on the three space variables* Then:

<

V.«(x0) • 0(y),>«JR3 Jy ^(y)j (q)f(q). _ig
-2 !«

,1 s(xo) •*
Lst

o

(y)

•

2 (/q2* a2

+ a2
dx.

be the distribution acting only on the

variables y, depending on the parameter xo,

and equal to

y (*0' y)*
/
/
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2\/?T?
-ai»# U ♦»*
<f (y).»(y)>

Ih^Fy

(»)• (q)

2VT^
Of'
¿F„
• <y
Y.
y
»,

#i «
* f(q)
• #

-21* * x0 •

2

(it")

-.

0

«

+ "2

* r0 "fM •(virr;rjl
-2i<x.

•

V7I

1'
k-2
Henct:

1 ”k -

f(q)

Thus,

(py

fXo (y)^(q)

belongs

#

"d

x0 -(^y TXo (y)) (¾)

to

6 xo(V (q)j; »^xo = Tq -Ty VXo 6SXo(if'(y))
q «o *d•

I
1

-IW-

% tor

vh«r« Ÿ0 *• thi VÄlUf of
^ticultr vtlu«
o of X t «nd #_ notos thst tho convolution opontos
O'
4
only on tho tpacollko vtritblot q or, in fict, y«
Proofi
Lot ut conoidor tgtin tho procoding oxprootion:
+ n

-2 in

ÿyŸx

tyy (¾)

■ (^yto

*

•

<y>) • •

\/?T7
-2iior

\/?TÎ

_

By multiplying both momboro by

:

\/?T7

•fXo(y) ■ T. <y>

q.o.d.

Romtrko:

The most central solution of the Klein-Gordon equa¬
tion

(P - m^) ^ « 0

needs two additional conditions

to be determined in a unique way:
The initial values:

t

(0,y)

at

(0,y)

dxo

!
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I .

lastMd of thit# • motion
toon «t

Ÿ 1« charteUrltod «t

Y (0,y) is known* Vo find ogtin tho ftet thti

tho motions tro vory porticultr solutions of tho Xltin
Gordon squation
(et. Pert IV; é «l no. 2)
Ths opsrator:

k

if.-“"

is ths svolution opsrator*

2* Ths Soacs 2¿Lof ths Hslssnbsro Picturs^ Lot
bs ths sst of ths "initial" motions T0(y) • Th*n*
from ths corollary, it rssults that:
Y (x0»y) - Y 0(y)
it I on«-to>on( correspondence between

and K

(bscauss Ÿ0(y) 3 0 impliss Ÿ(*0»y)

5

0 • On ths

othsr hand, ths proposition in Section A showed that:

3

'

Proposition K
The Hilbertian structure on
by the correspondence

transferred from ^

ÿ i*0»y) —

a to¬

pology finer than the one induced by t// .

y

I
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Prooft
4

It it toffleiont to writ# down tho doflnltlont of
tho various topologies involved,
PiftmtioB of h*
To uy tlwt » dUtrtbntiM T(y) on r’ bolongs

to H9, whore s is any real number, means that!
(i)

T(y) is tempsred

(ii) í(q)

is a squart-summable function with

respoct to the msasure:

(1 + |q|2)# • dq

Tht sqpiare of ths nom on H8

is:

*

l|Tí* " JiW-(i*m2)-d«
Proposition 2t
Ons hast

^

(ihis implits, in particular, that ths two norms
are squivalsnt, that is: -Ifcsre exist two numbsrs A and
B, fixsd, such that, for svsry Y0 ® X.

8 lltollHi/a

one has:

5 nr, 1¾ 5 A* 11¾ IIKi/z)

Proof!
Ths condition:
11¾ llw
4/

/CO

Ÿ0 ^

< + » J that is

1® squivalsnt to

-191

■? dq < + a

j*,lí0 (D I* * * •

(c( protf

of Propooltlon 1) tn4 ^ Is toMporod, Thus *^0 f

%

is oquiyslont to Ÿ0 ! H ^ ,
Thon« tho oquivslonoo of tho two noras is obvions«
sinoot

In brioft
is tho sot of tho solutions of tho Kloin Oordon
sonst Ion which vor if ion
!• Thtir froononeios sro noostivo.
2.

3*

3*

Th« InltUl condition W

Ÿ(*0*y)

£

t H1^.

t. (f'S-

Position snd Volocitv Donsltios, Tho procoding

•xpression of the squsre of the norm:

II2«/

implies the following disgrsm is commntstivo:
to 6 %

,

Uo * •
wher« U0=

VV +I«2

to 6 l2

"I

• \/q2 + m2 j

q) € L2 dq

_-
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ont hits

Il t0 I

F ^+-2 .¾ (q)

- Il

H , - ||(4 *rol

—

L
( 7 it» ind««d, unitary), hanct U0# la unitary.
Lat ua dafina

(J_

,2
L

* at tha product of tha following

iaoaorphisMti
J£,

•inca thay ara unitary,
Daflnition

J call

Ux

it also unitary.

o

1,
probability of pratanca of tha partida with

tha motion

% at tha tima

o

in tha voluma A_q :

Proposition 1.
One has:

The corollary In (a) gives:

410

.

+2U

•

xo^q2

+ “2

; on the other hand,
*
0
from the preceding diagram and the definition of (J :
xo

-193fc

/>

l^~ •

«y, (q)

‘Xv1'«)

-1«-

. 14*77 . $ (q)..48*««
q#t«d#

Propotltloii 2.

(FfcfUcli ooM»T¥>tlon.l

(R^#x0)

Û09t

not dtpond on x0*

Indoodt

'** ■

-j.) iu«.
.f

!|^TF
--«
+» - .4
If, (q)r
dq ■ ||Y0II

Rtntfktt
1« U,

(y) in volvos Ktlvin Functions, such thst-i^

dscrtasos very fast at infinity.

Thus,

Py\A#x0) depends

chiefly on the values of Y near A, but not only on the
values in A,
2,

Ux

is not unique:

parentheses by e*
measurable function.

one may multiply, inside the

where j¿(|q|)

If one adds the condition;

Hhe conjugation: Y "*Ÿ
(m, +)

into

(ra, -)" ,

unique; it may be:

is any real

transforms the particle

even then, -/>(|q|)

>^(|q|) =

- k*

is not

; (k, integer).

Dtftalilfl»

a.

J eall Probability that tha partteta with Uta
motion tx

h«* tho sptoé % in tho ring# ACtT

xo

•t tho timo x.t
o
(4)

Honet:

6

I

•2ÆT72

• d<|

-2i«x.
^A*xo^

It follo%rt:
^ (A,x0)

dots not dopond on xQ

(conotont speod).

(JA (A,xo) depondo only on tho voluot of f(q) in

B. Vector Cooo
1,

Poo it ion of the Probloa.

Exoctly as in the Scalar

case, we have still:
1.

Amotion *f €

(Dy(F)^ l® in fact ln

-195
\R ♦ »

-21«.
f(q) • •

wh«r«

f (q) hit th« following proporilots

(I)

f(q)

(II)

f(q) •

(Hi) *£* h
t3

6 Fq
M.

It MfttortbU«

2 yq+ a7

i(l) if
'

¿a.

< +

2 / q2 +

Th* Mt of th«*« function», with th* HilbortUn
«tractor« dtfin»d by th« non«!

II

t I)

•-I.

Iimilla 0/^1)
aq

^

wh«r* d/(q) ■ —
■1». 1“ «* «'•e»“ ■***
2 / qz + «z
L2 r«/4-, R3, {Fq)q , F

J

of th« Chang« of variables*
Thusf w« recall that

J

— R3 r«pl»c«« -O- b«c«u»«
•

A

|| ? || is a continuous sum of

normSf each of them being taken in a different space Fqj
while, in the Scalar case,

|| f || was computed only in one
i

space; Jit is the reason why the definitions of

-196

The second difficulty le thet
by r- 6 Qj Indeed

*

le no longer laver lent
(t"#

)¾

where h

trenefomed hyperplene of x0 ■ 0 by^-C 0;
where

le the

thus

le the est of ell the Initiel notions• The

section which gives t coonutetive dlegran depends on ^ t

section by

section by h:

X. ■ 0

ff-x. ■ 0

0

0

( h it through the origin of F,
lations of

because the trans¬

G operate identically on F),

Hencef to keep« for our operators« in the vector case«
the same formulas as in the scalar case«
compute the norm of
pendent
e-î G,

of q«

f(q)

it is necessary to

always in the same F « inde-

and such that Fw be invariant for every

So that the vector generalisation of ^(U0)

will be an operator!

where

f(q)

——V«* f(q)

L2(^, R3, (Fq}, F)

in

is unitary of

L2(/S R3, Fw)

.

The value

t

^ *

V • f of V , that la tha oparatatf claaa f
L2(/^ R3, (pq)9 P)

$

ataoat

la dttanilna4# «han q rana in

# by tha aat of tha valaaa Vq • f(q) of tha oparator

Vq I /(Fq# Fw) »ach thatt
(I)

Vq la anitary (of Pq onto Pw)

(II) Tha following diagram la eoMmtativai

Thla Impliaa that Pv la invariant by^- , which
oparataa unitarily in Py .
Fron thla diagram, wa can easily dafina Vq if wa
know how to dafina an operator «-(a, p) belonging to
0 , and operating on F , such thatt
(1)

Its choice depends only on tha points
a and p of -H-(and not, for example,
on tha hyperplane xQ * Oh

(Ü)
(iil)

;

(r- (*,P) M(a) - M(p) .
is regular (that is, analytic)
everywhere, and

g-

identity operator).

(a,a) = I (1 is the
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When such tn operator will be eoastr«eted9

will

be defined by the following eoamtatlve diagram
canonical
— Injection ' ■ » F

Î
(•#P)

canonical
i
— Injection* —* F
where

'r

2.*

(a,p)

It

the contragredlent of

(a,p),

Construction of r~ (>»p)» when Q/Q0 It the

Lorentt group or Its covering group.
at

r

tot of operators In E^9

It

In this case# 0/0o

,

known to contain only one

element w*.
such that:
•#P
(1)
a p transforms a fixed point a into p.
(ii) _
leaves invariant the two-dimensional
« a9p
plane through o, a9 p,
(iii)

p operates identically in the plane Lorents
orthogonal to the plane

(o9a#p)#

We take, then, for ¢- (a,p) , the operator in F
which corresponds, according to the definition of the
structure group, to o-. _ • This correspondence is
analytic; and thus, for proving the analyticity of
p
P

> g— (a,p) , it is sufficient to prove the one of
a,P *

199

Ut «• r«eall that

..i
p C

can ba writ tarn
# or p ■ poa0

P “ (P0»9) whcra q I

Lat a, p ba two alaaanta of
of

e£ .

Sinea

a

♦ q .

and y any alaaant

la a tiaa-lika vactor—indaad, H

ba longa to -/I —It la poaaibla to takf for ?0 ■
Than, tha proof conaiata in parfonaing

on

^

I »I

y and chocking ita coordinataa ara tranafonaad
analytically,

a-

tranafoma tha unit vactor of

^

- ‘»P

a

In tha ona of p t
^
%
-•
^
p_«aft
^
'o
¢- ^ • a *
* -2—» +
* a.cha + [■

Î.P

whara

0 A A

A

A * I F lr/p? - * .
ro

Chf

;

A

ITT ah f

0

Hancat

LLL
A

»i»*

It followa that, on tha baaia
tha matrix of

*31 _
•#P

chg

aha

aha

cha

'lir)

ia :

Al I q I

ao that:

«»P

I q

y . 1H + _I-1
0

A

I <1

A
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(

&S)d for

3. Conatrttetloii of Vtrlotto Ooontor» and DimltlM.
Fro« what wt havo said at tha baginning of tha ^(d)^
it follows that in tatting:
^o(q)

+«2 • r0 («) »

va hava:
(1)

^0(q)

(10

^„(q) i Fq

(111) J

1» <lq-m«»»urtM«j

117,

that U

J

•

dq

<♦ «0

' l2 l**' r3* <Fq>

» F) • "whlch 1*

axactly äquivalent to:
f(q) 6 L2 ^d^, R3, {Fq}q,
where

d/4' (q)

B

iSL
2 Vq2 + m2

.

-2 Oi*

Thin vt Uk«:

it thé optrfttor difincd by thi optrator

Vq vhleh

•atiafiia to th« last eomatativ« diagraa,
Sinct

tf-(a9p)

and thus
in

(a,p)

q , unitary of

/C0

w

it analytic, it is atasurablij
dcfinss an optrator

Fp onto

* v •
, F)

and:

u mlt*ryfro*

—

l2 Idq, R3, {Fa)

Fa j

analytic

«nlo

L2 (dq, R3, F ) .

H q
Nov, vt gtt thi gintralisation of thi scalar
A
^
formulas in replacing Y0(q) by V*Y0 (q) :
Fourier transform of the evolution operator is
given by:

o
velocity:
ff/'V

*Jî

vq '

I

•

Position:
2
dy

a
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J'Ox

vti«r*!

“

*
Ikrj—;
qc + •

Hamilton Un

*
• •

+21«, /q2 ♦

. V

( - Enargy) Hi

fiy daflnition it ia tha invaraa Poorlar tranaform
of p0 ■

.

Indatd, in taking tha invaraa

Fouriar tranaform of tha both mambara oft

• t - /<? + »s • t
va gat:

* t *+ -2 )* t
Sine«

5“Pn

■

•

1 — <i (*0) i thU «quäUty b«eo««»i
dx0
°

« T

H

4.

«

Î- ^ 1/ q2 + m2 ) »

.

Extanalon to More Qanaral Qrotipa.

except in this section (d),

1¾) to now,

G is supposed only to be

a Lie group, admitting an invariant abelian subgroup
G0

such _
that

G/G0 be the Lorents homogeneous group

or its covering group«

Therefore, we want to extend

the results of this section (d) to the following slightly
more general case«

»

-24tUt

0 ■

X A vh«r« A It any Lit group. Lot

{ "* (I) tht ktrntl of tho roprotontation of

0 ia

/(TlDaiHir- O/K1 (I) • Hort, oaaontlaUy oaly
r oecurt] and, in partieular, tht trantlaiiont eaaetl*
^
invariant
Slnct
dott not admit any outgroup, tht proA

%^[

Jtction
vholt

àf or

J"1 (1)]

tht ntutral tltntnt

Firtt Cattt

jf*optrtttt

it tht imago of

trantfornt a

•

trivially in T , and,

by tht tranaformation which

into p,

Vt may thon takt
tinco F

t

it tithtr tht

t i** U)1 * ^

In thit catt,
at

of l"^!) in

tqualt
? ■ Tft ; and

«

T

it irrtduciblt

it irrtduciblt for tht ttabilicor of a which

it tht wholt group f« This thowt that wt may utt,
now, txactly tht tamo formulas as in tht scalar cast.
Second Cast!

[^"*(1)1 a

t.

In this case, ^operates faithfully in F , and

*f(D

=

(0/$*lU))

“

t^(P) • ¿Cl i ' ¿C >
Let N be the kernel of

P

, ^ j

N

is

an invariant subgroup and, according to Levy-Malcev*s
Theorem, there exists a subgroup

^ of

necessarily invariant, and such that:

f*

,

not
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r*

H

j4NPii-41r«et product). According

tlvtyt to tho s«m thtoroa9 40 end

heve tho mmo

Lio algebra; froa which tho two poeaibilitieat

(,)

_

It io poeaible to ehpv.that tho noeooaary and
aufficiont condition for tho exietence of a pooitiondonsity ia:

_
F (6)

^

X

N (direct product)

ia the Soinor group of

i

, Then, it it pootiblo to prove that tho nocoatary
and tufficient condition for tho oxiateneo of a petitiondenaity it:

F m ¿fx H/Y (x it tho direct
product)

vhort

Y it tho tubgroup with two elementa ot à? x N
»€)} whore

N9

o and o1

€

it tho neutral eleaent of

tho two elementa in ^ which corroapond

to the neutral •lament in ^ by tho canonical projection
of
N

onto

Tbit condition impliot that ^ and

commute.
Hence, in both catea (a) and (p). thia commutativity

ia neceasary.

This ia alwaya verified when N

is finite.

The sufficiency of the conditions is trivial.

■■

-20éi

I

».

!

9

C, Tha Inirintlc Ptfity
Ut O , th« structura group of our

T

-partido»

bo tho subgroup of tho Inhoaogonoous Loronts group
which hoops tho sonso of tho timo» but not nocossarily
tho opaco orientation.
to tho partido;

Lot SI bo tho shoot associato4

for a

6 -A. » lot Oft bo tho

stabiliior of a ; it is a maximal compact subgroup of
0 :

tho full orthogonal group of tho subspaco

orthogonal to a • Thon, fa ,

a subspaco of ? , io

tho space of an irreducible représentâtion of Ga

in

T

.

Lot s bo tho symmetry with respect to tho origin

in

• Oh* has:
(i)

1

» 6 G.

center of

and s

belongs to tho

Gft .

(ii) Gft defines (up to a constant factor) a
quadratic form, positive definite in
T. , of which G.

is the orthogonal group.

From (i) and (ii), it results (according to Schurr1s
Lemma) that s

is represented in F

the square of which is
whole space T

1 , Thus

by a scalar,

s s + 1 for the

, or s = -1 for the whole F_ . By

-ft

™

definition, this sign is the parity of the particle.
Of course, by continuity, it is independent of the
chosen point a on JA.
t

-207Intitad of tho group 0 wo htvo doalt with up
to now, lot ut toko ito covoring group, idiich wo donoto
•till fey 0. Thon our now Ot it tho covoring group
of tho procoding Ot • Thuo, in tho n«#

thoro tro

ono or «oro difforont operator* which oporato in
a* a • But they do not belong to tho conter of
and thu* tho parity ha* no longer aoaning* It i* tho
case for tho electron«* Lot us recall thi* concern*
only tho nonintoracting cast«

/

I

*

;

UNCLASSIFIED

UNCLASSIFIED

